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INTRODUCTION
EMERGENCE OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM: HOW THE LEARNING
DISABLED ADULT STUDENT FITS INTO THE TOTAL SCHEME
OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
As the American college and university were evolving
under the impact of social, intellectual, and economic changes
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the new
institution on the American educational ladder--the junior
college--was emerging.
directions.

The impetus for change came from two

Some high school educators sought to extend their

graduates' education through a postsecondary experience, and
some university administrators wished to sever the first two
years

of

graduate

study

from

their

higher

institutions'

curricula so their faculties could be available for graduate
level education and research.

Is the junior college,

now

renamed the community college, merely meant to be an extension
of the public high school program, or is it designed to be an
institution for advanced education separate from and beyond
secondary schooling?

The question is still asked in higher

education circles today and remains unanswered in 1988.

The

status accorded to and the perceived role of the community
college--both at the national and state levels--have
1

2

influenced and will continue to influence to what extent the
needs of the adult learning disabled student will be addressed
at the postsecondary level.
The year 1892 in Illinois witnessed the birth of the
precursor to the junior college system in the United States
under the hand of William Rainey Harper, then president of the
University of Chicago.

He separated the first two years of

undergraduate studies from the last two years, calling them
the Academic and University Colleges respectively.

Harper and

a few other university presidents--Henry Tappan at Michigan,
William

Folwell

at Minnesota,

and

David

Starr Jordan

at

stanford--were not really shooting for the creation of a new
institution but rather were guided by their mutual opinion
that the university should be freed from providing the first
two years of college work, viewed by them as the secondary
school's function. 1

With this philosophical basis then,

1901 Joliet Junior College

opened

its

doors

as

a

in

public

postsecondary institution in Joliet, Illinois.
By the mid-1920s,

the concept of the American junior

college, offering a two-year liberal arts program, had tightly
attached itself as a rung on the American educational ladder.
As the nation enjoyed the booming industrialism of the 1920s,
the junior college began to develop more extensive vocational

James w. Thornton, The Community Junior College (New
York: John Wiley, 1966), quoted in Gerald Gutek, Education in
the United States: An Historical Perspective (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1986), 145.
1

3

and technical educational programs.
years

of

collegiate

instruction,

While maintaining two

the

junior college

also

offered a curriculum with more specific economic and social
practicali ty 2 •

The role of the junior college diversified,

gradually developing into a multi-purpose educational institution for the community as a whole during the 1960s, 1970s, and
1980s.

The junior college became neither a dressed up high

school program as grades thirteen and fourteen nor did it
become the stepchild of the four-year postsecondary institution of higher learning.
In post-World War II America, the junior college concept
experienced

its

impact

at

the

federal

level.

President

Truman's Commission on Education in 1948 called for universal
education through the fourteenth grade as a national goal and
the creation of a
placed

within

network of locally controlled colleges

commuter distance

of

many Americans.

commission used the term community college
time. 3

The

for the first

In 1958, President Eisenhower's Committee on Education

beyond the High School reaffirmed the 1948

~tatement.

In the

1960s' spirit of equal and expanding educational opportunity,
President Johnson in a commencement address in June of 1966
2Leonard

V. Koos, The Junior-College Movement (Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1925), 17-22, quoted in Gerald L. Gutek,
Education in the United States: An Historical Perspective
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1986), 146.
3

George B. Vaughan, "Introduction: Community Colleges in
Perspective" in Issues for Community College Leaders in a New
Era edited by George B. Vaughan and Associates (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1983), 6.

4

asked, "Shouldn't we keep pace with the knowledge explosion.
and aim perhaps to give every child an extra two years of
school ? 114

By the late 1960s,

the junior college campuses

across the nation were multiplying exponentially.
Why was this great expansion occurring?

The baby-boomer

generation gave birth to a 68 percent increase in the age
group of fifteen to twenty-four between the years 1955 and
1970, according to 1975 United States Census figures. 5

The

student population was a ready-made consumer of education.
Favorable federal legislation, the National Defense Education
Act in 1958 and the Higher Education Acts in 1965 and 1968
with later amendments, sent out the message to the children of
World War II veterans that a college education was open to
them.

Veterans could further their formal education, too,

through the G.I. Bill.

The call was out also for more skilled

workers after the spurt in wartime technology in the midst of
an increased rate of economic productivity.
The consumer demand for higher education in the 1960s
proved to be a boon for the community colleges, but a burden
for some four-year institutions filling to capacity with the
restless Vietnam generation.

state legislators were more than

willing to take the politically astute step to support the
4AAJC

Federal Affairs Bulletin, 24 June 1966; quoted in
Lamar Johnson, ed. , Conference on Systems Approaches to
Curriculum and Instruction in the Open Door College (Los
Angeles: University of California, 1967), 9.
Vaughan, "Introduction: Community ~olleges in Perspective," 5.
5

5

relatively inexpensive community college with its open-door
policy which supported free enterprise through its vocational
and technical curricula.
move.

It seemed to be a good legislative

The four-year ins ti tut ion of higher learning could then

continue its policy of selective admission based on merit, and
the community college with its greater accessibility would
satisfy

Americans'

achievement

orientation

educational opportunity at nominal cost.
therefore,

were

with

extended

State legislators,

ready and willing to support a

statewide

system of community colleges. 6 On the national level, federal
grants helped students attend at reduced cost, too.
Where does the handicapped student, most specifically
the learning disabled adult,
postsecondary education?

fit into this new picture of

The federal and state governments

expended great energy on behalf of higher education in the
post-war 1950s, the socially and politically restless 1960s
and 1970s, and the fiscally troubled 1980s.

A few key terms

must be explained first before attempting to address this
question.
For

purposes

of

this

study,

the

term

handicapped

children shall refer to those individuals who are
mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech or language impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally
disturbed,
orthopedically impaired or other health
impaired children, or children with specific learning
disabilities, who by reason thereof, require special

6

Ibid., 7.

6

education and related services. 7
This stands as the generally accepted definition by the federal government.

Whether child or adult, the categories of

handicapping conditions do apply as the definition uses the
terminology found in the public school's labeling for special
education placement as well as the postsecondary institution's
criterion for determining inclusion in support services.
A second useful definition issued as a 1977 Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare regulation that remains in
effect today stated that:
handicapped persons mean any person who, i. has a physical
or mental impairment which substantially limits one or
more major life activities, ii. has a record of such
impairment or, iii. is regarded as having such impairment.8
A major life activity, according to the 1981 Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 34, Part 104.3, meant a function such as
caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, walking, seeing,
speaking, learning, or working.
life-long,

These functions high! ight the

permanent condition which the maturing special

education student must face--adulthood with its concomitant
growing responsibilities in the family and working world.

The

use of the first cited definition of handicapped children did
not preclude use of the definition of handicapped person for
purposes of this study.
7

Public

Law

94-142,

U.S.

Code,

vol.

20,

sec.

1401.1

(1982).

8u.s.
(1988).

Code of Federal Regulations, vol.

45,

sec.

84.3

7

The

Department

of

Education

1981

regulations

shed.

additional light on the meaning of handicapped individual
by explaining that a physical or mental impairment is
(a) any physiological disorder or condition, cosmetic
disfigurement or anatomical loss affecting one or more
• . . body systems . • • ; (b) any mental or psychological
brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific
learning disabilities. 9
certainly, then, the federal government acknowledged learning
disabilities as a handicapping condition through this linguistic chain of terminology.
As for the term adult,

this study subscribes to the

federal government's definition of an adult as meaning "an
individual who has attained sixteen years of age or who is
beyond the age of compulsory school attendance under State law
1110

This definition, however, does not supercede the

generally acknowledged legal age of eighteen for other issues.
Development of the Governmental Role in Education
Interest in the special education student, whether child
or adult, did not by any means suddenly emerge as a national
legislative focus solely.

The earliest federal role, exhibit-

ed by the creation of schools for the mentally ill, blind, and
deaf

between

the

movement at the

u.s.

9

1820s

and

state level.

1870s,
No

paralleled

a

similar

further notable

federal

Code of Federal Regulations, vol. 34, sec. 104.3(j)

( 1981) •

u.s.

10

(1986).

Code of Federal Regulations, vol. 34, sec. 425.3

8

activity occurred until World War I and World War II spurred
the congress to provide for the vocational rehabilitation of
disabled veterans and other handicapped individuals.

The

federal government provided concrete evidence of its growing
concern for the general welf'are of the handicapped citizen by
applying the benefits of the Social Security Act to the blind,
disabled,

aged,

and dependent individual.

In the American

public school system, Washington, D.C. began to formalize its
association with the handicapped child when the United States
Office of Education created a

unit called the Section on

Exceptional Children.
The year 1958 proved to be a key turning point for the
future education of the handicapped child as well as public
education as a whole.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed

Public Law 85-926 to provide grants to colleges and universities for training personnel to teach deaf children.
same year Congress,

startled by the Soviet Union's

That
great

technological success in launching the first earth orbital
satellite, passed the monumentally important National Defense
Education Act, marking Washington D.C.'s first investment of
significant federal dollars for state education programs in
order to stimulate achievement in science, mathematics, and
foreign languages.

Congress targeted the federal dollars for

specific school populations.

This single piece of legislation

paved the way for Congress to become more and more involved in
public education through its control of the long purse strings

9

on a seemingly bottomless purse.

The growing federal dollars

available for distribution to the states signified the federal
government's direct involvement in American education.
Congress had begun its long walk down the road to ever
increasing federal aid to education, even though that action
was tied to national defense.
availability

of

federal

In future years, the growing

dollars

to

the

states

cemented

congress's coffers to its mantle of policy making.
meant power and

the

concomitant

federal

Money

regulatory power

through that funding helped to create an uncomfortable connection between the federal government and fifty states which
ultimately

bear

the

constitutional

authority

and

respon-

sibility for educating the American citizenry.
The America of the 1960s, with its focus on the civil
rights movement, witnessed a flurry of federal activity on
behalf of educational opportunity.

America's social upheaval

and political activism created the conducive climate from
which the handicapped and their advocates could make their
claims on equality undergirded by rights and not just charity.
President John F.

Kennedy,

through the

Congress

in 1963,

elevated the status of the Section on Exceptional Children by
renaming it the Division of Handicapped Children and Youth: it
was abolished, however, in 1965.

Nevertheless, the winds of

change were blowing.
That setback was greatly diminished by the significant
legislation of 1964 and 1965.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964,

10
Titles

VI

and

IX

specifically,

became

the

all-inclusive

protection against discrimination based on race or sex in any
program

or

activity

receiving

federal

assistance.

applied to the American public school system.

This

When Congress

passed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)

in

1965, it laid the cornerstone for future federal responses in
the

area

of

special

education.

This monumental

statute

established the federal policy of intervening into public
education for the handicapped nationwide.

ESEA significantly

focused on the improvement of instructional programs for the
educationally disadvantaged, as well as the handicapped child,
by requiring in Title III that 15 percent of

funds made

available must be spent on special projects and programs for
the handicapped.

This single legislative act signified the

federal government's first general aid to American public
education for improving specific populations.
In 1966 via Public Law 89-750,

Congress amended the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
created

the

National

Advisory

Children and added Title VI.

Committee

In so doing,
on

it

Handicapped

By establishing the Bureau of

Education for the Handicapped within the United States Office
of Education,

the

law provided the necessary centralized

leadership in this area.
greater recognition

The handicapped American was gaining

in the upper echelons of the

federal

bureaucracy slowly but surely.
The ESEA amendments also addressed the needs of the

11
adult student.
1966.

Title III became the Adult Education Act of

Congress hoped to encourage and expand basic education

programs for adults so that they would be prepared adequately
for occupational training and profitable employment.
Evolution of the Concept of Learning Disabilities
As this new, directed concern materialized nationally
for public education,

so too,

did the concept of learning

disabilities take shape in a formal fashion as a new area of
special education.

The concept of learning disabilities,

however, had been evolving since the post-World War I studies
by K. Goldstein on brain-injured soldiers, the Orton research
on dyslexia or specific reading deficits, and the Strauss and
Werner studies on the brain-injured child in the 1940s.

In

1967, the National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children
issued

one

of

disabilities.

the

first

formal

definitions

of

learning

This definition became and remains today the

standard applied in determining eligibility for services under
federal rules and regulations governing special education:
"Children with learning disabilities" means those children
have a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological
processes involved in understanding or in using language,
spoken or written, which disorder may manifest itself in
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write,
spell, or do mathematical calculations.
such disorders
include such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain
injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. such term does not include children who
have learning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental retardation, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental

12

disadvantage. 11
This definition lacks the precision or explicit criteria on
which to base a well-informed diagnosis of a learning disaFor the education specialist or psychologist, the

bility.

exclusionary clause only serves as an aid in determining what
a learning disability is not.
The

1988

Code

of

Federal

Regulations,

Chapter

34,

Section 300.54 reflects the 1967 definition, but added that a
school staffing team may determine that a child has a specific
learning disability if that child does not achieve at a level
commensurate with his age and intellectual ability levels in
one or more of those basic psychological processes involving
oral

expression,

basic

reading

computation or reasoning.

skills,

and

mathematical

This regulation brought a degree of

clarity to the definition.
With continuing research shedding new 1 ight on this
concept

of

specific

learning

disabilities,

the

concerned

community came to find the 1967 definition inadequate.

The

research stimulated great controversy in professional circles
as well as special education advocacy groups.

The U. s. Inter-

agency Committee on Learning Disabilities, established by the
Health Research Extension Act of 1985, stated in its lengthy
1987 report to Congress that the 1967 definition incorrectly
implied that a learning disability is a homogeneous condition
11

James F. Kavanaugh and Tom T. Truss, Jr., eds., Learning
Disabilities: Proceedings of the National Conference (Parkton:
York Press, 1988), 549.

13
rather than a heterogeneous group of disorders.

In addition,

the committee said that "the use of the word 'children' in the
definition fails to recognize that for most people a relative
disability persists and affects them throughout adulthood as
well ... 12
With this in mind then and for purposes of this study on
the postsecondary education of the learning disabled adult,
one must apply the 1981 revised definition announced by the
National Joint Committee for Learning Disabilities:
Learning disabilities is a generic term that refers to a
heterogeneous group of disorders manifested by significant
difficulties in the acquisition and use of listening,
speaking, reading, writing, reasoning, or mathematical
abilities. These disorders are intrinsic to the individual
and presumed to be due to central nervous system dysfunction.
Even though a learning disability may occur
concomitantly with other handicapping conditions (e.g.,
sensory impairment,
mental retardation,
social and
emotional disturbance) or environmental influences (e.g.,
cultural differences,
insufficient or inappropriate
instruction, psychogenic factors), it is not the direct
result of those conditions or influences. 13
Most

professional

learning

and

disabilities

lay

organizations

endorse

this

in

latter

the

new

area

of

definition

because it took into account the persistence of a learning
disability into adulthood.

Deletion of the word children

reflected that the handicap existed in individuals other than
just the young and continued as a life-long condition.
ing disabilities is the hidden handicap.

Learn-

The student is not

readily apparent to the observer as is the individual in a
12

Ibid., 549.

13 Ibid.,

550.

14

wheelchair, the deaf adult who finger spells, or the visually
impaired person with a white cane.
For the vocal advocates of service for the learning
disabled--the parent, special education teacher, and enlightened legislator--the year 1970 marked an historic turning
point.

Learning disabilities gained national attention.

As

of 13 April 1970, Public Law 91-230 repealed Title VI of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and created a
new Title VI called the Education of the Handicapped Act.
This law provided for grants to the states for initiating,
expanding, and improving educational programs designed to meet
the needs of the handicapped child.

More specifically, in

Part G titled "Special Programs for Children With Specific
Learning Disabilities," Congress called for grants to fund
research on educating children with learning disabilities, to
prepare professionals to teach the learning disabled, and to
set up model centers to foster improvement of educational
services to the learning disabled student.
Education of the Handicapped Act symbolized

Passage of the

~ational

awareness

of the educational needs of the handicapped student and marked
direct

federal

involvement

nation's school systems.

in

special

education

in

the

The new federal policy provided a

path that legislator, educator, and parent alike would follow
to this day in their quest to secure expanded educational
services for the handicapped.

Federal leadership provided the

leverage the concerned parties needed to establish uniformity

15
of services from state to state.
Statistics from the now defunct United States Office of
Education revealed the impact of the wave of congressional
movement on behalf of special education.
percent

of

handicapped

education services;

by

children
1963,

were

21 percent

In 1948, only 12
receiving

special

received

special

education support, and by 1968 that percentage had jumped to
38 percent. 14

Unfortunately, the school systems across the

nation were still not serving even a majority of the students.
America had not yet paved the road to full educational
opportunity for the handicapped.

On 28 February 1969, when

introducing the Senate bill that became the Children With
Learning

Disabilities

Act

of

1969,

Texas

Senator

Ralph

Yarborough stated quite revealingly that:
it may surprise you to know that only two out of every
five or six handicapped children in this country are
receiving the special educational services they need.
These figures are drawn from State agencies, and they
point out how much there is to be done if we are to keep
our promise of education for every child, handicapped or
not. 15
The American legal system would catalyze all levels of government to legislate for the full educational rights of the handicapped citizen.
14

Joseph Ballard,
Bruce A.
Ramirez,
and Frederick
Weintraub, eds., Special Education in America: Its Legal and
Governmental Foundations (Reston: Council for Exceptional
Children, 1982), 2.
15

u. S. Congress, Senate, Ralph Yarborough speaking for
Children with Learning Disabilities Act of 1969, S.B. 1190,
91st Cong., 1st sess., 28 February 1969, Congressional Record,
vol. 115, 4840.

16

The Impact of Critical Court Decisions upon National Policy
The federal judicial system set precedents in the early
1970s

by

ordering

handicapped

equal

youngsters.

educational

opportunity

The

looked

courts

to

landmark case on school

desegregation,

Brown v.

Education,

the

education

children,

to

establish

right

thereby bringing the

of

federal

for
the

1954

Board of

government

public education battle on the state level.

all

for

all

into

a

Two federal

district court cases laid the legal groundwork and served as
the impetus for the states to respond with their own legislation.
In the 1972 case of Pennsylvania Association for the
Retardedv. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the federal district
court ruled that retarded students could not be excluded from
public school and the court established a well-defined due
process

for

initial

placement and for changing a

special education program.

child's

Those children, henceforth, were

to have access to a public school education.
In the 1972 case of Mills v. Board of Education of the
District of Columbia, the federal district court ruled that
funds, even if inadequate to educate the regular child, must
nevertheless be allocated equally for all and that no child
should be completely excluded from attending.
The PARC and Mills decisions together forged a new path
for extensive litigation from interest groups and parents
alike by providing the constitutional basis for attacking the

17
school's exclusion and misclassification of the handicapped
child.

These precedent setting cases helped foster the belief

nationally that due process and equal protection of the law
afforded by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United states
constitution protected the right of the handicapped child to
have not only access to public education, but also a free and
appropriate education as well.
The tone of the judicial system rang clear for expanding
the

educational

pressure

made

opportunity

itself

felt

of the
on

the

between the years 1970 and 1975.

handicapped.
state

level

Citizen
especially

With the federal govern-

ment's giant steps along the road paved by the federal court
precedents,

state

legislatures

began

to

busy

enacting laws guaranteeing special education.

themselves

By 1972, almost

70 percent of the states had put laws on the books aimed at
insuring the education of the handicapped student.

By 1975

only two states had not adopted some type of legislation
mandating public education for that special population. 16
Congress placed in the next blocks tnat firmed up the
foundation of the newly established rights of the handicapped
so there would be uniform services nationwide.

D.c.,
an

Washington,

along with the state governments, awakened to shouts for

educational

professional
16

mandate

groups

such

from
as

nationally
the

Council

powerful
for

parent-

Exceptional

Ballard, Ramirez, and Weintraub, eds. , Special Education
in America, 3.
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children; Association for Children with Learning Disabilities;.
Association

for Retarded Citizens;

Epilepsy Foundation of

America; United Cerebral Palsy; and American Speech, Language,
and Hearing Association.
The National Thrust in the 1970s and 1980s to Guarantee the
Rights of the Handicapped
The growing national call for mandating full educational
rights pointed the way for an ever expanding federal fiscal
role.

The states were not generating the dollars to adequate-

ly fund special education programs so as to implement the
widely recognized, unquestioned right to education for all.
With this acknowledgement, Congress passed the Elementary and
Secondary Education Amendments of 1974 as Public Law 93-380.
This legislation laid the basis for comprehensive planning,
the delivery of additional financial assistance to the states,
and the protection of the handicapped child's due process
rights and a guarantee of confidentiality. 17
the

firmest hand of congressional clout,

Though lacking

these amendments

flashed a yellow caution light to states which had not yet
legislated

guarantees

handicapped.

for

the

educational

rights

of

the

The federal government had served notice with

Public Law 93-380 that the states should be moving full speed
ahead

on
17

their

own

green

light

to

fulfill

the

national

u. S. Congress, Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare, Legislative History of P.L. 94-142. U.S. Code
Congressional and Administrative News, vol. 2, 94th Cong., 1st
sess., 2 June 1975, S.R. 94-168, 1430.
·
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imperative.
On 29 November 1975, President Gerald Ford signed Public
Law 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of
1975--the long awaited national landmark of educational rights
for the handicapped.

This statute amended the Education of

the Handicapped Act in response to the following 1975 Congressional findings:
(1) More than half of the handicapped children in the
United states do not receive appropriate educational
services which would enable them to have full equality of
opportunity; (2) one million of the handicapped children
in the United States are excluded entirely from the public
school system and will not go through the educational
process with their peers . • • ; (3) because of the lack
of adequate services within the public school system,
families are often forced to find services outside the
public school system, often at great distance from their
residence and at their own expense • • . ; (4) it is in
the national interest that the Federal Government assist
State and local efforts to provide programs to meet the
educational needs of handicapped children in order to
assure equal protection of the law. 18
This powerful, persuasive declaration left no doubt the federal government recognized the inadequacy or void of educational services for the handicapped.

The lack of appropriate

services created an unnecessary burden for the parents of
those students who were entitled to equal opportunity in the
educational setting.

Given financial aid from the federal

government, a joint effort on the part of local, state, and
federal units of government fulfilled the constitutional right
of the handicapped to receive an appropriate education.

18

Education for all Handicapped Children
Statutes at Large, vol. 89, sec. 3, (1975), 774.

Act,

Most

U.S.
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importantly, in this statute the national government took on
the role of catalyst to bring about equal protection under the
law in the education units of the fifty states.
In thirty-three detailed pages, the concept of accountability

and

individualized

congress

explained

how

the

education
state

and

became
local

the

issues.

educational

agencies should implement fair and equal treatment of the
exceptional

child

in

his/her

educational

setting.

The

document focused upon five pervading themes of accountability
to provide fair and equal treatment.
(1) As equal educational opportunity is a right which
must be made available to all on equal terms,

a

appropriate

handicapped

education

was

to

be

provided

to

free and

students ages three to eighteen no later than 1 September 1978
and to those ages three to twenty-one by 1 September 1980.
(2) The local school was to write an individual educational plan (IEP)
unique needs.

to meet each special education student's

The term special education, henceforth, meant

specially designed instruction, at no cost to parents or
guardians, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped
child, including classroom instruction, instruction in
physical education, home instruction, and instruction in
hospitals and institutions. 19
The written plan was to meet each child's diagnosed individual
unique needs before the school could implement the plan in an
appropriate setting that was least restrictive to the child.

19 I b 1'd • ,

775.
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Each state was to establish regulations and pro-.

(3)

cedures

for

placement,

the

identification,

and a free,

evaluation,

educational

appropriate education for all hand-

icapped with the specific objective to involve the parent all
too frequently excluded from the decision making process.
(4)
follow

The state and local educational agencies were to

due

process

procedures

to

insure

fair

and

equal

treatment throughout the entire school process of identification,

evaluation,

placement,

appropriate educational plan.

and

implementation

of

the

For example, the school was to

provide the parent written notice in the parent's primary
language sufficiently in advance of any proposed changes in
the child's educational plan.

The school was to test the

child with nondiscriminatory, culture free instruments.

In

the event the school and parent did not agree on an appropriate educational plan, either the school or the parent initiated a request for a impartial hearing starting at the local
level and continued up through the state channels, if necessary.
( 5) The federal government was to participate more fully
in financing special education nationwide.
funds

It was to withhold

from states not in compliance with the mandates of

Public Law 94-142.
The concept of individualization and accountability were
clearly the focal points of Public Law 94-142.

The local

educational unit had to be ever cognizant of the intent of the
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law as well as the letter of the law.

Congress did not intend

to remove the special education student from the mainstream of
a public school education in order for that child to receive
an

equal

and

appropriate

education--quite

the

contrary.

congress hoped that the provisions of Public Law
provided

a

viable

means

whereby

the

handicapped

94-142
student

learned to adjust and function effectively with his non-handicapped classmates

in a

opportunity for all.

competitive environment with equal

With this goal, then, Congress clearly

stated that the handicapped student was to be educated in the
mainstream,
vices.

given the appropriate support and related ser-

The student was to be removed from that mainstream

only when the need to do so is properly determined by the
school staff and parent as a team. Mainstreaming was not to be
abused.
Subsequent court decisions stated that failure to provide the mainstreamed special education student appropriate
support

and

related

services

functionally

excluded

that

student from profiting from that educational setting with
schoolmates.

The school personnel responsible for facilitat-

ing and managing the implementation of the individual plan had
to be ever wary of ignoring the critical distinction between
educating in the mainstream because it was the appropriate
placement for that individual child and educating in the least
restrictive environment because it was the more expedient move
for school administration.
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The

intent of the

law was

not to

require that all

schools eventually mainstream all special education students.
The goal was to require provision for a continuum of education
services.

The student could spend 100 percent of the day in

regular classes with

support services or the child could

attend regular classes only part of the day with the remaining
time spent with the special education teacher.
the

If warranted,

student could spend 100 percent of the day with the
If the child were in need of a

special education teacher.

more restrictive setting, the student could attend a facility
outside the public school system.

The determining factor re-

volved around the informed decision as to what was appropriate
to meet each individual student's unique needs at any given
point.
Because

the

federal

government

in

effect

declared

education of handicapped to be a right, no state government
could deny service based on the grounds of insufficient funds
or facilities to meet the child's special needs.

Congress

acknowledged the great budgetary allocations necessary for a
school system to implement this federal mandate by its inclusion of a funding formula to provide federal dollars to state
and local education agencies.

While the formula allowed for

an increase in the maximum authorized spending contribution of
the federal government it did not require a definite expenditure.

The allocation of the real federal dollars fell to the

dalliances of the Washington budget makers every year.

Each
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state in compliance was clearly entitled annually to federal
dollars, but the state never knew how many, if any, federal
dollars would be forthcoming.
Yearly each state faced the dilemma of implementing the
federal mandate even though the government did not fully fund
its own mandate.

Many school systems declared loudly that if

congress initiated such extensive, expensive, all encompassing
special education programs, then the federal government should
have assumed the cost of implementation.
The individual school system not only had to pay the
balance of fiscal

implementation if the state and federal

governments insufficiently allocated.

It also worked under

the close scrutiny of both the state governmental unit as well
as the U.S. Department of Education.

The school system, the

state educational agency, and the U.S. Department of Education
administered

the

allocated

dollars

interlocking responsibilities.

through

a

series

of

The Secretary of Education

allocated funds to a state only after he/she had approved the
state's plan for implementing Public Law 94-142.

In turn, the

state agency did not allow a local agency's entitlement to
flow through to the local school until the state approved the
local agency's application for funding which was contingent
upon acceptable implementation of the law. 20

20

Joseph Ballard, Bruce Ramirez, and Kathy Zantal-Wiener.
Public Law 94-142, Section 504, and Public Law 99-457:
Understanding What They Are and Are Not (Reston: Council for
Exceptional Children, 1987), 7.
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obviously, the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act ushered in a new era in relations among the Congress, the
states, public schools and institutions, and the family of the
handicapped student.

This single statute called forth a radi-

ical reshaping of policies and practices commonly followed by
America's public schools.
threat

of

being

cited

Would the schools live under the
for

non-compliance

for

continuing

inadequate, limited programs for the handicapped?

Would they

work in the spirit of the law to implement,

through every

means possible, the expensive educational programs mandated
for every identified handicapped student needing

service?

This question is still being answered fourteen years after
enactment of Public Law 94-142.

Judicial

involvement to

interpret the law, its regulations, and delivery of services
to individuals goes on.
Was such a prescriptive mandate necessary?

It is suffi-

cient to say that only twelve states in 1975 had special
education legislation that included due process requirements
and

an

additional

thirteen

governing special education.

states

had

some

regulations

As of 1980, according to both

the Semiannual Update on the Implementation of Public Law 94142 and the 1980 Second Annual Report to Congress, all states
had made efforts to amend their statutes and/or regulations to
fulfill the due process requirements of the statute. 21

21

The

Ballard, Ramirez, and Weintraub, Special Education in
America, 36.
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states responded to the federal initiative.
Quite atypically, Congress did not set any expiration
date for Public Law 94-142; therefore, the law will continue
to impact public schools as the handicapped population served
The total number of special education students

increases.

served in federally supported programs rose from 3.9 million
in 1978-1979 to 4.4 million in 1986-1987, due primarily to the
growth in the number of students being classified as learning
disabled,

far exceeding the growth of all other categories

combined.

By 1987, the percentage of learning disabled had

jumped to

43. 8

percent of all

special

education students

served in federally supported programs from just 29.1 percent
of the total served in 1979.

In 1987, the learning disabled

comprised 4.80 percent of the total school enrollment out of
a total of all types of handicaps equaling 10.97 percent of
the

total

school

enrollment

in

elementary

and

secondary

schools served by federally supported programs. 22
Quite interesting to note is Congress's specific provision

for

existence

clarifying the
of

a

specific

criteria
learning

used

to

disability,

diagnose
the

the

newest

recognized handicapping condition and also the fastest growing
category served.
the

then

Section 620b of Public Law 94-142 required

Commissioner

22Joyce

of

Education

within

one

year

of

D. stern, ed. The Condition of Education:
Elementary and Secondary Education (Washington, D. C.: National
Center for Education statistics of the U.S. Dept. of Education, 1988) , 54.
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statutory enactment to write regulations for establishing the
eligibility criteria and to monitor the states' compliance
with those regulations.

In addition, the statute accepted the

l967

specific

definition

of

a

learning

disability,

but

acknowledged that the Commissioner of Education could find a
need to revise that definition.

This included statement in

the body of the document only highlighted the lack of surety
existing within this new field of special education to identify the correct student in need of learning disabilities
services.
Subsequently,

Congress passed Public Law 99-457,

Education of the Handicapped Amendments of 1986.

the

In Title I,

Part H, Section 671, Congress found "an urgent and substantial
need" to provide for early intervention to minimize developmental delay in handicapped infants and toddlers and to reduce
the educational costs to the public school systems nationwide.
This statute offered federal assistance to those states to
facilitate the development and implementation of educational
programs for the handicapped child from birth to age two.
Today,

national concern is shifting toward swift,

remedial

effort so as to reduce costs of educating the handicapped
child for twelve years in the public schools of the nation.
School budgets could grow larger and larger to address the
need to educate not only the handicapped but also the regular
and advanced students.

The National Commission on Excellence

in 1983 sounded a loud, clear warning to the American public
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in A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform.
public education needed to move toward higher standards of
performance to create a literate citizenry capable of functioning in a technological world.
The repercussions from the extensive federal mandates
affecting elementary and secondary schools in America and from
an American public awakening to the national imperative for
improving the overall quality of the nation's education system
signaled a clear message to postsecondary institutions: be
prepared for the handicapped public school student now an
adult who is seeking a post-high school educational experience.

How did the state of Illinois through its community

college
College,
address

system
Harper
this

in

northern

College,

and

specifically

Oakton

newly emerging demand

services at the college level?
study.

Illinois,

Communityn

for

special

Triton

College,
education

Herein lies the thrust of this

That learning disabled adult seeking admission repre-

sented almost one hundred years of social,
attitudinal

changes

handicapped citizenry.

in

America's

political,

relations

with

and
its

Congress and the Illinois General

Assembly acted and continue to play out their dual roles as
policy makers and policy implementors in American education.
They set the context within which the

Illinois community

college system has attempted to respond to this educational
imperative.

CHAPTER I
EXISTING FEDERAL CONTEXT AFFECTING COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS
FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED ADULT
In keeping with the spirit of educational reform during
President Lyndon Johnson's Great Society, Congress passed the
Higher Education Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-329). It provided
federal funding for the educational opportunities of the adult
at

the

institutions

of

higher

learning.

The

federal

government was a ready and willing partner for strengthening
educational resources at colleges and universities as well as
in

providing

financial

assistance

financially needy college student.

to

the

capable

but

In one short section of a

seven-title package, the law made available federal dollars
for the construction of new community college facilities.
In 1969 Congress passed an amendment to the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act under the title of the Adult
Education Act (Public Law 91-230).

The statute intended to

enable adults to continue their education to at least the
secondary level.
Section

309,

It became effective on 13

titled

"Special

Experimental

April

1970.

Demonstration

Projects and Teacher Training," encouraged research efforts
having

national

significance
29

or

special

value

to

adult

30
education programs

which

addressed

academic

deficiencies.

Federal efforts to define Washington's role in the expansion
of the community college system materialized during the midl970S and early 1980s as the federal government extended its
policy making power for the educational opportunities of the
academically underprepared and the handicapped.
Attention to the academically needy adult learner came
in the wake of the evolution of public policy promoting the
education of the exceptional child.

Focus upon the school age

handicapped peaked in the 1970s and early 1980s with case law
from the federal court system and with the federal legislative
activity directed toward guaranteeing the educational rights
of the school age handicapped person.

Legislative moves by

congress also directly affected the handicapped adult along
the continuum of education.

The passage of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973 with its 1974 amendment; the Family Educational
Rights

and

Privacy

Act

of

1974;

and

Education

of

the

Handicapped Amendments of 1983 and 1986 all helped to define
the nature of the extension of those educational rights to the
handicapped adult beyond the age of compulsory schooling.
The 1970s and 1980s brought an additional focus to legislative safeguards.

Specific issue-oriented,

programmatic

legislation began to address the needs of the maturing special
education

students graduating

from

the

local

public

high

school who were facing the demands of adulthood--employment,
self-sufficiency, and financial independence.

The

31
comprehensive

Employment

Training

Act

of

1973,

Education

.Amendments of 1976, Job Training Partnership Act of 1982, and
the earl Perkins Vocational Educational Act of 1984 embodied
congressional efforts to respond to those concrete and very
real immediate needs of the aging special education population.

Those handicapped students had benefited from perhaps

as many as twelve years of elementary and secondary schooling
in an individualized educational program designed and implemented to meet their unique learning needs.
These

program-specific

legislative

packages

led

to

formalized relations between the federal government and a key
service provider, the community college. During the 1970s and
1980s, federal legislation linked Washington with the states'
community college
making uni ts.
such

systems

through

its

funding

and

policy

The federal arm of involvement came through

organizations

as

the

Commissioner

of

Education's

Community College Unit and the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).
According to U.S. Department of

Educa~ion

statistics,

37.2 percent of disabled students in the fall of 1986 enrolled
in two-year public postsecondary institutions.

That was the

largest percentage of handicapped enrollments at any level of
public or private postsecondary institution. 1

1

The learning

National Center for Education Statistics, Profile of
Handicapped Students in Postsecondary Education 1987 by
Bernard Greene and Linda Zimblen (Washington D. c. : U. s.
Department of Education, June 1989), table 4, 14.
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disabled were part of that handicapped enrollment at the
community colleges. 2

In the political world, the state and

federal legislators responded to the vocal, organized groups
determined to make secure the rights of the handicapped adult.
In the

professional

world,

the

neurologist,

academician,

psychologist, and school administrator struggled to define the
parameters

of

the

specific

learning

disability.

Having

inherited thirty years of federal legislation and judicial
decisions aimed at protecting the educational opportunities of
both

the

non-handicapped

postsecondary
specialist
experiences.

and

administrator,

attempted

to

handicapped
instructor,

provide

American,

the

and

educational

appropriate

educational

The Illinois community college system had to

operate within both the

federal

framework

and

Illinois's

educational superstructure to move steadily toward fulfilling
not only the letter of the law, but the spirit of the law as
well.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973
As of the year 1973, Congress had passed only two laws
specifically establishing statutory bases for the civil rights

2The

1987 study of fall 1986 enrollments comprised
students who reported that they had one or more of the
following
handicapping
conditions:
specific
learning
disabilities, visual handicap, hard of hearing, deafness,
speech disability, orthopedic handicap, or health impairment.
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of students in public education. 3

Title VI of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discrimination on the basis of
race,

color,

or national origin in public school programs

receiving federal aid.

Title IX of the Education Amendments

of 1972 prohibited public schools from discriminating on the
basis of sex.

In this political climate and looking beyond

the elimination of school desegregation, Congress was moving
toward

addressing
In

education.

the

1973,

issue
the

of

93rd

social

justice

Congress

passed

in

public

a

simple

declaration of principle, dramatically expanding civil rights
law to include America's handicapped citizens.
On 23 September 1973, Congress enacted Public Law 93112, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, with the intent to end
of

some

the

Specifically,

barriers

faced

by

handicapped

adults.

the statute authorized grants to states for

vocational rehabilitation services with special emphasis on
assisting the most severely handicapped.

The first thirty-

eight pages of the statute covered Titles I through V which
addressed issues of implementation, funding allotments, state
record keeping, and creation of an annual state vocational
plans.
Congress

Not until the last page of the entire document did
impart

the

most

significant

words

impacting

postsecondary education.

3

Joseph Ballard, Bruce A. Ramirez, and Frederick J.
Weintraub, eds., Special Education in America: Its Legal and
Governmental Foundations (Res ton: Council for Exceptional
Children, 1982), 44.
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section 504 in the last paragraph and in one short sentence laid the framework for dramatic changes at the institutions of higher learning.

That passage stated that:

no otherwise qualified handicapped individual . • . shall,
solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance. 4
Not until five months later, in February of 1974, did Secretary Casper Weinberger assign to the Office of Civil Rights
within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare the
responsibility
Section 504.

for

writing

the

regulations

to

implement

This assignment signaled a major victory to

constituents who viewed the statute as a monumental step for
civil rights and not merely welfare legislation. 5
Time brought clarity to definitions contained within the
statute.

The original text defined handicapped individual as:

any individual who (a) has a physical or mental disability
which for such individual constitutes or results in a substantial handicap to employment and (b) can reasonably be
expected to benefit in terms of employability from
vocational services provided pursuant to Titles I and III
of this Act. 6
Congress recognized the narrowness of this definition and
amended the Rehabilitation Act on 7 December 1974 to clarify
the language.

Section

(7)6 of those amendments served to

4Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, U.S. Statutes at Large, 87,
sec. 504, 394 (1973).
5

Ballard, Ramirez, and Weintraub, eds., Special Education
in America: Its Legal and Governmental Foundations, 45.
6Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, 361.
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redefine the targeted population of the law by stating that.
handicapped person means any person who has a physical or
mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of
his/her major life activities.
serious work on the writing of Section 504 regulations
began in late 1974.

Following the first rough draft within

the Office of Civil Rights, the publication of the first draft
in May 1976, and then several months of public hearings, the
acceptable regulations were finally published in the Federal
Register on 7 May 1977.

Section 504 had undergone close scru-

tiny by federal bureaucrat and special interest groups alike.
Quite interesting is the fact that Section 504 regulations
came forth

just three months prior to the publication of

regulations to implement the 1975 landmark special education
legislation,

Public

Law 94-142,

Department of Health, Education,
implementation
secondary

of

school

on

23

August

1977.

The

and Welfare rules guiding

safeguards

afforded

the

handicapped

students

were

simultaneously with the rules governing

elementary
issued

and

almost

implementation of

Section 504 for the handicapped adults.
In 1980, The Department of Education published in the
Federal Register its addition of Part 104 to the Section 504
regulations,

providing crucial clarifications of terms and

procedures directly affecting the postsecondary institutions.
Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations codified Part 104
under the name "Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap in
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programs and Activities Receiving or Benefiting from Federal
' l Assis
' tance.
Financia

Those

II

regulations

stood unchanged

until 1988 elaborations to the Code of Federal Regulations.
several

terms

need

explanation

at

this

point

to

facilitate understanding of the implications of Section 504
for

postsecondary institutions and the learning disabled

adult students today.

The 1988 Code of Federal Regulations,

Title 34,

Section 104.3 reported six important

Chapter I,

terms: (1) a physical or mental impairment includes a specific
learning

disability;

learning and working;

(2)

a

major

life

activity

includes

(3) a qualified handicapped person in

regard to postsecondary and vocational education services is
a handicapped person who meets the academic and technical
standards necessary for admission or

p~rticipation

in his/her

educational program or activities; and (4) a recipient is any
public or private agency, person, institution, or organization
receiving federal assistance under the statute.
Two additional points tied federal regulations to the
institutions of higher learning.
refers

to

"all

non-academic

The term technical standards

admissions

criteria

that

essential to participation in the program in question.

117

are
A

technical standard might include a necessary degree of motor
dexterity for a veterinarian's clinical or minimal level of
vision or hearing for a student's full and successful

7Appendix A: Analysis of Final Regulations, U.S.

Federal Regulations, vol. 34, subpart G, 485 (1988).

Code of
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participation in a medical training program.
Finally, federal financial assistance means any grant,
loan, contract, or method by which the Department of Education
makes available its money to the recipient.

That includes

services of federal personnel and the transfer of real or
personal property. Since federal monetary aid could include
veterans' education benefits and other financial aid programs
such as Basic and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
Programs and Guaranteed student Loan Program,

it is highly

unlikely any college or university could successfully argue
that it is not covered by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973.
Quite

clearly,

Section

504

protected

the

learning

disabled adult students at the community college level.

Those

regulations applied to each recipient of financial assistance
from the Department of Education (DOE)

and to each college

program

benefits

or

assistance.

activity

that

receives

or

from

such

With DOE monies went the legal obligation to

comply with the statute.

As an agent of public education, the

community college held a strong position as a recipient of
those DOE dollars.

Furthermore, the learning disabled fit the

statutory definition of handicapped, because they were limited
by perceptual processing deficits 8 necessary for learning, a
8

Processing deficits are deficiencies in psychological
operations necessary to give meaning to auditory, visual,
tactile, or motor information. Appendix A, 483, includes
specific learning disabilities under physical or mental
impairment. In Section 104.23 (j) (2), DOE interpreted specific
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major life activity.

Since the community college had an open-

door policy, anyone could enter as a high school graduate.
once enrolled, however, the learning disabled individual had
to meet the technical standards of the chosen program.
Precisely what protection did Section 504 afford the
learning

disabled

adult

Subpart

students?

E

of

the

regulations covered postsecondary education specifically.

It

delineated

in

detailed

recruitment,

requirements

admission,

and

for

nondiscrimination

treatment

of

students

admission to any institution's programs and activities.

after
This

included vocational education that received or benefited from
federal financial assistance.
Seven passages in the 1988 regulations elaborated upon
those pertinent, comprehensive areas of protection.
all,

qualified

handicapped

persons

could

not

First of
be

denied

admission solely on the basis of their handicaps, or could not
be subjected to discrimination in respect to recruitment or
admission.

Colleges could not set limits as to the number of

handicapped who could be admitted.

Institutions could not use

any admission test that placed any adverse effect upon the
handicapped persons.

Any admissions test administered had to

be selected because it was designed to yield an accurate
measure of the applicants' true ability or achievement level.
Thus, the goal became the elimination of any unfair distortion
learning disabilities to describe such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction,
dyslexia, and developmental aphasia.
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of the students' ability due to the impact of their handicaps
upon test taking.
admission

Colleges could not inquire during the pre-

process

handicapped.

as

to

whether

or

not

applicants

were

After admission, the schools could inquire, but

they could not require disclosure.

The schools could make

inquiries before enrollment, however, so as to prepare for the
needed accommodations.
The law provided some relief to the schools regarding
pre-admission disclosure of the handicap if the schools opted
to take voluntary action to overcome the effects
discrimination.
guidelines

in

of past

The schools were required to follow specific
so

doing,

however.

The

ins ti tut ions

were

mandated to clearly state orally or indicate on any written
questionnaire to the applicants that the information requested
was in pursuit of the schools' objective to take corrective
action.

The institutions had to clearly indicate that the

students' responding was strictly voluntary, that information
given was confidential, and that the withholding of information would not place any adverse stigma upon the applicants.
For the learning disabled applicants, the impact of this
regulation regarding disclosure of handicap, however, could be
double edged.

For example, research showed that many learning

disabled applicants choose not to divulge the nature of their
handicap out of fear that to do so would hurt them in some
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waY·9

As a consequence, many learning disabled applicants go

undetected.

They

admissions

officer

could well
or

information to make an

be

denied

counselor
informed

who

admission by the
lacks

sufficient

The receiving

judgment.

institution could be unable to anticipate the nature or extent
of accommodations Section 504
enrolled

in

courses

and

required it to make!

without

the

necessary

Once

supportive

measures, learning disabled students could very well insure
their failure,
culties.
guarantee

or the very least, needless academic diffi-

The safeguards built into Section 504 regulations to
educational

opportunity

could

very

well

become

counterproductive.
Postsecondary institutions could not exclude merely on
the

basis

of

the

existence

of

a

handicap

any

qualified

handicapped individual from any course or any part of its
education program or activity.

This provision attempted to

eliminate the practice of excluding a student with ambulatory
difficulties or the assumptions by a school that no jobs would
be available later to that handicapped person after completing
a given course of study. 10
The

schools

of

higher

educations

were

required

to

operate their programs and activities in the most integrated
setting possible.

Colleges,

therefore,

had to try not to

9

susan A. Vogel, "On Developing LD College Programs,"
Journal of Learning Disabilities 15 (November 1982): 518.
10

Appendix A: Analysis of Final Regulations, 496.
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schedule or arrange to have all handicapped students in one
Integration was

particular class or section of a building.
the goal.

Postsecondary institutions were mandated to make certain
adjustments to academic requirements and practices that discriminated or carried the effect of discriminating against the
handicapped students.

Most importantly, this provision did

not obligate schools to waive a
other academic requirement,
those

requirements

to

handicapped students.

meet

course requirement or any

but the schools had to modify
the

needs

of

the

individual

For example, institutions could decide

to allow a deaf student to take a course in music history in
lieu of a course in music appreciation.

It is crucial to note

that this regulation did not force the institutions to modify
academic

requirements

essential

to

the

given

program

of

instruction or a particular degree.
The case of Southeastern Community College v. Davis
(442 U.S. 397) highlighted this latter point.

In interpreting

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the 1979 U.S. Supreme Court
found

that

the

prohibition

of

discrimination

against

an

otherwise qualified handicapped person in a federally assisted
program did not compel the college to take affirmative action
that would disregard the plaintiff's severe hearing impairment.

The student needed effective oral communication skills

in order to function in the school's clinical nursing program.
Modifying the nursing program, by providing a sign language
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interpreter for the student constituted a substantial change
in the school's program.

Therefore, not providing such a

modification was not discriminatory under Section 504.

The

college could deny the hearing impaired applicant admission to
the registered nursing program on the basis of the applicant's
inability to participate safely in the clinical training.
The

Davis

case

helped

established

the

concept

of

acceptable exclusion by affirming that a handicapped student
could indeed be denied admission to a

school activity or

program without the school being found in violation of Section
504.

The school had only to base its determination of essen-

tial requirements on sound reasons such as health or safety
concerns inherent in the nature of the program. 11

Of course,

each subsequent case must be adjudicated on its own merits.
The scope of the terms essential requirements and otherwise
qualified handicapped individual are open to judicial interpretation based on the facts of each case.
Next,

the schools became obligated to ensure that no

handicapped students were subjected to
program as
auxiliary

a

result

educational

ex~lusion

from any

of the non-availability of necessary
aids.

The

interpretation

of

this

regulation did not require the institutions to purchase all
the necessary auxiliary aids nor did it require that those
aids be on hand at all times.

11

Such aids could be available

Southeastern Community College v. Davis, Supreme Court
Reporter, vol. 99A, 2361-2371, (1982).
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through state vocational rehabilitation agencies or private
organizations and scheduling of usage of these aids could be
flexible.

For example,

a

learning disabled student with

dyslexia, an impairment in decoding and comprehending printed
language symbols, could be provided with taped textbooks from
an

outside

source,

or

the

college

could

have

student

volunteers as readers available in the library during fixed
hours that allow for sufficient support.

If the learning

disabled student were unable to translate spoken language into
written form fast enough to take lecture notes, that individual could use a tape recorder to function adequately in the
course.

To eliminate the institution's concern about pro-

tecting an instructor's wish to copyright the lectures, the
school could feasibly require a student to sign an agreement
that he/she would not release the tape recorded notes.
In regard to course examinations, the institutions had
to provide for fair test conditions so that the students'
handicaps did not adversely affect their demonstration of the
mastery of the material. 12
of

printed

test

questions

This could necessitate dictation
to

the

dyslexic

transcription of the dyslexic students'

oral

students

or

responses to

essay questions if they were unable to translate their own
internal language into the written form within a given test
period.
Finally,
12

Ibid.

I

the

497

o

institutions

were

forbidden

to

deny
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qualified handicapped persons the opportunity to participate
in or benefit from any aid or service and that aid or service
had to be equally as effective as that afforded to the nonhandicapped students.

This, however, did not mean that to be

equally effective that service, aid, or benefit had to produce
the

identical

outcome

or

level

of

achievement

handicapped and non-handicapped students alike.

for

the

Simply, the

aid or service had to afford the handicapped person "an equal
opportunity

to

obtain

the

same

result,

to

gain

the

benefit, or to reach the same level of achievement,

same

in the

most integrated setting appropriate to the person's needs.

1113

Today postsecondary institutions may well find themselves seeking out legal advice in order to make the necessary
fine distinctions between lawful refusal to extend affirmative
action and illegal discrimination against handicapped stuCongress's intent certainly was not to allow handi-

dents.

capped individuals access to all programs or activities merely
because those persons were handicapped.

The letter of the law

could well ensnarl postsecondary institutions in legal webs as
they

attempt

to

implement

Section

504.

Fulfilling

the

mandates of the law could mean potentially big fiscal dollars
channeled into services for a relatively small percentage of
attending students while treasuries shrink to fund school-wide
programs for the non-handicapped students.

u.s.

13

(1988).

Compliance could

Code of Federal Regulations, vol. 34, sec. 104.42
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also result in stretching staff man hours to provide time
consuming services to a relatively small number of handicapped
students

enrolled.

Congress's

statutory compliance.

intention

was

to

force

An enlightened institutional attitude

toward the handicapped as citizens deserving of and entitled
to equal opportunity could give life to the spirit of the law.
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
on

21

August

1974,

Congress

enacted

the

Family

Educational Rights and Privacy Act, more commonly known as the
Buckley Amendment.
levels of education.

The scope of the statute encompassed all
The portion applicable to

postsecondary

institutions provided the students age eighteen or over or
those enrolled in the institutions of higher learning with the
right to inspect and review their educational records as well
as to prevent disclosure of records.

With the statutory

language and regulations setting minimum guidelines within
which each institution must operate, the law required every
institution

to

establish

its

own

policy

for

statutory

compliance.

Failure to comply could result in the loss of

federal funds made available under any program administered by
the Secretary of Education through a cooperative agreement,
grant, or contract.
receiving,
Loan.

This interpretation included a student

for example,

a Pell Grant or Guaranteed Student

Most importantly, the statute applied to any public or
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private educational
therefore,

agency or

institution. 14

This meant,.

that all college departments had to fulfill the

letter of the law even if they did not each directly receive
federal aid.
What were educational records and how comprehensive was
the right to review records and to withhold public disclosure
of information?

The Department of Education regulations as

reported in Title 34, Subtitle A, Part 99.3 of the 1988
code of Federal Regulations defined education records as that
information directly related to the student and maintained by
the institution.

This wording was not very enlightening.

More revealing was the exclusionary clause that indicated in
part that an educational record did not include:

(1) records

of instructional, supervisory, and administrative personnel
that were kept solely in the possession of the record maker
and not shared with any other person other than a temporary
substitute;

(2)

law

enforcement

records

of

the

school

maintained separately from the educational records and used
solely by the law enforcement unit of the school; (3) records
of a student attending a postsecondary institution made or
maintained by a

physician,

psychiatrist,

psychologist,

or

other recognized professional who acted in his professional
capacity

or

any

records

maintained

as

a

result

of

that

student's treatment by one of those professionals; (4) records

u.s.

14

(1988).

Code of Federal Regulations, vol.

34, sec.

99.1
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on an individual employed by the educational institution; and
(5 )

records

on

an

attended the school.

individual

after

he

or

she

no

longer

In short, this provision protected the

student's option to review all individual records maintained
by the school unless a specific exception applied to the case.
For postsecondary students, handicapped or not, several
additional

pertinent

points

elaborated

the

proscriptions.

Under the regulations, an eligible student meant one who had
reached the age of eighteen or who attended the postsecondary
institution.

As such, he or she assumed the parental rights

regarding accessibility, disclosure, and consent.
could not

confer with the parent

regarding the

The school
necessary

consent forms and procedures.

As the student became legally

his

the

or

her

own

agent

under

terms

of

the

law,

the

handicapped young adult could well enjoy a long awaited degree
of

independence

from

a

concerned,

but

perhaps

overly

protective parent who was accustomed to the role of advocate
and guardian at the public secondary school.
Section 99.12 of the 1988 regulations delineated four
important limitations upon the right to inspect and review
certain records.

Institutions, if they so chose to set such

limits, could deny access to: (1) the financial records of the
parents; (2) confidential letters and confidential statements
of recommendations placed in the students'

records after 1

January 1975 if those students waived their right to inspect
those documents and those documents were related to admission,
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employment, or honorary recognition; or (3) the confidential
letters or statements of recommendation that were provided on
the basis of assured confidentiality to be used only for the
purpose intended.
Restrictions

placed upon

accessibility were

greatly

outweighed by built in procedures for the students to protect
themselves under those restrictions.

If the students had

waived their right to review their records, the institutions
were mandated to secure a written waiver regardless of the age
of

the

postsecondary

student.

The

institutions

were

prohibited from using the signed waiver as a condition for
admission or for receiving any service or benefit from the
school.

Also, the students had the right to revoke, through

written request, the waiver, but then they could review only
those records placed in the records after the date of the
signed

revocation.

If

the

students

believed

that

any

information in the records was inaccurate, misleading, or in
violation of their right to privacy, those individuals could
ask the schools to amend the record.
not

to change the

records,

the

If the schools decided

action

could trigger

the

students' rights to a hearing under due process.
The

institutions

could

not

release

any

personally

identifiable information unless they secured written consent,
stated the purpose for release of specific information, and
indicated

the

person

to

whom

the

information

was

to

be

released.

Only under specific circumstances could the schools
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release information without written consent.

For example, the

institutions could release student records to other school
personnel

within

the

same

educational interests.

institution who

had

legitimate

Also, the information could be sent to

other postsecondary institutions where the students intended
to enroll.

Finally, schools could release information defined

as directory information if the students were notified in
advance of the release.
overall, Congress wrote the regulations for the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act to protect the anonymity of
the handicapped students if they chose to invoke the extensive
protection of the law.

To seek anonymity or to withhold

pertinent information regarding the nature and degree of their
handicaps could well result in no support service or less than
adequate support services at the postsecondary institutions.
Such

a

degree

of

privacy

in

effect

could

wash

away

the

protective umbrella of the law.
Today, the community colleges could opt to employ fulltime compliance officers or to retain attorneys to function as
a resource persons for staff who need to stay abreast of the
entangling ramifications of school law.

They are not trained

in the legal complexities which their duties as classroom
instructor, program director, education specialist, or budget
maker pose today.
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
The 1970s in America was an inflationary period with
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high unemployment, an unprecedented federal budget deficit,
periodic recessions,
failures.

and a disturbing increase in business

All of this helped begin to shift the nation's

all-consuming focus on the political and social upheaval of
the Vietnam era toward the
economy.

sagging and troubled

Congress responded to the national need for economic

bolstering

by

attempting

chronic unemployment.
M.

nation's

to

address

the

knotty

issue

of

On 28 December 1973, President Richard

Nixon signed into law the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act of 1973
.provide

training

(CETA).

and

The statute was designed to

employment

which

would

lead

to

unsubsidized employment for the economically disadvantaged,
the unemployed, and the under-employed American.

This 1973

law underwent several minor amendatory processes from the time
immediately after passage until major revisions became Public
Law 95-524 on 27 October 1978.

Because the 1978 revisions

were so extensive, the revisionary statute assumed the name of
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) without
reference to the intervening amendments.
CETA's main purpose was again to provide employment and
training to the economically disadvantaged.

In addition, Part

A of Title III laid out new, special federal responsibilities
and corrective measures to meet the employment related needs
of the handicapped and other targeted groups.
was

intended to

provide

financial

assistance

This section
to

programs

designed to train, employ, and offer supportive services to
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the designated populations.

Specifically, the Secretary of

Labor became empowered to establish programs nationwide to
train individuals who, in turn, were to train or assist the
handicapped person in his employment program.
The 1988 Code of Federal Regulations, Title 20, Part
6 75, presented the extensive detail necessary to clarify the
statute's language.

The regulatory sections affecting the

handicapped had stood unchanged since September 1981.

Section

675.4 broadened the definition of economically disadvantaged
to include the handicapped individual, based on the reasoning
that the status of the disabled person presented barriers to
employment.

For purposes of this statute then, a handicapped

individual meant "any person who has a physical or mental
disability

which

constitutes

a

substantial

employment and can benefit from CETA services .

barrier
1115

to
The

change in this definition, therefore, afforded the qualified
learning disabled adults

the

benefits

of

CETA by way

of

previously cited Department of Educations regulations that
included a

specific learning disability under physical or

mental impairment.
Under Subpart B,

Section 676.25,

"Program Design and

Management" explained the nature of employment and training
activities that were options for a training center, school,
community college, or four-year institution of higher

15

u.s.

(1988).

Code of Federal Regulations, vol. 20, sec. 675.4
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iearning.

The recipient of federal assistance was able to

establish a program designed to provide technical skills and
information necessary to perform a specific job or to enhance
the employability of the individual by upgrading basic skills.
The methods

of

upgrading

skills

through remedial education,
then,

was

to

allow

were

to

be

for example.

community

colleges

accomplished

This provision,
serving

learning

disabled adults to generate federal funding for lower level
courses

aimed

at

enhancing

employability

or

fostering

participation in a campus vocational training program.
applicant

for

CETA

dollars

was

to

provide

comprehensive employment and training plan.

an

Any

acceptable

Then and only

then would dollars flow to the receiving states and designated
training

institutions.

Each

state

governor,

too,

could

designate federal dollars available to him or her to make
grants through the state's board of vocational education to
provide vocational educational services in a targeted area.
Hence,

there would be more than one channel through which

interested community colleges could receive the benefits of
CETA

funding.

The

local

institutions

bypassed

state

government channels and received that all-important funding
dollar.

Just as the educational institution at the elementary

and secondary levels scrambled for dollars to provide desired
educational experiences and programs, so too, did community
colleges search for any and all sources of new funding to
supplement the always shrinking hard monies available through
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the local taxing unit.

The Job Training Partnership Act
With CETA due to expire in September 1982,

Congress

opted to create an altogether new job training program, one
which

would

improve

upon

the

inherent

administrative pitfalls of CETA.

philosophy

and

Congress identified four

principles for incorporation into the new legislative package
called the Job Training Partnership Act.
First,

Congress

determined

that

only

by

directly

involving the private business sector in the design and administration
program

of
ever

a

training
have

any

program
real

would

that

measurable

job

training

success.

The

prospective employer of the training program graduate would be
given the active roll in defining the type of training program
needed.
Second, the state governor was not to be bypassed in the
funding operation.

The governors,

in the spirit of true

federalism, were empowered under the new legislation to work
out programs with their states' local governments.

Thus, they

were not excluded from control of program dollars as they were
under former CETA provisions.
dollars

from

Washington

to

The direct channeling of CETA
local

institutions

no

longer

existed.
Third, the new legislation aimed to create job training
programs and not to foster income maintenance programs.

The
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original CETA had provided mandatory allowances and public
service

employment

Finally,

the

new

accountability.

to

the

economically

legislation had

built-in

disadvantaged.
procedures

for

Standards for determining program success

were written into the law.

Congress was also concerned about

coordinating the efforts and operations of existing multiple
employment and training programs. 16
On 13 October 1982, Congress passed the seventy-five
page Public Law 97-300.

To fulfill the purpose of the Job

Training Partnership Act (JTPA), the statute called for the
establishment

of programs

to

prepare

youth

and

unskilled

adults for the job market and to make available job training
to the economically disadvantaged and others facing serious
barriers to employment.
JTPA made several important distinctions in terminology.
Section 4.08 of the introduction to the statute defined an
adult handicapped individual as a person whose own income met
the requirements of economically disadvantaged,

but whose

family was not necessarily economically disadvantaged.

This

provision certainly responded to the handicapped adult's need
for independence, both financial and familial.

Economically

disadvantaged in Section 4.08 in part meant an individual or
his family who received any welfare payment under a federal,

1

6u. s. Congress, Labor and Human Resources Committee,
Legislative History of P.L. 91-230, U.S. Code Conoressional
and Administrative News, vol. 3, 97th Cong., 2d sess., 9 June
1982, S.R. No.97-469, 2636-37.
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state,

or

local

program

or

who

fell

within

the

federal

government's guidelines for poverty level.
The details of the service delivery became critically
important to community colleges seeking to supplement those
insufficient

in-house

hard

monies

with

federal

funds

to

finance vocational training programs and support services for
the learning disabled adults.

Title I, Part A, Section 101

explained that the state's job training coordinating council
was to be appointed by the governor,

empowered by Section

627.4 of the 1988 revised regulations.

The council had to

submit its training proposal first to the governor who would
then designate service delivery areas as targeted locations
where job training would enhance the given geographical labor
market.

For the community colleges in a state's only major

metropolitan area with the core city the size of Chicago, this
provision made the community colleges in northern Illinois
good and

likely

recipients

of JTPA

funds.

Each defined

service delivery area had to create a private industry council
consisting of a majority of high ranking representatives from
the executive segment of the business community and representatives of educational agencies, organized labor, rehabilitative

agencies,

service,

and

community

economic

organizations,

development

public

agencies.

employment
The

private

industry council (PIC) through its policy making powers guided
and oversaw the activities of the job training plan in its
service delivery area as a partner of the local government.
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Today the PIC wields much power in its three roles as
a policy maker in determining the procedures for developing
the service delivery area's job training plan, as the selector
of the JTPA grant recipient, and as the administrative entity
.
d e l 1very
'
for the service
area. 17

Consequently, it is a good

idea for the community college administrator to maintain good
relations with the PIC in order to increase the likelihood of
his/her campus receiving the needed soft monies for vocational
training.

The education specialist serving the learning dis-

abled student needs to cooperate fully with his/her in-house
administrative

hierarchy

to

promote

funding

necessary

to

implement federal and state mandates governing the education
of the handicapped.

The personnel providing support services

at the community college would be wise to seek JTPA dollars to
absorb allowable expenses for services provided.
Acceptable

training

costs

included

equipment

and

supplies of personnel directly engaged in providing training
or remedial education;

job related counseling for program

participants; books, teaching aids, equipme.nt, and materials
used in providing training to participants; and 50 percent of
the costs of a limited work experience program. 18
be a potential boon for the informed,
college

advocate

u.s.

17

of

the

academically

aggressive community
qualified

learning

Code of Federal Regulations, vol. 20, sec. 628.2

(1988).
18

This could

Ibid., sec. 629.38e(l).
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disabled adult who seeks career training through his or her
community-based postsecondary institution.
under

Title

II,

called

Training

Services

for

the

oisadvantaged, up to 10 percent of the participants in all
programs in the service area receiving Title II dollars were
to

be

those

barriers.

individuals

who

had

experienced

employment

The handicapped were so designated, among others.

section 204 of the statute delineated activities for which
those funds could be spent.

Those most applicable to the

community college were:

job counseling;

(1)

education and basic skills training;

(3)

(2)

remedial

education-to-work

transition activities; ( 4) use of advanced learning technology
for education,

job preparation,

and

skills

training;

(5)

coordinated programs with other federal employment related
activities;
commitment

and
by

(6)
an

customized
employer

training conducted with

to

hire

an

individual

a

upon

successful completion of training.
The multi-purpose community college, as it has developed
over the last seventy years, has become an ideal institution
of higher learning to function as the community catalyst for
vocational education on campus and in on-the-job training.
Both the community college, cognizant of its public image as
a public servant, and the business person, anxious to profit
from the services of trained employees, have gained from a
cooperative venture.
be participants in a

The learning disabled adults could well
job training program targeted by the
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iocal PIC as a recipient of JTPA dollars in the large Chicago
metropolitan service area.
Carl

~

Perkins Vocational Education Act

Public Law 98-524,

enacted by Congress on 19 October

19 94, reflected the shift in American education of the 1980s
toward quality vocational education for not only the handicapped but also the general school age population that had to
be prepared to meet the employers'

demands

in the highly

technological world of the twenty-first century.

Congress

acknowledged that opportunities had widened for special needs
groups and that 90 percent of the total outlays for vocational
education had been coming from the state and local governments.

It also noted that federal dollars continued to be the

impetus for updating programs and reaching out to the underAmerican. 19

served

With

this

observation

in

mind

then,

Congress designed the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act
to require any state receiving grants under this title to set
aside a fixed percentage for serving the special needs populations.

The

intention

was

to

leave

to

each

state's

discretion the spending of 50 percent of that state's basic
grant

for

the wider purpose of maintaining and expanding

vocational programs serving all types of students. 20

u.s. Congress, Education and Labor Committee,
Legislative History of P.L. 98-524, U.S. Code Congressional
and Administrative News, vol. 4, 98th Cong., 2d sess., 4 March
1984, H.R. No. 98-612, 4100.
19

20

Ibid., 4101.
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This statute addressed itself specifically to the needs
of

community

colleges

institutions.

and

other

postsecondary

vocational

Recognizing that these institutions had been

rapidly expanding across the nation, the U.S. House of Representatives noted in its legislative research that from 1963 to
l984, student enrollment at two-year colleges had jumped from

one million to 9.5 million.

Demographic data indicated that

vocational programs had to expand to meet the needs of the
segment of America's working

force

in their thirties

and

forties and who by the year 2000 would be the largest group of
the labor pool.

The skills needed to revitalize the American

economy and prepare the nation to compete aggressively in the
world market of the 1990s and beyond necessitated expansion
and modernization of adult retraining programs.

Cognizant of

this trend, Congress required that 15 percent be set aside
within

the

basic

grant

for

postsecondary

and

adult

programs . 21
For purposes of administering this statute, the Office
of Vocational and Adult Education within

~he

Department of

Education made a few important distinctions relevant to the
community college.

First, Title 34, Chapter IV, Section 400.4

of the 1988 Code of Federal Regulations reiterated that indeed

a specific learning disability was a handicap.

The regulation

stipulated that in order to qualify for Perkins funds the
individuals had to be handicapped to the degree that they
21

Ibid.

I

4103.
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could not

succeed

in

regular vocational

special education services.

programs

without

With this qualification then, the

federal government insured that this legislative package would
not be serving the mildly disabled students able to function
in the regular academic setting.
second, vocational education meant organized educational
programs providing preparation in fields ranging from agriculture, to health occupations, to advanced technology, and to
business occupations and any occupations requiring less than
a baccalaureate or advanced degree.

An organized vocational

program included expenditures for instruction, career guidance,

counseling,

acquisition and upkeep

equipment, supplies, and teaching aids.

of

instructional

Quite importantly,

Section 400.4 noted that allowable funding included not only
the actual instruction needed to train for a given occupation,
but it also covered the instruction necessary for the student
to benefit

from the training.

For example,

the dyslexic

student enrolled in commercial art at the community college
could

conceivably

benefit

from

Perkins

money

if

the

institution opted to offer a remedial reading course.

The

learning disabled adult student then could enhance his reading
comprehension skills so as to prof it to a greater degree from
the art instruction via the required course textbook.
To secure Perkins funding, the community college had to
travel the circuitous road of bureaucratic procedures.
Secretary of Education had to make a grant to a state's

The
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vocational education program established by the state's board
of vocational education.
already

submitted

The vocational board had to have

selected

local

vocational

programs

consideration by the state's vocational council.

for

One of the

requirements of the statute was coordination of the state's
training programs with those funded by Perkins and/or JTPA
monies.

Any community college interested in receiving Perkins

dollars

had

education.

to

its

state

board

of

vocational

the institutional recipient was restricted to

dollars

equipment

apply

Under a basic state grant intended to benefit the

handicapped,
using

to

only

and

for

supplemental

services

essential

or

additional

to

the

staff

handicapped

individuals' participation in vocational education.

Congress

made it quite clear that this funding was not to be used to
subsidize regular programs which the institution offered.
Expanded Federal Efforts during the 1970s and 1980s to
Support the Community College System
Since its initial effort in the Higher Education Act of
1965 to encourage the development of community college facilities, Congress had moved steadily to formalize its procedure
for awarding grant monies authorized through the myriad of
federal

legislative packages.

Policy

regarding

handicapped

was

the

The well

educational

superimposed

upon

defined

opportunities
the

federal

national
of

effort

the
to

support the nation's community college system.
In June 1972, Congress made an effort to coordinate all
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program S a dministered by the Commissioner of Education which
affected the community college.

In Title 20 of the 1976

y_.s. code under the one-paragraph Section 1135, Public Law
92 _318

created the

Community College Unit within the now

defunct Office of Education.
The Education Amendments of 1976, identified as Public

Law 94-482, extended the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Title

x,

Under

labeled "Establishment and Expansion of Community

colleges", the latter were able to receive grants to expand
and modify programs, especially those suited to persons who
had been inadequately served--the handicapped, the older adult
student

or the part-timer.

A notable

omission

from

the

statute's definition of handicapped as recipients in vocational programs was the learning disabled student.
In

order

to

receive

any

federal

funding

under

the

Education Amendments of 1976, a state had to take two steps.
First, it had to develop its own statewide plan for expansion
of postsecondary education in the community college.
it had to

develop

a

state

advisory

council

on

Second,
community

colleges whose job was to make recommendations for the writing
of the state plan.
By 1980, via Title X of Public Law 96-374, Congress had
created the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) .

The explanatory regulations in Section 1135 of

the 1982 U.S.

Code cited several important funding thrusts

that impacted the community colleges,

especially those

in
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The secretary of education was able to

northern Illinois.

make grants to postsecondary institutions and agencies for the
purpose of improving postsecondary educational opportunities.
This was accomplished by:

(1) encouraging reform and innova-

tion; (2) insuring equal educational opportunity for all; (3)
promoting programs in new career areas;
effective

methods

of

stimulating individual

instruction

(4) identifying cost

and

opportunities to

operations;

( 5)

enter or re-enter

programs based on individual need; (6) introducing reforms in
graduate education regarding the structure of academic professions and the recruitment and retention of faculties; (7) carrying out changes in the internal structure and operations
designed to clarify institutional priori ties and purposes; and
(8)

creating new

institutions

and

programs

and

reforming

current institutional practices relating to the awarding of
credentials to individuals.

Also established under the same

section was the fifteen-member National Board of the Fund for
the Improvement of Postsecondary Education which is appointed
by the
terms.

Secretary
Today

of

the

Education
board

for

carries

overlapping
the

three-year

responsibility

for

advising the secretary of education and the director of FIPSE
on priorities for improving postsecondary education.
The creation and direction of FIPSE reflected not only
the national concern in the 1980s for upgrading professional
and educational standards, but it also symbolized a quantum
leap by Washington D. c.

to assume a

greater voice

in the
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direction of higher education.
the elaboration of
funding,

federal

The 1980 statement indicated

policy manifested by adequate

if not sustained substantive action.

This was a

shift in the federal position since 1972.
section

1135

of

Title

20

in

the

1982

U.S.

Code,

supplement V, recorded federally authorized appropriations for
FIPSE grants.

From fiscal year 1981 to 1985, appropriations

rose by $10 million each year, starting with a $20 million
authorized appropriation in 1981.

By the year 1987,

appropriation dropped to $14.5 million.

the

This was quite a

revealing commentary on the priorities of fiscally troubled
Congress.
Congress made amendments to the Education of Handicapped
Act in 1983 and 1986 which in part affected the community college.

Public Law 98-199 was enacted 2 December 1983.

It

stated that the secretary of education was "authorized" to
make grants to state educational agencies, community colleges,
or universities that designed model programs of postsecondary,
vocational, technical, continuing, or adult education for the
handicapped individual.

Priority for awarding grants was

given to model programs which met the special needs of the
handicapped

and

encouraged

individuals

with

their

legislative

package

the

education

non-handicapped

included

within

the

of

handicapped

peers.
definition

handicapped the person with a learning disability.
1986

amendments

to

the

Education

of

the

This
of

In the

Handicapped Act
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enacted by Public Law 99-457, Congress diminished the strength
of section 625 by stating that the secretary of education "may
make" grants to postsecondary institutions.

This section

currently is codified under Title III called Discretionary
programs.
The 1988 revised regulations from the Off ice of Postsecondary Education revealed a tightening of criteria to be
used by the secretary of education in determining the awarding
of FIPSE grants.

u.s.

Section 630.11 of Title 34 in the 1988

code of Federal Regulations recorded changes made as of

21 July 1987.

As federal dollars shrank, the criteria had

become more stringent.

Quite revealing was the absence of

specific reference to the handicapped as a priority targeted
group.

Rather,

the

secretary

of

education

was

to

give

priority to improving postsecondary education aimed at:

(1)

increasing the availability of high quality programs for all
postsecondary students by developing educational programs and
services that allowed currently enrolled students from groups
previously

underrepresented

to

achieve

their

educational

goals; (2) expanding professional education and employment for
racial or ethnic minorities or women at the graduate level;
(3)

expanding

employee;

(4)

postsecondary

learning
enhancing
students

opportunities
the
by

knowledge

developing

for
and
new

the

full-time

abilities
or

of

redefined

curricular content; (5) increasing the use of active modes of
learning to foster the learner's greater responsibility for
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hiS own learning;

(6)

improving leadership by renewing and

implementing the institution's mission;
technology

of

communications;

(8)

(7) encouraging the
improving

graduate

education, instruction in the professions, and recruitment and
retention of fa cul ties;
current

practices

and

and

( 9)

programs

creating new or reforming
to

award

credentials

to

individuals.
Do the assigned priori ties of the secretary of education
indicate the diminishing interest in promoting the educational
opportunity
students?

of

the

less

academically

capable

handicapped

Do they reflect an emerging viewpoint that postsec-

ondary support will be available for the capable, currently
enrolled individual who is a member of a group previously
underrepresented in postsecondary education?

Given the clear

and radiating vibrations within the circles of the politician,
education administrator, and businessman regarding accountability for producing an employable, skilled "product" of the
American

institutions

of

learning,

one

could

subscribe to the latter hypothetical question.
civil

rights

movement

having fulfilled
intensity.
cognizant

on behalf

its goals,

reasonably
Perhaps the

of handicapped

citizens,

is beginning to dissipate

in

An American public becoming more utilitarian and
of

the

pressing

demands

of

the

revolutionary

technology of the twentieth century perhaps is expecting the
educational institution to meet the needs of the twenty-first
century by prioritizing its efforts to a greater degree for
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the above average or gifted student who has more observable
potential for productivity.
An analysis of the structure of higher education in the
state of Illinois notes the impact of federal legislation upon
the

emergence

and

nature

·of

support

community colleges for the handicapped.

services

offered

at

The state's public

postsecondary institutions operate within the federal context
as well

as

education.

Illinois's legislated superstructure of higher

CHAPTER II
EXISTING ILLINOIS CONTEXT AFFECTING COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PROGRAMS FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED ADULT
As the site of the first community college in the United
states, Illinois holds a noteworthy place in the history of
the national community college movement.

Today the Illinois

community college system stands as one of the largest in the
nation.
Several

factors

impacted

the

emergence

of

service

available to the learning disabled adults attending Illinois
community colleges.
established

the

First,

state's

key legislation

higher

education

secondary legislative measure in 1972

in the

system,

1960s
and

a

further defined the

General Assembly's relationship to the higher education policy
implementers.

The Illinois Higher Education Act and Illinois

Junior College Act defined the governmental and administrative
framework

of

Illinois

higher

education.

An

intertwined

delivery system of postsecondary programs developed as the
concept of the Illinois community college took shape within
the scope of Illinois higher education.

The Higher Education

Cooperation Act effective in the year 1972 promoted interinstitutional communication, public or private.
68
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second,

state
with

conjunction

policies

legislatively

sponsored

federally

mandated

programs

services for Illinois's handicapped citizens.

in

encouraged
Legislators

took the initiative in defining learning disabilities prior to
washington's landmark legislation in 1973 and 1975 on behalf
of the nation's special education citizens.
state• s

definition

of

handicapped

and

By expanding the

disadvantaged,

the

Illinois General Assembly made available Disadvantaged Student
Grants to fund special education services at the postsecondary
level.

The state legislature also charged the institutions of

higher learning with promoting increased participation by the
traditionally

underrepresented

programs

mandated

and

disabled

higher

postsecondary
available

a

pilot

education

institutions

through

CETA,

groups

in

program

higher
for

students.
tapped

Fund

the

for

education

the

learning

Enterprising
federal

the

dollars

Improvement

of

Postsecondary Education, Job Training Partnership Act,

and

Carl Perkins legislation to fund a portion of support services
and programs.
Finally, on the regional level, the Northern Illinois
Postsecondary Education Project (NIPEP) attempted to facilitate communication among community colleges in the metropolitan Chicago area serving the learning disabled population.
so doing,

In

NIPEP helped define and refine services for the

learning disabled community college student.
What

follows

is

the

weaving

of

the

fabric

of

the
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Illinois

community

college

system

with

eight

different

strands.

Those threads interlocked over a forty-year period

to create a pattern which provided for the education of a wide
Reading that pattern,

range of students.

then,

community

college personnel created a field of related service units to
support

as

well

as

enhance

the

postsecondary

learning

experiences of the learning disabled students.
Emergence of the Illinois Board of Higher Education
The

history

of

governmental

efforts

to

coordinate

planning for Illinois higher education began with a 1943 study
commission of the Illinois General Assembly and subsequent
studies in 1950, 1954, and 1957.

The year 1957 proved to be

a turning point, for in that year the General Assembly voted
to establish the Commission of Higher Education.

In July of

that year, Governor Stratton signed the bill into law.

The

state legislature directed the commission to formulate a plan
for

unifying

the

administration

of

all

state

controlled

institutions of higher learning by 1 April 1961.
The

commission

immediately

became

the

center

of

controversy when it called for a strong coordinating board.
The tone was set for the seemingly never-to-emerge resolution
of the state's tug-of-war over the issue of local control
versus

state

central

authority.

The

commission's

formal

report in late 1960 yielded two recommendations that
were particularly obnoxious to colleges and university
leaders. The first was the prohibition of membership on
the board of more than one individual who had been
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enrolled in a given undergraduate institution. The second
was the prohibition of official communications between
members
of
the
General
Assembly
and
university
.
.
1
1
off1c1a s.
A less than harmonious relationship of trust between state
legislator and academician seemingly existed from the very
earliest planning stages.
In his 1961 inaugural speech, the newly elected Governor
otto Kerner called for the formation of a coordinating board
stronger

than

institutions,

what
but

was
weaker

stratton's commission.
Illinois
Kerner

Senate

acceptable
than

On 6 April,

introduced

successfully

what

pulled

the

new

together

by

the

was

state

public

recommended

by

the leadership of the
governor's
the

proposal.

leaders

of

both

parties of the General Assembly to reach a compromise.

The

resulting bill came to the floor in both houses on 24 May 1961
and passed with little opposition on 30 June 1961.
Kerner

signed

the

bill

into

law on

22

August

Governor
1961,

and

Illinois began drawing its state plan for higher education.
Kerner's legislation repealed the act which created the
Illinois Commission of Higher Education and set in its place
the

Illinois

Board

of Higher Education

directed the new board to fulfill,

(IBHE).

The

act

in part, six tasks that

eventually affected the functioning of the community colleges.
Major assignments fell to the state's new governing arm
for postsecondary education.

First, it had to analyze the

1

Boyd R. Keenan, Governance of Illinois Higher Education,

1945-70 (Urbana: University of Illinois, 1975), 11.
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present and future aims,

needs,

and requirements of higher

education and prepare a

master plan

for

the development,

expansion, coordination, and efficient utilization of facilities,

curricula,

and

standards

research and public service.

in

the

areas

of

teaching

As the IBHE wrote the master

plan, the board was to consider problems and attitudes of
junior colleges, private colleges, and universities as well as
other educational groups and specialized areas of education
regarding the

connections

of those

entities with

policies and problems of higher education.
to carry out its powers and duties,

overall

Second, in order

the board had to make

surveys and evaluations of higher education.

Third, the IBHE

had the power to recommend legislation aimed at improving the
quality of Illinois higher education.

Also, upon the request

of the governor,

it advised and counselled on matters of

higher education.

Next, every two years the IBHE submitted to

the

governor

and

the

General

Assembly

a

written

explaining board activities and recommendations.

report

Finally, for

the purpose of setting fees and tuition, the IBHE collected
the budgets of regional boards of trustees.

It then had to

submit to the governor and General Assembly its comprehensive
final budget for the statewide system of institutions.
Furthermore, the IBHE 's broad statutory responsibilities
reached into college purses and administrative offices.

It

granted approval of new units of instruction and periodically
reviewed all existing units of instruction at public colleges
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universities for the purpose of advising the appropriate
and
governing board on the program's educational and economic
viability.

It reviewed an institution's programmatic direc-

tion through each ins ti tu ti on' s annual Resource and Management
program (RAMP).

In general, the IBHE based approval on demon-

strated need for a particular program.
sidered

the

proposal

within

the

The board also con-

context

of

the

historic

mission of the institution, the academic qualifications of the
faculty, and the fiscal impact of the suggested program. 2
The fifteen-member board consisted of eight individuals
appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the
senate.

In addition,

the respective chairpersons and one

other colleague from the Board of Trustees of the University
of

Illinois,

Southern

College Board served. 3

Illinois

University,

and

Teachers'

The Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion completed the membership.

The governor's eight appoint-

ees had six-year terms; the six members from the governing

2

Illinois Board of Higher Education, Thirteenth Biennial
Report 1985-1986 (Springfield: Illinois Board of Higher
Education, 1987), 3.
3

The Teachers' College Board included all public universities and colleges except Southern Illinois University and
University of Illinois. As of 1984, the Teachers• College
Board split to become the Board of Regents of Regency Universities
(Northern
Illinois
University,
Illinois
State
University, and Sangamon University) and Governors of State
Co~leges
and Universities (Eastern Illinois University,
Chicago
State
University,
Governor
State
University,
Northeastern Illinois University,
and Western Illinois
University).
Ronald Grant, IBHE staff member, telephone
conversation with author, 1 October 1990.
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bodies of the universities had two-year terms. 4
Revised by 1984 statute, the Illinois Board of Higher
Education today consists of sixteen members, ten of whom are
appointed by the Governor with the consent of the Senate, in
addition to

the

respective chairpersons

Trustees of the University of Illinois,

of the

Boards of

Southern Illinois

university, Governors of State Colleges and Universities, the
Board of Regents of Regency Universities,
community College Board.

and the Illinois

The sixteenth member is a non-voting

student representative selected by the advisory committee of
the IBHE. 5
From early 1962 to July, 1964, the IBHE worked to create
the mandated master plan and by 1965 the state had its first
written

policy

to

organize

the

state's

higher

education

system.

It is an understatement to say that board members and

staff had a monumental task, given Illinois's extensive higher
education facilities.

The IBHE submitted a final document of

seventy-two pages to the General Assembly in 1965 for consideration.

Under Governor Kerner's bipartisan leadership, the

legislature passed twenty-seven bills without a dissenting
vote to implement that plan.

Illinois's junior college system

4

Laws of Illinois, vol. II, sec. 1, 3, 6, 8-9, 3819-3822
( 1961) .
5

Illinois
(1985).

Revised

Statutes,

ch.

144,

par.

182,

1899
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ashioned from that structure. 6
was f
Emergence of the Junior College System
Prior to

1965,

Illinois

had

nineteen

public

colleges with a total of twenty-six campuses.

junior

Joliet Junior

college, founded in 1901, held historical importance not only
as the state's first junior college but also as the birthplace
of the public junior college concept in the United States.
The public junior colleges in Illinois prior to the year 1965
usually attached to the local public school
extension of the high school.

system as an

In the early 1960s, several

areas began to establish junior college districts as entities
separate from the local high schools, however. 7
Chapter Four of the 1964 Master Plan Phase I addressed
the issue of the statewide junior college system.

It recom-

mended the creation of the Illinois Junior College Board "with
the responsibility for planning and coordination of programs,
services, and state aid for the public junior colleges. 118
"Part B-Cornrnents" of the Master Plan strongly indicated

6

Background information to synopsis of Governor Otto
Kerner's speech on 10 December 1966, in Proceedings- First
Statewide Junior College Conference, 9-10 December 1966, by
Illinois Junior College Board (Springfield: Illinois Junior
College Board, 1966), 38.
7Illinois Community College Board,

Plan: RAMP/CC 1978 Report
College Board, 1978), 3.
8

ICCB Statewide Master
(Springfield: Illinois Community

Illinois Board of Higher Education, A Master Plan for
Higher Education in Illinois (Springfield: Illinois Board of
Higher Education, 1964), 45.
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the need to separate the two-year colleges from the common
Most importantly, the plan stated that the

school system.

longstanding junior college identification with the common
school system of grades one through twelve had contributed to
several difficulties:

(1) inadequate attention to the junior

college governing boards; (2) the sharing of facilities with
high

schools;

programs;

(4)

(3)

failure

failure

transfer programs

to

provide

of some

comparable

adequate

technical

junior colleges to provide

in

quality

to

the

four-year

institutions; and (5) low prestige for the junior college. 9
The IBHE further advocated the creation of the Illinois
Junior College Board as a distinctly higher education agency
with "no common school connection.
gredient

on which

compromise. 1110

the

Board believes

,

an essential in-

there

should be

no

The IBHE firmly hoped in 1964 that this new

junior college board would help elevate the status of the
entire junior college system statewide.
With the passage of the Illinois Public Junior College
Act in the summer of 1965, the newly created Illinois Junior
College Board met for the first time on Labor Day, 6 September
1965 to organize itself.

The junior college districts sepa-

rated from the public school districts.

Each junior college

district established its own governing board and separate tax
rates in an attempt to identify itself as a distinct part of
9

Ibid., 51-52.

10

Ibid. , 52.
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the Illinois higher education system.

By 1971,

the state

system had expanded into thirty-eight community college districts and forty-seven campuses serving over 89 percent of the
people of Illinois and covering 75 percent of the state's
area. 11

As of the eleventh biennial report of ICCB published

in March 1987, there were thirty-nine public community college
districts comprised of fifty colleges and five branches.

Of

those thirty-nine districts, thirty-seven had locally elected
boards of trustees, the city of Chicago district had one local
board of trustees appointed by the mayor, and one district for
state Community College had a board appointed by the governor
of

Except

Illinois.

for

state

Community

College,

each

district had a tax levy authority to secure local support for
district operations.

Those thirty-nine districts included 97

percent of Illinois's population and 92 percent of Illinois's
land.

By 1 July 1990, all territories in the state not yet

assigned

to

a

community

college

district

will

have

been

its

1965

annexed in compliance with Public Act 84-509. 12
The
adoption.

law

has

been

amended

regularly

since

There were four most pertinent changes.

( 1)

In

1973, the word junior became community in the title of the act
and the

name

of

the

state

board governing

the

community

11

Illinois Community College Board, ICCB Statewide Master
Plan, 3.
12

Illinois Community College Board,
Report 1985-1986 (Springfield: Illinois
Board, 1987) , 1.

Eleventh Biennial
Community College
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colleges.

(2) In 1975, a program offering courses in liberal

arts and

sciences

courses;

and

and general

courses

in

education;

occupational,

adult

education

semi-technical

or

technical fields leading directly to employment came under the
name comprehensive community college program.

At least 15

percent of all courses taught had to be in fields leading
directly to employment,
fields

with one-half of those courses in

other than business

(3)

education.

In

1985,

the

composition of the Illinois Community College Board changed
from nine members to twelve.
superintendent

of

Public

The redefined ICCB excluded the

Instruction

and

added

citizen and one non-voting student representative.

a

senior
( 4)

By

1985, the term new unit of instruction, research, or public
service
division,

included the
institute,

establishment
department,

of

or

a

college,

other

unit

school,
including

programs and curricula in any field of instruction, research,
or public service.

The term, however, did not include reason-

able or moderate extensions of existing curricula, research,
or public service. 13

Suffice it to say that the fifty-five

page Public Community College Act comprised eight articles.
Article II covered the duties and powers of the

Illinois

Community College Board (ICCB) and Article III delineated the
organization,

powers,

and

duties

of

the

larger

Class

I

community colleges.

13

Public Community College Act, Illinois Revised Statutes,
ch. 122, par. 102-3, 1157.
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Today the ICCB consists of twelve members,
whom serve a six-year term.

eleven of

The twelfth member must be a non-

voting student representative who serves only one year and who
is selected by the recognized advisory committee of students
of the ICCB.

This student, though a non-voting member, does

have privileges of membership to make and second motions.

The

other eleven members, one of whom must be age sixty or over,
are all appointed by the governor with the consent of the
senate.
Despite the good intentions of the IBHE expressed in its
1964 Master Plan Phase I, the Illinois Junior College Board
and its junior college system today still carry the connection
with the next lower rung on the educational ladder.
revealing
recorded

is the
all

fact

that the

legislation

dealing

Illinois Revised
with

the

Quite

Statutes

junior college

specifically under Chapter 122 which is the School Code of
Illinois.

That chapter described in detail the rules and

regulations under which the public elementary and high schools
throughout the state must operate.

The codification placed

all other legislation pertinent to adult education at public
four-year universities and colleges under Chapter 144 titled
"Universities,

Colleges,

Academies,

etc."

The

General

Assembly of the state of Illinois assigned a different status
to the very community college system which was an integral
part of the Master Plan it adopted in the form of the Illinois
Public Junior College Act on 15 July 1965.

To this day,
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chapter 122 codifies all legislation dealing with the state's
community college system.
chapter 122, paragraph 102-12, of the Illinois School
code delineated the expansive powers and duties of the ICCB
In summary

created by the Illinois Community College Act.

format, that critical section stated that the ICCB was to:
(l)

provide

institutions

statewide
of

planning

higher

for

learning

community

and

colleges

coordinate

as

programs,

services, and activities of all Illinois community colleges so
as to encourage and establish a system of locally initiated
and administered comprehensive community colleges; (2) organize surveys to study feasibility of new community colleges;
(3) cooperate with local community colleges to study administrative policies; (4) expend and administer all federal aid or
any other monies from any agency, public or private, subject
only to appropriation of the General Assembly;

(5) determine

the standards for establishing and locating sites of community
colleges

in

education

relation

offering

training curricula;

to

existing

academic,
(6)

institutions

occupational

and

of

higher

technical

approve or disapprove new units of

instruction, research, or public service; and (7) facilitate
coordination of community college programs with other public
or non-public institution of higher learning.
What became the line of authority between the local
community college board and the state hierarchy?
legislation

creating

IBHE

and

the

ICCB

The state

intertwined

their
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respective responsibilities.

For example, the superiority of

the IBHE proscribed ICCB authority.

ICCB,

in turn,

authority over the local community college district.

held

The IBHE

held the approval power over all recommendations from the ICCB
regarding creation of new colleges as well as new units of
instruction, research, or public service.

A regional superin-

tendent of a county ordered the election of a local district
community board only after ICCB approval for such a call.

The

greatest power left to the local board was the authority to
The

levy taxes.

ICCB

issued certificates of

recognition

according to standards it set for the statewide system.

The

IBHE held the power to override both the ICCB and the local
board on certain issues.

The budget of the local board had to

conform in format to state specifications and budget content
was largely determined by state level agencies. 14
William A. Koehnline, the founding president of Oakton
Community College in Des Plaines, Illinois concluded about the
Illinois system of systems that "the theory of the community
college as a locally determined, community-based institution
is largely illusory.
in Illinois. 1115
a

bureaucracy

It is something less than a full reality

The pecking order of power clearly reflected
that

14

could

at

best

only

delay

growth

and

William A. Koehnline, "A Public community College in a
System of Systems," in New Directions for Community Colleges,
ed. Searle F. Charles (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, Inc.,
1978)

I

15

44

0

Ibid.

I

4 7.
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expansion of curriculum; at its worst the infrastructure could
stifle incentive to initiate any positive changes at the local
1evel.
In

1970-1971,

Professor Keenan

of the

Institute

of

Government and Public Affairs at the University of Illinois
served as deputy director for program planning with the IBHE
and as Chief of Staff for the IBHE Committee N whose job was
to examine higher education governance patterns.

In his

professional capacity during the IBHE 's writing of Master Plan
III,

Keenan confirmed the existence of "a complex set of

controver-sies. 1116

The discussion dissipated when the IBHE

chose to ignore the question of governance in the third phase
of planning for higher education in Illinois.
Keenan aptly noted that in Illinois, the disagreement
and confusion focuses upon different understanding of the
terms

governance,

Illinois,

"the

administration,

term

and

'coordination'

is

coordination.

In

said

to

generally

embrace statewide master planning, financial planning, determination of institutional scope,
review and approval.

1117

and mission,

and program

He readily admitted that there fre-

quently existed a vague distinction between coordination and
governance, yet "there is virtual agreement that the primary
governance function is concentrated in those bodies known as
boards of trustees.
16

Simply defined, their responsibilities

Keenan, Governance of Illinois Higher Education, 3.

17

Ibid. , 4.
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are to oversee the total management of colleges and universities." 18

Keenan's frame of reference was the University of

Illinois Board of Trustees, Southern Illinois University Board
of Trustees,

Board of Regents of Regency Universities, and

Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities.
Finally,

glaring omission was the ICCB.

The

Professor Keenan

pointed out that "administration as opposed to governance is
usually

viewed

as

the

institutional matters.

day-to-day

1119

For him,

internal

management

of

that meant that admini-

stration rested in the hands of officers called presidents and
chancellors.
Where did that leave the ICCB in Keenan's sharp political eye brought into focus through firsthand experience as
a participant and observer during the

formative

years

of

Illinois's plans for higher education?

out of his 108-page

study, in only two paragraphs, did he comment on the community
college.

He said in passing that the problems of the 1970s in

the Illinois system of systems were many, but "not the least
of

these

grams. 1120

is

the
The

competition
districts

between

had

to

districts

vie

for

for

the

pro-

ICCB's

designation of sites for new programs.
Professor Keenan's brevity on the subject of the community college was not in fact his biased omission; rather, it
18

Ibid., 5.

19

Ibid., 5.

20

Ibid. , 82.
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could be attributed to the unsure footing of the community
college on the educational ladder in Illinois in 1970.

That

new rung on the ladder could so easily be overstepped in terms
of

recognition

by

the

long

established,

politically

entrenched, more prestigious institutions.
At the highest levels of authority, the IBHE and ICCB
wielded power through their approval of programs and budgets
and their policy setting.

The local community boards were

left with the responsibility for raising the biggest portion
of revenue to make
policies operate.

the proscribed program guidelines

and

Since 1968, the largest portion of revenue

came from the locally imposed property tax, then state dollars
filtering down to the community,

then tuition,

and finally

federal dollars in the smallest of the four main sources.

In

actuality, the power of the purse strings rested firmly in the
grasp of the Illinois General Assembly, for the IBHE and the
ICCB were designed as creatures of the state.

That authorita-

tive power was evidenced by the wording of a 1972 legislative
move to promote cooperation among postseconqary institutions.
On 11 September 1972 the Higher Education Cooperation
Act (HECA, Public Act 77-2813) went into effect.
Assembly

exercised

its

permission

granting

The General

power when

it

stated that any public institution of higher education could
participate in the establishment and operations of programs of
interinstitutional cooperation with other public or private
institution of higher learning.

The overall purpose was the
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efficient use of educational resources, equitable distribution
of educational services throughout the state, and the developLegislators

ment of innovative concepts and applications.

authorized the IBHE to administer program funds appropriated
by the state,

programs.
sions on

but no grant awards could go for sectarian

The law required the state board to base its deciapplicants'

answers

to

four

Do

questions.

applicants' programs serve the purpose of HECA?

the

Do the plans

substantially involve the community? Can one institution alone
perform the task better than the cooperating schools?

Are the

suggested programs in keeping with the goals of the Illinois
Master Plan? 21
Yes,

HECA served as an example of the state's early

effort to not only coordinate higher education policy making,
but also to define the direction of IBHE governance.

On the

other hand, no, it did not remove discretionary power from the
hands of the state board members.

Their administrators held

the power of the purse string in determining to whom and in
what amounts grant awards were made.

Cr~ative,

aggressive

institutions had a new source of funding to tap for special
projects.
While laying the groundwork for a
education system during the
Assembly also passed

21

1960s and

coordinated higher
1970s,

the

General

legislation that ultimately expanded

Higher Education Cooperation Act, Illinois
Statutes, chap. 144, par. 283-84, 1984 (1973).

Revised
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· 1 education services in the elementary and secondary
specia
schools of Illinois.

In so doing, the catalyst was activated

for postsecondary institutions to address the needs of the
adult special education students.

What follows is a discus-

sion of events which led to the emergence of support services
for those special adults.
Emergence of Illinois's Concept of Learning Disabilities
and Handicapping Conditions
Illinois took legislative initiative in the year 1971 to
include a definition of specific learning disabilities in the
Illinois School Code.

This was two full years prior to the

federal passage of the landmark Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and
four

full

years

prior

Children Act of 1975.

to

Education

for

All

Handicapped

Public Act 77-1318 added to Section 14-

1.03a of the School Code that:
"Children with Specific Learning Disabilities" means
children between the ages of 3 and 21 years who have a
disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language,
spoken or written, which disorder may manifest itself in
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write,
spell or do mathematical calculations.
Such disorders
include such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain
injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. such term does not include children who
have learning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing or motor handicaps, of mental retardation, emotional disturbance or environmental disadvantage. 22
This amendatory act passed in the General Assembly on

22

P.A. 77-1318, Laws of Illinois, vol. II, sec. 14-103a,
2349 ( 1971) •
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8 June 1971, the governor approved it on 27 August 1971 and it
took effect on 1 July 1972.

Passage meant that children with

specific learning disabilities qualified for special education
services in the state's public school systems.
During the 1975-1976 school year,

Dr. Joseph Cronin,

state superintendent of Education, appointed a task force to
study the topic of learning disabilities. In 1976, the Special
Task Force

on Specific

Learning

Disabilities

completed

a

position paper on programs for the learning disabled child.
That paper served as a statement of philosophy and direction
for implementing needed services and programs for the learning
disabled student.n
The Illinois Office of Education (IOE) then disseminated
the paper to experts in the field of special education and
asked for feedback.

The IOE invited James

c. Chalfant, highly

regarded professor of special education at the University of
Arizona; and Margaret Pysh, program director of the Northern
Suburban Special Education District in Highland Park, Illinois
to review the position paper and submit recommendations to the
IOE.

Their idea was to develop the position paper into a

manual for practitioners in the field of special education and
for parents.

The IOE accepted their plan and invited Ms. Pysh

to chair the project

23

and asked

Dr.

Chalfant to

serve

as

Margaret Van Dusen Pysh and James c. Chalfant, The
Learning Disabilities Manual: Recommended Procedures and
Practices. (Springfield: State Board of Education, 1978), 2.
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consultant .

24

several

committees

consisting

of

Illinois

personnel

working in public and private schools, universities, as well
as parents of learning disabled students, generated the final
manual which the Illinois Office of Education then published.
The purpose of the manual was to assist school personnel in
implementing state and federal regulations as they served the
learning disabled population in the public school systems of
Illinois. 25

The project manual covered:

(1)

identification

of a high risk student and conducting a case study evaluation;
( 2) development of the continuum of special education services
for

placement

alternatives;

(3)

measurement

of

student

progress and program effectiveness; and (4) the planning and
conducting of in-service training for school staff, community,
and parents . 26
The Illinois State Board of Education made a significant
effort to coordinate and streamline special education services
to the newly identified,
state

of

Illinois's

targeted school population.

timely

action

meant

new

educational

opportunity for the state's learning disabled youngsters.
postsecondary education,

The

For

it meant that in the next ten to

fifteen years, a whole new group of young adults with average
to

above

average

24

Ibid.

I

2.

25

Ibid.

I

ii.

26

Ibid. , 1.

intelligence--but

manifesting

special

89
instructional

needs--would

be

knocking

at

the

doors

of

institutions of higher learning.
According to federal statistics, by the 1984-1985 school
year, Illinois served 96,133 learning disabled students from
pre-school through age twenty-one in public elementary and
secondary school programs.

That figure represented 39 percent

of all the handicapped children educated in Illinois.

This

accounted for the largest group of all handicapped conditions,
including
disturbed,

speech

impaired,

hard-of-hearing

orthopedically

impaired,

mentally
and

other

retarded,

deaf,
health

emotionally

multi-handicapped,
impaired,

visually

impaired, and deaf-blind. 27
According to 1985-1986 national statistics, the learning
disabled

special

education

secondary experiences.

exiters 28

sought

various

post-

Of the 16.7 percent learning disabled

persons who participated in any postsecondary institutional

2

~une B. Jordan and Bruce A. Ramirez, eds., 1986 Special
Education Handbook (Reston: Council for Exceptional Children,
1987), 35.
28

Exiters were defined as the number of youth age sixteen
and older who received special education services during the
previous year, but who were no longer receiving special
education or general education services. The types of exit
included graduation with a diploma,
graduation through
certification, reaching the maximum age for which services
were provided in that state, dropping out of school, or no
longer receiving special education services for reasons
unknown or death. Di vision of Innovation and Development,
Office of Special Education Programs, U.S. Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services, Eleventh Annual Report
t..o Congress on the Implementation of the Education of the
!l~ndicapped Act (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education, 1989), 64-65.
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program,

9.6 percent took courses at a vocational or trade

school, 6.9 percent took courses at a two-year college, and
1 •8

percent enrolled in classes at a

For Illinois's

large,

four-year college. 29

geographically widespread

community

college system, these statistics foretold the need to meet
additional demands for public education.
According to the IBHE, Illinois legislation did
not provide a definition of handicapped or disabled
students. A frequently cited source is Section 706(8) (A)
of Title 29 of the United States Code which defines a
disabled person as "any person who has a physical or
mental impairment which substantially limits one or more
major life activities, has a record of such, an impairment, or is regarded as having such an impairment. 1130
In order to

facilitate

the

identification of disabled or

handicapped students and in any effort to provide for uniformity and comprehensiveness in reporting data, IBHE expanded
upon that federal definition.

It identified as disabled those

individuals who were:

functionally

paraplegic;

(2)

(1)

blind/visually

impaired;

quadriplegic
(3)

and

deaf/hearing

impaired; (4) chronically health impaired such as cardiac or
respiratory individuals; (5) head injured; (6) documented as
learning disabled;

(7) motorically impaired with braces; and

(8) in need of special institutional assistance.

IBHE readily

admitted that application of this definition was complicated

29
30

Ibid., 80.

Illinois Board of Higher Education, 1988 Report on
Disabled Students at Public Universities and Community
Colleges (Springfield: Illinois Board of Higher Education,
1988), 47.
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bY the

fact that procedures

for

collecting data were not

uniform among Illinois institutions.

Some relied on

collecting data at admissions/registration while others relied
Campus

on identification through various student services.

officials also reported that some students did not wish to
identify themselves. 31

Thus, IBHE generally fell back on the

longstanding federal definition of handicapped when the state
did not define the term itself.
once identified and enrolled, those students triggered
the state's headcount formula for reimbursement as did the
regular students who attended the same institutions.
the

handicapped

enrollment,

institutions

could

Based on
tap

into

specially designated Disadvantaged Student Grant monies, too.
A discussion of Illinois's funding pattern for the community
college system follows.
Disadvantaged Student Grants
The community colleges of Illinois are funded through
a combination of local taxes, student tuition and fees, state
grants,

and other miscellaneous revenue sources.

The five

current state grants channeled through the ICCB are credit
hour, equalization, economic development, advanced technology
equipment, and disadvantaged student grants.
At this point, a very brief sketch of the first four
grant categories is necessary.

31

Ibid., 47-48.

A handicapped postsecondary
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student certainly does benefit from those grants through his
enrollment in academic as well as vocational courses,

but

services received therein are incidental to his handicapping
condition.

Grants for the disadvantaged students,

on the

other hand, are specifically targeted for the defined population, and, therefore, easier to track for purposes of this
study.
Credit hour grants account for approximately 76 percent
of all state grants to colleges.
colleges

on the basis

They are distributed to the

of enrollments

instructional categories.

and

costs

in

seven

For those groupings having higher

state average costs per credit hour, funding is proportionately higher than for those categories having lower state average
costs per credit hour.
Equalization grants,
grants,

totaling 17 percent of all ICCB

attempt to reduce the disparity among districts in

local tax weal th per resident student.
distributed

only

to

districts

where

These grants are
equalized

assessed

valuation per full-time resident student is below the statewide average.
The last two dollar sources are tied to the number of
student

credit hours

in

occupational

programs.

Economic

development grants support community college efforts to work
With local businesses

in meeting their educational needs.

Each district receives a basic grant of $30,000; the number of
occupational

credit

hours

of

instruction

determines

the

93
remaining appropriation.
assist

community

Advanced technology equipment grants

colleges

in

purchasing

state-of-the-art

equipment used for instruction, and those awards are determined totally by the number of occupational

credit hours

produced by each community 'college district. 32
In

1973

the

Illinois

General

Assembly

and

governor

provided $1,400,000 to the ICCB for the first Disadvantaged
student Grants to Illinois public community colleges.
grant

allocations

financial

aids

were

awards

based

on

the

college

Formula

districts'

from the College Work Study

(CWS),

National Direct Student Loan (NDSL), Basic Education Oppertunity Grant (BEOG) , and Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant

(SEOG)

as reported by the U.S.

Office of Education.

During those early years, the very nature of the criteria used
to determine allocations,

therefore,

directed the benefits

toward the economically disadvantaged. 33
In the

fall

of

1977,

the

Illinois General

Assembly

approved an amendment to the Illinois Public Community College
Act to provide special
vantaged students. 34

grants

to programs

serving disad-

Enrollment in courses for remedial or

32

Illinois Community College Board, Illinois Community
College Board Eleventh Biennial Report 1985-1986 (Springfield:
Illinois Community College Board, 1987), 3-4.
33

Illinois Community College Board, ICCB Disadvantaqed
Student Grant Annual Report for FY 1982 (Springfield: Illinois
Community College Board, 1982), 1.
34

The original ICCB definition of disadvantaged student
Was taken from the Federal Registry, 1 October 1979. It stated
that those individuals had academic potential, but who
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developmental

education,

adult

education development, 35

and

determined the

ICCB' s

districts.
emphasis

size

of

English

Quite significantly,
from

basic

education,

as

grant to

a

second

general
language

community college

this amendment shifted the

economically disadvantaged

to

educationally

disadvantaged students. 36
Most recently in 1987, the Illinois -General Assembly
broadened the scope of the definition of disadvantaged student
by adding social, physical, and developmental disabilities.
The legislature intended to more fully articulate the purpose
of the Disadvantaged Student Grant and more precisely define
the student population for whom the grant was to be used.

The

expanded definition no longer limited the grant benefits to

demonstrated a need for remedial and special services as a
result of deprived educational, cultural or economic background, or physical handicap or limited English proficiency in
order to continue or resume their education.
35

Definitions of remedial education, adult basic education, and adult secondary education appear in an amendment to
the administration of the Illinois Community College Board,
Illinois Register, (2 December 1983) vol. 7, sec. 1501.301,
16132-34. Remedial education curriculum consists of courses in
computation, communication, and reading that are designed to
improve the competency of high school graduates or those
individuals achieving high school equivalency through standardized testing to a the level of competency for placement in
first-year college communication and math courses.
Adult
basic education curriculum consists of basic skills courses
designed to bring students to an eighth grade level of competency, including instruction in English as a second language.
Adult secondary education curriculum consists of courses to
~ring students to a twelfth grade level of competency,
including English as a second language and General Educational
Development (GED) examination preparation.
36

ICCB student Grant Annual Report for FY 1982, 1.
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the economically and academically deficient students.

The

reworded definition stated that a disadvantaged student was a
student with a
social, physical, developmental, or academic disability
that makes it difficult for such a student to adapt to a
college environment designed for the non-disadvantaged.
This may include students from minority racial/ethnic
groups. Colleges shall designate which of their students
are disadvantaged as determined by teacher and counselor
evaluations and various standardized tests selected by the
colleges. 37
The new scope, therefore, included the special needs population.

The legislature provided grant monies for special or

additional services to assist disadvantaged students to begin,
continue,

or

resume

tutoring,

educational

external

agencies,

their

Services

education.

and career counseling,
and

testing/evaluation

included

referrals to
to

determine

appropriate courses or services. 38
Today,

the

ICCB

allocates

by

a

formula

with

each

eligible college district receiving a basic grant of twenty
thousand dollars per college.

The remaining appropriation is

distributed to each district based on the number of credit
hours

produced

in

the

remedial,

secondary education courses. 39

adult

basic,

and

adult

In a direct policy statement,

ICCB indicated that "meeting specific needs of the

37

Illinois Register,
sec. 1501.508, 18154.
38

39

(6 November 1987) vol. 11,

Ibid., 18155.

Illinois Communitv
Report 1985-1986, 4.

College

Board

Eleventh

Biennial
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disadvantaged student is clearly a part of the mission of the
comprehensive community college.
state funds
tial."~

to

support this

It is for this reason that

important program are essen-

With that objective in mind, ICCB gradually steadi-

ly increased its grant allocations after fiscal year 1975.
Table 1 reflects those increases.
TABLE 1
ICCB DISABLED STUDENT GRANTS:
FISCAL YEAR
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

FUNDING

1976-1980
PERCENT
INCREASE

$2,443,536
2,792.959
3,706,900
3,800,000
4,700,000

12.1
24.6
2.4
19.1

source: Illinois Community College Board, Disadvantaged
Student Grant Program for Illinois Comrnunitv Colleges for FY
1979-1980 (Springfield: Illinois Community College Board,
1981), table 1, 3.
From 1976 to 1983, grants totaled $21,619,199.
totaled five million dollars. 41

In 1984 DSG

By 1986 the ICCB appropria-

tions jumped to seven million dollars. 42

40

Illinois Community College Board, ICCB Disadvantaoed
Student Grant Program for FY 1980 (Springfield: Illinois
Community College Board, 1981), 27.
41

Illinois
Community
College
Board,
Data
and
Characteristics of the Illinois Community College svstem
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, 1985), table
IV-5, 55.
42

Illinois Board of Higher Education, Fiscal Year 1987:
Higher Education Budgets, Recommendations, Operations, and
Grants (Springfield: Illinois Board of Higher Education,
1986), table IV-1, 102.
,
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In its 1988 budget request,

the ICCB reiterated its

strong commitment to the disadvantaged.

In identifying the

most distinguishing characteristic of the Illinois community
college system, the ICCB noted its
commitment to accept and expertly serve those individuals
who might otherwise not be accepted and served by traditional higher education institutions. The community colleges, on a percentage basis, serve more minorities, veterans, handicapped, dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, and older adults than any other sector of higher
education.
Many of these individuals require special
services to become successful college students.
The
precise purpose of the disadvantaged student grant is to
provide these special services to students who, for a
variety of reasons, cannot immediately enter the college
mainstream and be successful. 43
In fiscal year 1987, the Disadvantaged Student Grant program
once again expanded its goals to include minority students. 44
In the next year,

community colleges provided tutoring to

40,165 minority students and counseling to 41,072 minority

43

Illinois Community College Board, Fiscal Year 1988
Operating Budget Request for the Illinois Public Communitv
College System (Springfield: Illinois Community College Board,
1986), 8.
44

P.A. 85-283, Laws of Illinois, vol. 1, 1606-07 (1987)
passed on 16 June 1987 in the General Assembly. It amended
Section 9.16 of the Higher Education Act and defined minority
as persons who are citizens of the United States and who are:
(1) Black (a person having origins in any of the black racial
groups in Africa) ; ( 2) Hispanic (a person of Spanish or
Portuguese culture with origins in Mexico, South, or Central
America, or the Caribbean, regardless of race); (3) Asian
American (a person having origins in any of the original
People of the Far East,
Southeast Asia,
the Indian
subcontinent or the Pacific Islands); or (4) American Indian
or Alaskan Native (a person having origins in any of the
original people of North America) .
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students. 45

ICCB's 1988 budget request to the IBHE proposed

an increase from $7.566 million to $9 million for Disadvantaged student Grants.

The $1.434 million increase was to be

distributed on the basis of minority enrollment and targeted
for a seven-tier minority program of staff development, needs
assessments,

enhancements to academic support services for

student and family, and tracking progress. 46
Under a

$7, 932, 990

allocation

in

fiscal

year

1987,

Disadvantaged Student Grants aided the targeted population in
community colleges in several ways.

First, monies provided

1, 211, 065 contact hours of special support services to 277, 512
students.

This was a 16.7 percent increase in contact hours

over 1986 services.
students.

Colleges provided testing/evaluation to 85, 721

individuals.
69,149

and

persons.

Second, tutoring dollars touched 87,553

Third, educational/career counseling benefited
other

direct

support

services

reached

29,284

Finally, almost six thousand referrals were made to

external agencies for additional support services. 47

45

Illinois Board of Higher Education, Report to the
Governor and general Assembly on Underreoresented Grouos in
Illinois Higher Education (Springfield: Illinois Board of
Higher Education, 1989), 3.
46

Fiscal Year 1988 Operating Budget
Illinois Public Community College, 10.
47

Request

for

the

Illinois Community College Board, Illinois Community
Provide
Advantages
for
the
Disadvantaged
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, 1988), 1.
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IBHE And ICCB Response to the Legislative Concern About
underrepresented Populations in Higher Education
In 1985 and again in 1987, the Illinois General Assembly

amended the 1961 statute creating the IBHE to address the
issue of underrepresentation of minority, female, and disabled
students in higher education.

Public Act 84-726 required
First, they

postsecondary institutions to take two steps.
were

to

develop

and

implement methods

and

strategies

to

increase participation by those three groups traditionally
underrepresented.

Second, the institutions of higher learning

were to submit those implementation plans to the IBHE.

In

addition, the act gave IBHE the responsibility to study the
effectiveness

of

the

institutions'

reported

methods

and

strategies and to monitor the success of the underrepresented
groups in higher education.

At its 6 May 1986 meeting, the

board resolved that public universities and community colleges
should report on an annual basis the number of handicapped
students enrolled and the number of those public institutions
providing special services to the handicapped. 48

The subse-

quent 1987 legislation, Public Act 85-283, defined further the
board's responsibilities for monitoring and reporting.

It had

to provide to the governor and General Assembly annually a
report describing the plans submitted by the higher education

48

Illinois

Board of Higher Education, 1987 Report on
Public Universities and Community
Illinois Board of Higher Education,

~isabled Students at
~alleges (Springfield:
1987)' 1.
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institutions and the effectiveness of those strategies and
methods delineated therein.

Second, the state board had to

report on institutional compliance in the development of the
49
plans and findings from monitoring student success.

on 1 September 1987, the IBHE printed its first-time
effort to collect enrollment and special services information
related to disabled students at public institutions.

It noted

that procedures for gathering data on disabled students varied
from institution to institution.
data

at

admissions/registration

identification
institutions

through
could

various

only

Some relied on collecting
while

others

student

estimate

depended

Some

services.

enrollment

on

figures

on

disabled students.~
All fifty community colleges reported enrolling disabled
students and making available a variety of special services.
The

total

number

of

enrolled

disabled

students

exceeded

sixteen hundred in the fall of 1986, less than one percent of
the total enrollment in Illinois community colleges.
universities,

some

community

colleges

provided

Like

services

through a single off ice while others had a variety of specific
services or offices. 51
In its second annual report, the IBHE found it necessary
49Report

to the Governor and General Assemblv on Underrepresented Groups in Illinois Higher Education, 1.
50

1987 Report on Disabled students at Public Universities
and Community Colleges, 1.
51

Ibid., 2.
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to expand upon the generally accepted federal definition of a
g_isabled person

(any person who has a

physical

or mental

impairment which substantially limits one or more major life
In order to facilitate the identification of

activities).

disabled students and uniformity of reporting, IBHE identified
as disabled those
riplegic

and

deaf/hearing

individuals who were

paraplegic,
impaired;

functionally quad-

blind/visually

individuals

with

impaired,
other

and

mobility

problems such as the use of braces; individuals with chronic
health problems such as cardiac or respiratory diseases; head
injured persons;

those with documented,

diagnosed learning

disabilities; and those other individuals with disabilities
requiring special institutional assistance.

Once again the

IBHE noted non-uniform procedures by institutions for collecting data. 52

Enrollment at the reporting community colleges--

six did not provide enrollment estimates--in the fall of 1987
was more than 4,791.

This figure represented 1.6 percent of

the total enrollment in Illinois community colleges.
programs aided a wide range of disabled students.

Their

Included

were the visually impaired, learning disabled, those affected
by

chronic

health

impairments,

special institutional assistance.

and

individuals

requiring

Provided services encom-

passed academic supports such as interpreting, note taking,

I 11 ino is Board of Higher Education , ....1....9....;8~8'"-..-R"""e"'""p.._o""'r=-t.-.-_o""'n'-=
Disabled Students at Public Universities and Community
Colleges, (Springfield: Illinoid Board of Higher Education,
1988) I 1-2 o
52
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Students also received support through

and taping texts.

advising, counseling, and vocational assessments. 53
In October 1987, the ICCB submitted its own report to
the IBHE on the ICCB's plans and goals for the underrepThirty-one districts

resented groups .

submitted specific

goals and plans for attracting and assisting disabled students.

The most frequently cited goal by twenty-five dis-

tricts,

was

the

improvement

tutoring services.

A

of

counseling,

advising,

and

second important goal cited by fifteen

districts was to increase the types and quality of special
services for handicapped individuals.

These efforts included

services more tailored to students' needs so as to allow for
education

in

the

least

restrictive

environment.

Fifteen

districts identified the need for a special needs coordinator
on campus.

That staff member would be responsible for working

closely with the disabled students, educating staff about the
special needs of the handicapped,
improvements.

Nine

districts

and recommending program

listed

physical barriers as their main goal.
a

major

concern

the

earlier

the

elimination

of

Six districts cited as

identification

of

students'

handicaps. 54
The ICCB, although commending the community colleges for
a good job, made several valuable recommendations.
had to distinguish between plans and goals.
53 Ib
54 I

1'd • '

3.

b'd
1 . , 4.

Colleges

Plans had to
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include specific procedures for reaching stated goals and
timelines

for

Appropriate

implementing

evaluations

components

needed

to

be

had

to

clearly

be

set.

stated

and

persons or committees had to be targeted with compliance of
program components and the monitoring of program progress.ss
ICCB Use of CETA, JTPA, and Perkins Funds to Provide
Services to the Handicapped
Today the ICCB and community colleges coordinate efforts
with several state agencies in order to tap those agencies'
programs or deliver those agencies' services.
the Illinois State Board of Education

During FY 1985,

(ISBE)

and the ICCB

signed a written agreement designed to articulate the state's
administration of vocational education in the public community
college system.

The same type of agreement was encouraged

between the community colleges and secondary schools at the
local level.

The desired outcome was efficiency and program

alignment so students could easily continue their technical
education at the community colleges.s 6
The CETA program reached to Illinois's economically
disadvantaged and handicapped through the arm of the ISBE.
The board
provide

contracted with

the vocational

employability.
SS I

local

governmental

training and

agencies

education to

to

promote

The prime sponsor, the designated receiver of

b 1'd . , 4.

6
S Illinois

Communitv
Report 1985-1986, 8-9.

College

Board

Eleventh

Biennial
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cETA funds,

was a county government, mayor,

off ice of Employment and Training.

or President's

To become a prime sponsor,

that unit had to have a designated size population in need of
service.

The largest percentage of federal dollars, at least

ao percent,

flowed indirectly from the U.S.

Department of

Labor to the local prime sponsor through regional off ices of
the U. s.

Department of Education and then to the Illinois

Department of Commerce and Community Affairs

(IDCC).

That

state off ice then worked with ISBE to deliver program dollars
to the prime sponsor such as Cook County.

The remaining 20

percent of federal monies went to programs servicing veterans,
Native Americans, and the elderly as well as the ICCB.

Those

dollars frequently remained in Springfield to pay for the
state's administration of the CETA program. 57
When Congress enacted JTPA in 1982, it hoped to continue
CETA' s

efforts

to

prepare youth,

the

economically disad-

vantaged, and unskilled adults for the job market by providing
job training.
involved

in

Illinois community colleges became heavily
job

training

under

provisions

of

this

law.

Through various components of JTPA, colleges began conducting
a wide variety of programs for the economically disadvantaged
and dislocated workers.

57

Also,

colleges started assisting

Nancy MacAvoy, contract administrator, Illinois state
Board of Education; telephone conversation with author,
22 June 1990; and Sam Pignatello, administrator, Service
Delivery Area Seven for West and South Cook County, Office of
Employment and Training, Cook County Board; telephone conversation with author, 27 July 1990.
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business and industry in securing skilled employees to promote
business location in Illinois.

Illinois community colleges

became involved in the JTPA administrative system by serving
on

private

industry

councils

(PIC)

and

the

state's

Job

Training Coordinating Council as well as by administering five
of the twenty-six service delivery areas
Illinois under JTPA. 58

(SDAs)

formed in

In 1987, for example, thirty colleges

averaged $252, 171 in JTPA funds for a total allocation of
59
$9,834,653.

The

federal

government

used

a

formula

allocate dollars for services to targeted groups;
SDAs

determined

the

final

distribution

to

to

regional

area

service

providers. 60
By 1988, all postsecondary institutions which used JTPA
funds entered into coordination agreements with the SDAs.
These agreements called

for

quarterly meetings,

strategic

58 Illinois

Community College Board, Fiscal Year 1987
Economic Development Grant Report (Springfield: Illinois
Community College Board, 1988), 8.
59
60

Ibid., 4.

sam Pignatello indicated that one-third of JTPA dollars
go to each of three programs--the unemployed, the economically
disadvantaged, and the areas with substantial umemployment
(contiguous areas of 6.5 percent or more unemployment). Of
those total dollars, 7 8 percent goes to SDAs according to
qualifications to serve the three programs. Every SDA has a
procurement policy defined by its PIC and the SDA administrator. The private sector administration committee of the SDA
makes recommendations on allocations for adult programs. A
prospective service provider applies through the SDA, documenting its ability to provide a given service. If the
appropriate committee approves the application, then the SDA
Writes a contract for that service with the applicant. Oakton
Community College and Harper College fall within SDA Eight and
SDA Seven includes Triton College, Moraine Valley College, and
South Suburban College.
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In finding

planning, and coordination of program delivery.
the coordination agreements effective,
strengthening

this

working

the ISBE called for

relationship

through

continued

formal agreements. 61
The ICCB tapped Section 123 of JTPA, "State Coordination
and Grants," which required the states to devote 8 percent of
JTPA dollars for educational agencies.

The state divided that

8 percent into 20 percent funds and 80 percent funds.

The

larger amount had specific limitations; the smaller pot had
fewer

restrictions

for

Illinois

spending.

allocated

75

percent of the monies to the ISBE for its use and gave 25
percent to the ICCB for its programs.
funding,

Under the 80 percent

ICCB did use those dollars for a

program titled

"Special Needs Adult Training Assistance Projects."

That

included services for the learning disabled. 62
For instance,

in 1987 ICCB's allocation under the 80

percent funds totaled $272, 717.
in

Palatine

expended

William Rainey Harper College

$25,901.75

for

thirty-five

program

61 Illinois

State Board of Education, Performance Report
for Vocational Education FY 1988 (Springfield: Illinois state
Board of Education, 1989), 3.
~Special needs adult is defined as "a person eighteen
(18) years of age or older with a social, physical, developmental, or academic disability which makes it difficult for
that person to adapt to a college environment." Examples
include the academically disadvantaged and handicapped.
Illinois Community College Board, Annual Report on 8% State
Education Coordination and Grants for Program Year 1987
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, 1988), 9; and
Preston Morgan, grant administrator, Illinois Community
College Board; telephone conversation with author, 21 June
1990.
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participants,

twenty-five

of

sixteen entered employment.

whom

completed

the

program.

Oakton Community College in Des

Plaines spent $25,421.75 for thirteen participants.

Seven

completed the program successfully and eight entered employment. 63

In 1988,

ICCB targeted $266,805 for Special Needs

Adult Training Projects.

Harper College received $32,917.24

for twenty-nine enrollees.

Seventeen completed the program

and eight moved on to employment.

Oakton Community College

had $22,643 to spend on thirty-eight students, twenty-one whom
entered

the

working world.

To

ensure

effectiveness

and

· minimize duplication of efforts through other various funded
programs, ICCB required written verification of collaboration
between funded community college districts, service delivery
areas, and other agencies serving special needs adults.M
The

Department

of

Adult,

Vocational,

and

Technical

Education (DAVTE) within the ISBE administered one key program
in which community colleges participated to the benefit of the
disabled students.

Federal dollars from the Carl Perkins

Vocational

addition

Act,

in

to

local

and

state

funding,

assisted community colleges to offer occupational programs. 65
63

Illinois Community College Board, Annual Report on
Education Cooperation and Grants for Program Year 1987
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, 1988), 9.
Millinois Community College Board, Annual Report on 8%
State Education Coordination and Grants for Program Year 1988
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, 1989), 9.
65

Illinois Community College Board, Preparation for
Employment:
Programs
at
Illinois
Community
Colleges
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, 1989), 10.
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specifically, the law required states to set aside a fixed
percentage of allocations for the vocational training of the
handicapped, in addition to training the general population to
meet the employers'

demands

in the ever changing,

highly

technological world of work.
The

colleges

used

this

DAVTE

funneling

of

Perkins

dollars to absorb the cost of a special needs coordinator at
the community college, an individual charged with organizing
and delivering services to the special needs population on
campuses. 66
regional

Currently,

vocational

Illinois

special

needs

has

approximately

coordinators

individual districts or area vocational centers.

who

fifty
serve

At the local

or regional level, the coordinators provide inservice to local
vocational, special education and guidance staff, as well as
staff from public agencies such as the Illinois Department of
Rehabilitation Services (DORS) . 67
Early identification, assessment, direct support services, counseling, career development, transition from student
66John

Education,
1990.
67

Clitt, administrator, Illinois State Board of
telephone conversation with author, 22 January

DORS is the state's main agency charged with serving the
needs of people with disabilities. The department's budget is
derived from state and national funding sources, with approximately 70 percent of the monies provided by the federal
government. As of 1987, over two thousand employees worked
throughout the state in fifty-eight offices. The agency
provides vocational training, on-the-job and individualized
instruction, as well as informational and referral assistance
through DORS counselors. Illinois Department of Rehabilitation
Services, 1987 Annual Report (Springfield: Illinois Department
of Rehabilitation Services, 1988), iii.
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to

employee,

priorities.

and

information

dissemination

were

DAVTE

All thirty-nine community college districts have

identified contact persons or special needs coordinators to
assist special needs students in accessing vocational education on campus, achieving career goals, and entering the job
market.~

In addition, these special needs coordinators on

the community college campuses fulfilled duties which are
directed toward the disadvantaged students.
responsibilities were:
selecting

and

(1)

administering

A few of these

assisting counseling staff in
interest

inventory

assessment

tools; (2) providing tutoring for the academically disadvantaged to ensure success in vocational classes;

( 3)

making

follow-up calls to students on academic probation and suspension; (4) make referrals to community agencies as needed; and
(5) facilitating the delivery of remedial and developmental
instruction

to

promote

the

success

of

the

disadvantaged

vocational students. 69
At the state level, DAVTE staff members provided technical assistance through on-site visits and workshops to over
two hundred individual local educational units at the secondary level, thirty-nine community colleges, and several state
agencies implementing state vocational education

~Performance Report for Vocational Education FY 1988, 28-

29.
69

Ibid.

I

34.
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guidelines.

70

They helped train unskilled adults

economically disadvantaged for the job market.
with

that

designated

intent,

the

ICCB

began

and the

In keeping
to

develop

specialized vocational programs for the handicapped students.
Illinois Mandate for g Postsecondary Pilot Program for
the Learning Disabled
On 26 June 1985, the Illinois General Assembly passed
senate Bill 1385 as Public Act 84-801 to amend the Higher
Education Act of 1961.

Section 6.4 called for the IBHE to

select two community colleges and a four-year university to
operate

pilot

programs

for

researching

and

demonstrating

appropriate teaching techniques to be used in instructing
students at the postsecondary level who have learning disabilities.

Each institution operating a pilot program was to

establish an advocacy program for promoting the federal and
state

laws

and

regulations

learning disabled.

governing

the

rights

of

the

Each institution's governing board was to

appoint a program officer to oversee the entire pilot program.
Each administrator was

required to submit to the General

Assembly by 1 April 1986 a report explaining the problems and
successes of the pilot program.

In addition, that report had

to contain a statement on the need for similar programs in all
postsecondary institutions in Illinois to address the needs of
the learning disabled adult.

70

Ibid., 29.

The governor signed the act on
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21

September 1985 and it took effect on 1 July 1986.71
As of August 1988, no pilot programs were implemented.

According to the sources at IBHE, the board had not specificallY

designated

universities.

any

pilot

programs

at

any

colleges

and

They also noted that a number of programs for

the learning disabled existed already. 72

The General Assem-

bly did not provide funding in 1985 to implement the legislative mandate. 73
In its collection of background information for the
legislative staff assigned to Senate Bill

1385,

the

IBHE

discovered evidence of the existence of some kind of postsecondary

services.

In

1985,

Dr.

William

Kelley,

Jr.,

associate director of IBHE Academic and Health Affairs, noted
to a legislative staffer in a written communication that "it
is my impression that there are few formal programs for the
learning disabled at public community colleges and senior
ins ti tut ions;

however,

a

number

providing some farm of service.

of

the
74

ins ti tut ions

are

Therein he also

71 Illinois Revised Statutes, vol. 5, ch. 144, par. 186.4,
192 (1987).

nor. William Kelley, Jr., IBHE associate director,
interview by author, Springfield, Illinois, 14 April 1987;
subsequent telephone conversations with IBHE and ICCB staff
members through 1988; and Carolyn Lorton, IBHE assistant
director, letter to author, 15 August 1988.
73

Author's personal interview with Dr. William Kelley,
Jr., 14 April 1987.
~Dr. William Kelley, Jr., interview by author, 14 April
1987; and IBHE file letter, Kelley to Bernie Waren, 31 May
1985.
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noted the existence of an organization in metropolitan Chicago
called the Disabled Student Service Consortium composed of
sixteen community colleges that met six times a year.~
The stated purpose of the Disabled Student Services
consortium (DSSC) was to provide the best possible services to
community college students with disabilities.

That organi-

zation formed in December 1982 as an outgrowth of a project
called "Successful Uni ting of Area Community Colleges

for

Effective Education of the Disabled" (SUCCEED) which started
as a cooperative of six community colleges during the years of
1980 and 1981.
City

Colleges,

The original DSSC members included Chicago
Elgin

Community College,

Lake

County Area

vocational Center, College of DuPage, William Rainey Harper
College, McHenry Community College, College of Lake County,
Joliet Junior College, Moraine Valley College, Morton Community College, Oakton Community College, Prairie State College,
Rock

Valley

College,

Thorton

Community

College, and Waubonsee Community College.

College,

Triton

By 1984, DSSC was

active to such a degree that it surveyed members to compile a
directory and description of services rendered.~
The consortium's regional professional affiliations set
the scene for a university project on postsecondary services
for learning disabled college students.

Next is a discussion

~IBHE file letter, Kelley to Waren.
76

Dr. William Kelley, Jr., IBHE file, surveys from
Illinois community college administrators to Disabled Student
Services Consortium, 1984.
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of that project as the final factor in the Illinois context of
emerging services.
The Northern Illinois Postsecondary Education Proiect
The DSSC became a vehicle for three faculty members at
Northern

Illinois

University

in

DeKalb

to

pursue

their

research interests in developing quality educational experiences at the community college level for learning disabled
adults.

Ernest

Rose,

Ph.D.,

Department

of

Educational

psychology, Counseling, and Special Education, spearheaded the
Northern

Illinois

Postsecondary Education

Project

(NIPEP)

through the Office of Postsecondary Education Research and
Development at the university.

The faculty of the Department

of Special Education had long been interested primarily in
teacher preparation, personnel, and to some extent educational
research.

As

an

Washington,

D.C.

outgrowth

of

conferences

his

participation

sponsored

by

the

in

two

Office

of

Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, Dr. Rose, as a
new faculty member,

developed his own special interest in

learning disabled adults at the community college level.
As

a

result

of

the

encouragement

from

Dr.

Joseph

Rosenstein, project officer for postsecondary education, U.S.
Department

of

Education,

Dr.

Rose

pursued

his

research

interest in developing quality educational experiences for the
appropriately placed learning disabled adult student.

With

his department colleagues, William Bursuck, Ph.D., and Sara
Cowen,

Ed.D.,

Dr.

Rose

investigated

the

possibilities

of
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researching
Illinois.
Thompson,

the

topic

at

community

colleges

Having heard about the DSSC,
director

of

the

consortium

in

northern

they visited Tom

and

special

needs

coordinator at William Rainey Harper College in Palatine,
Illinois.

At that point, they felt that a research grant was

feasible.
In 1985 Dr. Rose secured a two-fold grant (#6008630230)
through the Office of Special Education, U.S. Department of
Education.

First, NIPEP set out to provide technical assis-

tance to community college program directors or university
student service coordinators.
year, first phase project.

This was designed as a threeSecond, Project TAPE (Technical

Assistance to Postsecondary Education)

intended to directly

support the staff of the colleges' disabled student services
who worked with the students on a daily basis.n
funding totaled $82, 797.
at Moraine

Valley

First year

During 1985-1986, NIPEP field tested

Community

College,

Kishwaukee

College,

William Rainey Harper College, and Northern Illinois University.

In the second year of 1986-1987, NIPEP was funded at

approximately another $10, 000

in order to pick up Oakton

Community College as the final community college test model
site.

During the 1987-1988 project year, all four campuses

continued involvement with NI PEP. 78
nor. Ernest Rose, assistant professor and co-director,
NIPEP, Northern Illinois University; transcript of interview
by author, DeKalb, Illinois, 20 Nove:mber 1987, 1-2.
nor. Ernest Rose, notes from inteI'View by author.
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or. Rose and Dr. Bursuck became co-directors of NIPEP
and or. Cowen took on the job of NIPEP consultant and Project
TAPE director.

NIPEP's overall aim was to develop, refine,

and field test a model for the delivery of disabled student
services to the learning disabled.

The project facilitated

(1) campus awareness, (2) service referral systems, (3) identification or assessment of learning disabilities,

and

(4)

development and implementation of a personal education plan
for the targeted students.

The model assumed that all four

components had to be accomplished to meet the diverse needs of
the students at the postsecondary level.
NIPEP's general objectives were:
regional

system

of

comprehensive

(1) to develop a

services

for

learning

disabled students; (2) to implement the NIPEP model in three
northern Illinois community colleges and at Northern Illinois
University

during

the

first

year;

(3)

to

replicate

and

evaluate the NIPEP model at fourteen new community colleges in
northern Illinois during the second and third years;

(4) to

enhance existing and new pre-service teacher education program
courses at Northern Illinois University by including competencies necessary for postsecondary service delivery; and
(5)

to

provide

assistance

to

ongoing
other

inservice

community

training

colleges

and

and

technical

universities

throughout Illinois, drawing from the NIPEP model.
The directors designed Project TAPE as a two-year effort
to field test and demonstrate direct intervention strategies
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for the learning disabled at Illinois community colleges.

The

project provided technical assistance to counselors, tutors,
and instructors of study skills or regular academic classes
who work with the students directly.
components.

First,

it

developed

The project had three
a

training

specific intervention strategies (SIS).

program

in

This included iden-

tification and assessment of learning disabilities; counseling
for

vocational,

academic,

and

social

skills

assistance;

training in learning strategies; assisting in the acquisition
of academic skills, and coordinating service delivery.
Second, TAPE trained DSS personnel to implement the SIS
program in three demonstration sites in Illinois.

Those were

the individuals who worked directly with the learning disabled
students.

Once

trained,

they

had

the

responsibility

training other DSS personnel in their region.

of

The TAPE staff

was evaluated on the effectiveness of training personnel to
implement SIS. 79
In the northern region, TAPE based itself at Northern
Illinois University and moved out to Kishwaukee College in
DeKalb.

Richland Community College in Decatur served as home

base for the central region.

Kaskaskia College in Greenville

drew in trainees for the southern region. 80
79

Dr. Ernest Rose and Dr. William Bursuck, "Northern
Illinois Postsecondary Education Project and Project TAPE."
(Paper distributed at NIPEP workshop, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb, Illinois, 20 November 1987), 1, mimeographed).
80

or. Ernest Rose, transcript of interview by author, 5.
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Third,

TAPE evaluated extensively the SIS program in

terms of impact on student performance and effectiveness as
technical assistance to staff.

The TAPE staff planned to

modify the SIS program as data dictated. 81
As a result of the grant, NIPEP and TAPE created three
instruments for use by DSS personnel.

First, they generated

a five-stage eligibility criteria for learning disabilities
services at the postsecondary level.

Second, staffers created

a new screening instrument to be used by adult education
personnel who suspect their poor readers and poor writers of
having learning disabilities.

Third,

the NI PEP and TAPE

personnel developed an environmental inventory to be used by
directors of student services or learning centers to catalog
helpful
courses.

information

about

instructors,

classrooms,

and

That listing of basic facilities, instructor, and

course descriptions then could be used to aid the learning
disabled students make accommodations and adjustments during
the term.

Each community college had to adapt the form for

its own in-house use.~
Although NIPEP had no correlation with the 1985
legislation mandating a pilot program at the postsecondary
level, the NIPEP and Project TAPE staff certainly fulfilled
the intent of the law.

As NIPEP itself indicated, its project

81

Ernest Rose and William Bursuck, "Northern Illinois
Postsecondary Education Project (NIPEP) and Project TAPE," 2.
82

Ernest Rose, transcript of interview by author,

6-7.
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objectives focused "on the critical need in Northern Illinois
to develop appropriate postsecondary education services for
1earning

disabled

students

which

enable

them

to

access
n83

services and resources at the community colleges.

Beginning in the 1960s, concrete, well defined services
for the learning disabled adult in Illinois began to emerge
from

one

America.

hundred

years

of

special

education

history

in

Countless individuals on all levels of government,

educators, and families of the handicapped across the nation
each played a hand in painting the new picture of postsecondary special education services.
Community colleges in northern Illinois drew in their
own details. Oakton Community College, William Rainey Harper
College, and Triton College created unique plans for meeting
the needs of the ever growing population of learning disabled
adults seeking to continue their formal
colleges

struggled

over

a

thirty-year

appropriate education experiences.

education.
period

to

Case histories

Those
provide
of the

three successful metropolitan Chicago schools follow.

83

Ernest Rose and William Bursuck, "Northern Illinois
Postsecondary Education Project (NIPEP) and Project TAPE,"
1-2.

CHAPTER III
SERVICES FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED AT TRITON COLLEGE
As the backdrop for the growth of the local community
college stood the dynamic and catalytic federal and state
education legislation of the 1960s.

Twenty-six community

college campuses existed prior to creation of the Illinois
community College Board in 1965.

Triton emerged as one of the

first under the new state reorganization of higher education
in the mid-1960s.
Triton's

philosophy

and

objectives

reflected

college's concern for meeting the educational needs
community with

a

wide

range

of

abilities

and

the
of a

interests.

Services to the handicapped and the learning disabled as a
distinct

group

through 1986.

evolved

over

a

ten-year period

From the outset,

from

Triton's general

1976

studies

curriculum addressed the needs of the academically deficient
college student.
mental

education

General studies evolved into the developprogram

where

the

deficiencies

of

the

academically underprepared were addressed side by side with
the different needs of the handicapped students.
eventually created the Success Oriented Services

Triton
(SOS)

and

Special Needs Assistance Program (SNAP) so that the physically
119

120

handicapped

and

learning

disabled

received

tailored to their unique learning profiles.

services

more

Triton augmented

its own fiscal commitment to the special needs population with
federal and state dollars provided under the umbrellas of the
comprehensive Employment and Training Act ( CETA) , TRIO program
under

the

Higher

Education

Act

of

1965,

U. s.

Off ice

of

Education grants, and Illinois's Disabled student Grant (DSG)
program.
What follows
growth as a

is a

description of Triton's birth and

comprehensive postsecondary institution.

The

story reveals an interesting combination of administration,
governing authority, and staff unfolding a course of action to
develop unique services for the learning disabled.
The History of Triton College
In 1959 three key high school superintendents in west
suburban Chicago--Leroy Knoeppel of Proviso Township,

c. C.

Loew of Elmwood Park, and Wade steel of Leyden Township--gave
life to the embryonic idea of a junior college to serve their
respective districts.

Their early collaboration grew from a

mutual concern that many students in their secondary schools
failed to continue their formal education.

As they perceived

the situation, their students, although academically qualified,

were not pursuing higher education due to the rising

cost of a college education in the more traditional four-year
postsecondary institutions.
To be sure, Koeppel, Loew, and Steel felt the pulse of
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the national educational movement and the Illinois legislature.

The late 1950s and early 1960s encouraged the emergence

of quality junior colleges to meet the growing demand for
inexpensive,

readily

accessible

postsecondary

education.

Armed with the support of the Illinois General Assembly and
the encouragement of their respective local school boards, the
three

district

administrators

attempted

in

late

1960

to

broaden the popular support for the yet-to-be created community college district.

They invited the neighboring districts

of Oak Park-River Forest,
All

accepted the

Riverside-Brookfield,

invitation and

in

and Lyons.

December of

1961

six

district superintendents and twelve private citizens metamorphosed as the survey team to document the need and local
support for a community college.
In September of 1962 the team completed its massive
survey report.

They recommended a site of seventy-five acres

for a building program that would provide space for technical
career

education;

a

two-year

terminal,

degree

program;

curricular offerings to facilitate transferring to a four-year
institution;

community

service

continuing education classes.

projects;

and

short-term

The still larger task awaited

them.
The survey team had to convince the citizenry in the six
school districts to vote in a legally required referendum for
the creation of

a

community college district.

In

early

February 1963, the plan suffered a setback when the Oak Park-
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River Forest, Lyons, and Riverside-Brookfield school districts
withdrew from the entire project.
The three remaining school districts moved quickly to
regroup.

By March of 1963, a new steering committee began to

investigate ways to revise the plan around the needs and
resources of the committed townships.

The revised study not

only endorsed the need for a new college district, but it also
discovered that the tax base and population in the three high
school

communities

were

more

than

adequate

to

support

a

college.
The

efforts

December of 1963.

of

the

steering

committee

paid

off

in

Dr. Noble J. Puffer, Cook County Superin-

tendent of Schools,

announced that his office had received

petitions for a special election to create a new community
college district.
almost a

On 31 March 1964, the referendum passed by

two-to-one margin.

Junior College District

300

legally existed and the embryonic idea of 1959 moved into the
next phase of development.
A college district board had to be elected. On 25 April
1964, the communities chose seven new trustees.

River Grove,

Elmwood Park, and Melrose Park each had voted into office a
three-year board member from their respective communities.
Hillside and Franklin Park community members each won two-year
terms.
seats.

Hillside and Westchester residents held the one-year
The

board

composition

reflected

the

educational,

Political, and business entities of the new district.
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The college being given birth needed a name.
soeger,

Elmore

the newly elected trustee from Hillside suggested

"Tri ton. "

He

drew his

idea

from

the

name

university,

a variation of "Prince-town."

of

Princeton

Using a similar

line of reasoning, he changed "Tritown" which stood for the
three

participating

townships

into

"Tri ton".

The

board

endorsed it as the permanent name of their new community
college.
Next, the trustees of Junior College District 300 faced
the difficult task of selecting an appropriate site for the
construction of newly named Triton College.

Having lost or

eliminated a few sites, the board took a serious look at the
eighty-six acres at Fifth Avenue and Palmer in the town of
River Grove in Leyden Township.
a farmhouse,
plant,

That parcel in 1964 included

two trailer camps,

and a marshy landfill.

a

fireworks manufacturing

Its location near the Des

Plaines River and the forest preserves of Cook county made it
an attractive site.

Secondly, the River Grove parcel fell in

the center of the district's boundaries and the proposed site
was accessible by transportation.
At the 27 March 1965 referendum, voters approved an $8. 9
million bond issue

for the acquisition of land,

construction, and campus furnishings.

building

Again, residents showed

strong support for the community college plan with a two-toone vote.
Triton did not wait for its new buildings on its own
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iand parcel.

The board contracted with the Leyden High School

oistrict to rent classrooms and administrative space at the
newly constructed West Leyden High School.

The first adminis-

trative staff operated from a motel room in Melrose Park and
used the bathtub for a file cabinet!
with a newly hired teaching staff of 114, Triton opened
its doors to students on 8 September 19 6 5 .

The projected

enrollment of three or four hundred materialized as twelve
hundred students.

Classes met from 3:00 to 10:00 p.m.

Many

staff members and students stayed past midnight to participate
in the

school's

intramurals

program.

Full-time

students

living in the district paid five dollars per semester hour or
a maximum of seventy-five dollars each semester.
The two-year period from 1965 through 1966 proved very
challenging
Trustees.

to

the

inexperienced

District

300

Board

of

They met at least once a week to take action on

building plans, programs, course offerings, and staff hiring.
By 1966 the

fledgling community college needed additional

classrooms at Proviso West High School.

Enr9llment had jumped

103 percent to 2,524.

The first ground breaking ceremony took place on 4 June
1967 for the Technology Building.

Triton started to take

shape in concrete, steel, and glass on its own land in River
Grove.

By that time the college offered twenty-seven curricu-

lar programs for prospective transfer students and twentyseven occupational programs.

Finally, by the summer of 1969,
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all Triton classes met at the permanent River Grove campus. 1
Today,

Illinois Community College District 504 plays

host to Triton College. 2

Its sixty-three square miles in the

western suburbs of Chicago include more than three hundred
thousand

residents.

In-district

communities

now

number

Reportedly, at least one person out of every

twenty-five.

four households in the district has taken a course at the
college.

Each semester Triton enrolls twenty-six thousand

students through its open-door admissions policy for high
school graduates or other program-qualified applicants. 3
Triton's Philosophy and Objectives
In its 1966 statement of aims, the college announced
that it would "provide superior quality collegiate instruction
for ALL OF THE PEOPLE within the limitations of their ability
to profit by

instruction. 114

In general,

the

other

five

components of Tri ton's philosophy focused upon the development
of a citizenry fully capable of functioning in a democratic
1

Albert F. Check, Jr., "The Role of West Suburban Cook
County High School superintendents in the Foundation of Triton
College" (master's thesis) cited by Triton College, Triton
College 1984-1985 Catalog (River Grove: Triton College, 1984),
19: 7-11.
2

Triton already existed when the Illinois Public Community College Act in 1965 created the comprehensive community
college district. The Illinois Community College Board
assigned Triton to District 504.
3

Triton College, Triton College 1988-1989 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College, 1988), 23:10-12.
4Triton College, Triton College 1966-1967 catalog (River

Grove: Triton College, 1966), 2:7.
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and economically dynamic society.

To implement its philoso-

phy, the institution sought to fulfill five major objectives:
(1) to provide TRANSFER EDUCATION paralleling the freshman
and sophomore studies undertaken at the University of
Illinois, state colleges, private colleges, and universities;
(2) to provide OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION in technical, vocational, and semi-professional curricula to meet employment opportunities in business and industry;
(3) to provide CONTINUING EDUCATION for local residents
desiring to broaden their intellectual and cultural
experiences;
(4) to provide GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING services to assist
students in self-appraisal and in the determination of
realistic educational goals; and
(5) to provide COMMUNITY SERVICES for educational,
cultural, vocational, and recreational activities through
existing facilities and stimulated by the college staff . 5
These goals set high standards for Triton's overall program
and required broad course offerings to meet a wide range of
societal, community, and individual needs.
Over the next twelve years, the stated philosophy and
objectives did not change substantively except for two notable
additions.
ed the

Those modifications in Triton's statement reflect-

institution's

attention

to

the

academically prepared student population.
ally

lead

addressed

to

the

college's

educational

populations.

5 Ibid.,

8.

issues

expansion

needs

of

the

less

That focus eventuof

surrounding

services

which

special

needs
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Evolution of Services for the Disadvantaged
and Handicapped
During the 1968-1969 academic year, Triton added a sixth
objective, a general studies program "to develop competence in
basic skills and increased knowledge in those areas necessary
to help insure success in related college work. 116

The new

program aimed to educate those students not qualified for
either the occupational of baccalaureate oriented curriculum.
students enrolled in general studies earned neither a degree
or transferable course credit.
students

to

enter

offerings

led to

semesters

of

another
a

thirty

general
credit

The college expected the

curriculum
studies
hours.

Course

eventually.

certificate after two
In

pursuit

of

that,

students took, in part, English Fundamentals I and II, Reading
Development,

Foundations of Mathematics or Fundamentals of

Algebra I, Speech Fundamentals, and orientation to acquaint
them with the college setting, study skills, and personal goal
setting. 7

By the fall of 1969, the general studies program

had an enrollment of 125 students. 8
During those formative years of the general

studies

program, faculty and administrative discussion reflected some

6Triton College, Triton College 1968-1969 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College, 1968), 4:8.
7

Ibid., 83, 180.

8Minutes of Board of Trustees of Triton Colleoe District
.2..0..i (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 6, no. 9, 29
October 1969, 218.
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over

concern

the

wisdom

of

offering

remedial

courses.

secondly, both groups identified the program with the disadIn a report from the English department to the

vantaged.

board of trustees, Dr. Hubbell explained about the proposed
iocation of the language and reading labs in the Liberal Arts
Building and the type of students enrolling in general studies
courses.

Contents of the report stirred up "a great deal of

discussion

.

• as to the merits and demerits of course

offerings such as English Fundamentals and Math Fundamentals. 119

Reporting in person to the board of trustees on an

earlier occasion, Dr. Hubbell mentioned the general studies
program

in

conjunction

with

the

disadvantaged

students

enrolled. 10
Al though the English department first recognized the
need to expand services to the academically deficient students, the initial capacity to address that need came from
outside the college.

In 1973 interns from Illinois State

University began tutoring students who
reading

and

writing

skills.

As

the

needed
number

to
of

develop
tutorees

increased month by month, the English department stabilized
the

service by starting a

formal

writing

lab program

in

9

Minutes of Board of Trustees of Triton College District
.2..04 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 5, no. 11, 13
November 1968, 55.
1

°Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Tri ton College
District 504 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 5,
no. 10, 23 October 1968, 48.
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1975. 11
Policy statements regarding the handicapped appeared in
print for public information in 1972-1973 and later in the
1974-1975 academic year.

This action reflected the impact of

federal and state legislation and guidelines (see Chapter 1).
Available

accommodations

included

reserved

parking

and

building accessibility via ramps and private use of elevators. 12

Handicapped

students

could

use

lockers

in

the

library upon request to the college nurse. 13
By 1977 Triton organized into three clearly defined
schools.

The School of Career Education offered more than one

hundred career-related programs leading to a two-year degree
or certificate of specialization.
included

areas

of

study

such

The wide range of choices
as

accounting,

electronic

technology, nuclear medicine technology, ornamental horticulture,

nursing,

police

science

administration,

training, and marketing management.

restaurant

The School of University

Transfer Studies offered course work facilitating transition
to a four-year college or university.

The School of Continu-

ing Education awarded certificates of completion to students
who sought to develop new skills or to enrich their
11

Mary Friertos, "Writing Lab Provides Help for Your
Needs," Trident (River Grove: Triton College), 22 February
1978, 3.
12

Triton College, Triton College 1972-1973 catalog (River
Grove: Triton College), 8:14.
13

Triton College, Triton College 1974-1975 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College), 10:17.
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intellectual development.
General

studies

existed

as

a

separate

entity,

attached clearly to any of the three defined schools.
low-level

courses

fell,

regular departments

however,

mathematics,

labs

social

The program's ongoing objective was to

prepare students for college-level work.
writing

The

within the scope of the

offering English,

studies, and science.

not

offered

remedial

Reading, math, and

instruction.

Revisions

of

English Fundamentals, Reading Development, and Math Foundations provided individual instruction and a degree of independent goal setting. 14
During the 1979-1980 academic year,
policy

of

the

Illinois

Community

in accordance with

College

Board

(ICCB),

Triton's School of Continuing Education offered eight general
studies certificate programs: (1) developmental, preparatory,
or basic skills;

(2) personal development;

(3)

intellectual

and cultural; (4) improving family circumstances; (5) homemaking;

(6) health, safety, and environment;
(8)

(7) community and

civic development;

and

developmental and/or review of

vocational skills.

To earn graduation certificates in any of

the eight programs, students had to complete twelve hours of
adult education credit.

Eight of the twelve credit hours had

to be earned within a single program, however.
wishing to earn certificates could

14

students not

enroll in any of the four

Triton College, Triton College 1977-1979 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College, 1977), 13:6, 62-63, 152, 163.
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hundred

adult

education

courses

offered

each

semester.

classes met on the Triton campus; in the local high school,
elementary school or community center; and at business sites
throughout the college district. 15
Emergence of Specific Services for the Handicapped
During the years from 1977 to 1979, services for the
handicapped students formalized as a component of the
college's tutoring services available to the general school
population.
(SOS).
with

In 1977, Triton created Success Oriented Services

This was the first targeted effort to help students
handicaps

and

those

having

academic

difficulties.

Resources and services included free tutoring,

counseling,

academic assessment, and referral to other college or community resources.

At that time, the library, officially known as

the Learning Resource Center, housed the sos office. 16

The

Illinois State Board of Education through its Department of
Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education (DAVTE) funded sos
with dollars earmarked for the disadvan- taged and handicapped
students.

In addition, the Illinois Department of Rehabilita-

tive Services (DORS) provided an interpreter for the hearing
impaired students,

Triton's first identified special needs

15

Triton College, Triton College 1979-1980 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College, 1979), 14:55-57.
16

Triton College 1977-1979 Catalog, 12.
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group. 17
In

1978

Triton

fell

under the watchful

eye of the

federal government as it sought to monitor compliance with
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
was

required

to

complete 'a

self-evaluation

The college
regarding

its

compliance efforts with the federal mandates to protect the
rights of the handicapped.
eight

member

In May of 1978, Triton created an

self-evaluation

committee

that

included

two

administrators from

sos,

the executive director of develop-

mental

the

superintendent

education,

of

operations

and

maintenance, supervisor of health services, two deans, and one
student.

The college had to document voluntary actions taken

to overcome the effects of conditions that resulted in limited
participation in programs for the handicapped. 18

In October

of that year, the committee presented the 121-page report to
the board of trustees

for

approval which was unanimously

given. 19

sos

paved the way for its soon-to-be successor,

developmental education program.

the

As a more broadly conceived,

coordinated effort by administration and staff alike,

the

17

or. Phoebe Helm, associate vice president for Academic
Affairs, transcript of interview by author, River Grove,
Illinois, 4 August 1989, 2.
18

Triton
College,
Institutional
Self-Evaluation
in
Compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
(River Grove: Triton College Archives, 1978), 3, 38-39.
19

Minutes of Board of Trustees of Triton College District
504
(River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 15, no. 5,
11 October 1978, 3, 38-39.
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concept came to life.

Dr. Brendt Knight assumed the position

of college president in spring 1977.

He stated as one of his

goals for the 1977-1978 year the implementation of a comprehensive system of developmental programs,

services,

assessment of entrance and exit standards
programs.

On

15

June

1977

the

Tri ton

and an

for courses and
College

Board

of

Trustees approved, upon Dr. Knight's request, the job description for an executive director of developmental education.
The individual to be hired carried responsibility for the
overall effectiveness of remedial and developmental services.
In addition,
coordinator

that same administrator had to function as a
among

the

various

professional

and

service

personnel across the campus. 20
Attention to the Needs of the Handicapped as Part of
Developmental Education
On 7 September 1977, the board of trustees approved the
appointment of Phoebe Helm as executive director of developmental education. 21

She came to Tri ton from the University

of Kentucky where she held the position of coordinator of

2°Minutes

of Board of Trustees of Triton College District
504 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 13, no. 22,
15 June 1977, 110-111.
21

Minutes of Board of Trustees of Tri ton College District
504 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 14, no. 4, 7
September 1977, 20-27.
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1earning services. 22

In an interview with a reporter from

the college newspaper, Helm stated that she viewed the 1977l978 school year as a
time of learning and planning, to find out what programs
exist, how well they function and what else we need to do
better to serve all students. I believe teachers want to
teach and students want to learn and I hope it will be my
role to help both groups accomplish that. 23
she brought to the job her experience as an elementary school
teacher,

community

college

instructor

studies, and educational consultant.
reading

and

the

psychology

of

in

developmental

Her doctoral research on

verbal

learning

(then

in

progress) gave her invaluable expertise. 24
Dr. Helm perceived that services for the developmental
education students at Triton had been too scattered.

She

believed that to be successful, the program had to impact the
entire

student

procedure.
full

body

as

well

as

institutional

policy

and

To implement that idea, Dr. Helm relied on the

support

president.

given

by

the

board

of

trustees

and

Triton

During the planning year from 1 November 1977

through the summer of 1978, she pulled together a developmental education advisory committee comprised mostly of faculty
along with campus-wide representatives of all employee groups.

22

Jerome Long, comp., Board Briefs of 7 September 1977
Meeting of Triton College Board of Trustees
(River Grove:
Triton College Archives), vol. 6, no. 4, 1.
23

Edna Catena, "Helm Fills New Position," Trident (River
Grove: Triton College Archives), 15 November 1977, 1.
24

Ibid.

I

1.
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First, she drafted a proposal for a special services grant.
Then

she

programs.
tives

and

the

advisory

group

countered with

proposed

Dr. Helm, the board of trustees, and representa-

from the

faculty

and administration traveled to El

camino College in Californi:a to study that campus's program
for disabled students.

They came back to their River Grove

campus really motivated to serve the special needs students at
Triton. 25
For the plan to work,

facilities had to be modified,

courses revised and revamped, and staff development implemented.

At the 26 April 1978 meeting of the board of trustees,

Dr. Helm reminded the group that Triton had had developmental
education programs since it first opened its doors.

She noted

that a successful retention rate in the new program, however,
depended upon several

factors:

( 1)

improved student self-

concept, (2) the teaching of skills related to student goals,
(3) teacher commitment, and (4) teacher involvement in staff
development activities.

Also, her proposal called for the

remodeling of eight classrooms on the second floor of the
Liberal Arts Building to create the Learning Assistance Center
She had the board's unanimous vote. 26

(LAC).

Staffers busied themselves during the six months prior

25

Dr.

Phoebe Helm,

transcript of interview by author,

2.
26Minutes

of Board of Trustees of Triton College Dis-

trict 504 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol.
no. 16, 26 April 1978, 88.

14,
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to

the

fall

program.

1978

opening

of

the

developmental

Several formidable tasks lay ahead.

education

Dr. Helm and

her staff tackled head on the key activities essential to
setting in place a viable program.

A CETA grant paid the

wages of college students who labored under the supervision of
in-house maintenance staff tearing down walls to build the new
program center.

She and the faculty wrote exit criteria for

specific courses and mandatory assessment procedures for the
college as a

whole.

Her planning group revised teaching

schedules to promote more productive teaching.

Dr.

Helm

herself substituted for faculty so they could be freed up to
attend local and national meetings and conferences. 27
The LAC then had to be staffed.

Once again the board of

trustees expressed its full support of Dr. Helm's program by
unanimously
positions.

approving

descriptions

for

the

necessary

On 24 May 1978 the board okayed the position of

director of the LAC. 28
tive hat, too.
approved

job

the

Dr. Helm later wore this administra-

At the 19 July 1978 meeting, the trustees
creation

of

two

new

classified

positions,

instructional assistant and lead instructional assistant. 29

27

Dr.

Phoebe Helm,

transcript of interview by author,

3.
28

Minutes of Board of Trustees of Triton College District 504 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 14,
no. 18, 24 May 1978, 99.
29

Minutes of Board of Trustees of Triton College District 504
(River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 15,
no. 1, 19 July 1978, 4.
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Dr.

Helm identified three reasons for organizing the

program the way she did.

First, she wanted a coherent program

with focused, directed effort.

Second, Helm recognized that

centralized administration and supervision made for easier
implementation of a productive program.
hours of accessibility to services.

Students had expanded

Third, she realized that

locating the developmental education program in the Liberal
Arts and Sciences Building facilitated communication among the
Math and English departments, the administration offices, and
the developmental education staff.

Also, the nearby parking

lot and bookstore placed more students in this high traffic
area which promoted program visibility and accessibility.
During the opening year, developmental education simply
absorbed the one-year-old sos program.
already had two counselors and advisors.

The first program
Dr.

Helm hired

another counselor to work solely with special needs students.
All developmental education staffers reported directly to her.
Dr. Helm as executive director of developmental education, in
turn, reported directly to the dean of Student Affairs.
preferred that organizational line for two reasons.
the

dean was

personally

developmental education.

responsible

in the

long

She

First,
run

for

Second, having a high ranking line

officer as her boss, Dr. Helm had a built-in program advocate
Who had many links with Triton's campus-wide programs. 30
The scope of the developmental education program offered
30

Ibid.

I

5.
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through the LAC clearly encompassed not only the handicapped
but also the English as a Second Language students and any
student in need of academic tutoring.

Reflecting Dr. Helm's

belief that "every student has a right to success, 1131 the LAC
kept

its doors open from 7:00 a.m.

to

10:00

p.m.

Monday

through Friday and from 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. on Saturday.
Small
writing,
larger

sections of developmental

of

students

in

a

in reading,

For instance,

and math were offered.
group

courses

designated

while the

reading

class

remained in the LAC for their individualized assignments, the
smaller group of fifteen or twenty worked across the hall in
one of three mini-classrooms for more intensive instruction.
In English

Fundamentals

I

(RHT

writing a college-level paper.

001) ,

students

worked

on

That course met three times a

week for lecture and lab work in the LAC.

The math program
In that

was totally individualized and self-instructional.

class, students spent a minimum of three hours per week in the
LAC studying independently, with tutoring available as needed,
until each passed the required number of exit tests.
Per the policy stated by the executive director of
developmental education and the dean of student admissions,
developmental

education

counselors

and

advisors

used

ACT

scores to determine placement in the regular college sequence
or

developmental
31

courses.

counselors

Natalie Perri and Pat Thompson,
Conquer 3R's," Trident (River Grove:
chives), 3 October 1978, 4.

met

with

students

"LAC Helps Students
Triton College Ar-
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enrolled in all three LAC courses during the semester.

They

helped students write individual educational plans, coordinate
financial

aid,

and

facilitate

any

other

needed

services.

English as a Second Language students had at their disposal
the services of bilingual tutors.

Triton students in regular

college level courses tapped LAC services for general tutor.
too. 32
ing,
Handicapped students, if they identified themselves, had
LAC services available to them in 1978, the first year of the
developmental education program.

Ruthe Miller joined the

staff that year as lead instructional assistant and reading
specialist.

At that time, services for the learning disabled

had no structure.

There was a general understanding within

the program that if a learning disabled student came to the
attention of any LAC staff member, Mrs. Miller touched base
with that student.

From 1978 to 1980, she worked informally

with five to ten learning disabled students per year.

Service

was not geared toward specific remediation of deficit skills,
because there was no clear policy to provide that type of
service to the learning disabled.
centered

upon

the

developmental

Rather,
education

tutoring duties
classes.

The

reading specialist's job description tied her to the LAC' s
program.
32

Given Mrs. Miller's teaching experience with the

Phoebe Helm and Dan Moriarity, "Memorandum: Placement
in Developmental Courses," to developmental education counselors and advisors, 21 November 1978 (River Grove: Files of
P~oebe Helm titled 1980 Triton College Developmental Educa.t..ion Self-Study), 1-2, typewritten.
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iearning disabled at the secondary level, Dr. Helm added to
the reading specialist's duties the informal monitoring of the
iearning disabled students in attendance.

In 1979, Wally

Mitchell joined the LAC ranks to coordinate the interpreter
services for the hearing impaired.

That new LAC staffer also

coordinated the taping of books for the visually impaired. 33
student impressions reflected the uniqueness of the program
design.

One older adult,

complete a
course.

who had

certificate program,

returned to

school

to

liked the self-paced math

He enjoyed the freedom to work as slow or as fast in

areas he determined.

Another math student appreciated the

independence and relaxed atmosphere the program provided.

She

insightfully noted that
this program lets me be the boss and allows me to move at
my own pace rather than wait for the rest of the class to
catch up. I enjoy studying on my own • • . • I also like
the way the time schedule is not so regimented. Even
though I must work here in the Center about three hours
per week, just as if I had a regular class, I can fit the
time around my schedule, when I want to come in, which is
great. 34
These comments mirrored the needs of the adult student for
goal setting and self-direction.
Executive Director Helm expressed her long range goals
for developmental education early in 1978.
have

fifteen

hundred

students

enrolled

She planned to
in

the

reading,

33

Ruthe Miller, reading specialist, and Ann Sullivan,
SNAP expeditor, Triton College; transcript of interview by
author, River Grove, Illinois, 17 August 1988, 4-6, 11.
34

Perri and Thompson, "LAC Provides Helps Students," 8.
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writing, and math programs and about ten hundred to fifteen
hundred in the content area tutoring.

In the fall of 1978 the

LAC had one thousand reading students and over four hundred
math students in the LAC per week.
five to ten years,

Looking down the road in

she hoped for an open-entrance-and-exit

program so students could come in for help at any time during
the year. Her plans reached into to the community as well.
Helm hoped to offer classes in executive writing skills, for
Her vision

example.

scoped

the

possibility

of

offering

tutoring services to area high school students. 35
At the close of the first full academic year of LAC
operations, Dr. Helm reported to the board of trustees on the
accomplishments of developmental education.

For the fall 1978

term, students completed developmental education classes at a
rate of 78.2 percent.

By the 1979 spring term, the completion

rate increased to 78. 9 percent.

She commented that those

results surpassed a comparable program at the various Chicago
cornmuni ty

colleges. 36

The

executive

director

highlighted

that the real proof of the success of the LAC had to be
measured by the students' performance in regular classes.

At

that same meeting, the trustees unanimously approved the job
description

35
36

Ibid.

for

I

assistant

to

the

executive

director

of

8.

Board Briefs of 6 June 1979 Meeting of Triton College
Board of Trustees (River Grove: Triton College Archives),
Vol. 7, no. 12, 1.
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developmental education. 37
In that progress report to the trustees on 6 June 1979,

or.

Helm presented a profile of American students' ACT scores.

The average for all colleges stood at 18.5 out of a possible
35.

Triton students averaged 15.6 and

its developmental

education students averaged a 12.2 score. 38

However, there

was no distinction made between the performance of handicapped
students and that of the academically underprepared.
Dr. Helm built into the budget the vehicle needed to
allow for ongoing evaluation by in-house faculty and external
consultants . 39

In the

spring of

1978,

this

high powered

advisory committee was appointed to complete a self-study of
developmental education starting in fall 1978 and finishing in
June 1979.

Dr. Helm chaired the committee composed of the

associate dean of continuing education; the assistant dean of
the LAC;

assistant dean of admissions,

academic affairs;

vice president of

dean of the school of career education;

associate dean of university transfer studies; chairperson of
the English department; a representative of the law department; and faculty representatives from machine tool technolo-

gy, mathematics, secretarial science, psychology, chemistry,

3

~inutes of Board of Trustees of Triton College District 504 (River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 15,
no. 17, 6 June 1979, 102-03.

7.

38

Ibid., 101.

39

Dr.

Phoebe Helm,

transcript of interview by author,
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and dental lab technology.~
Triton

administrators

reviewed

evaluation and wrote their impressions.

the

final

written

Dean of Students

Maurice J. Lemoine reacted favorably to the report.

In his

opinion, it depicted a program that was
as effective as one might reasonably expect at its present
stage of development. The prognosis is indeed favorable
inasmuch as there is consensus that the Developmental
Education program is meeting its objectives in a substantial way. 4
oean of Career Education Vernon A. Magnesen noted in part
Tri ton's unique design of its developmental education program.
In giving total support of the current approach, he said that
required developmental courses for students whose tests
indicate basic skills strengthening is an excellent
component of the program. Many community colleges have a
voluntary developmental education program, defending their
systems on the students' "right to fail." I believe that
when those who are trained in the field conclude that
students require developmental courses for success, these
courses should be an integral, required part of the
program . . • .~
Triton faced the ever present, troublesome issue of the open
door community college--open enrollment in any college level
40

Triton College, Triton College 1980 Developmental
Education Self-Study (River Grove: Files of Phoebe Helm
titled Triton College 1980 Developmental Education SelfStudy, 1980), resources: attachment F.
41

Maurice J. Lemoine, "Memorandum: Reaction to Development Education Self Study Report and Consultants' Reports,"
17 September 1981 (River Grove: Files of Phoebe Helm titled
Triton College 1980 Developmental Education Self-Study),
self-study section: note paper, typewritten.

v. A. Magnesen, "Developmental Education Program
Review," (River Grove: Files of Phoebe Helm's titled Triton
College 1980 Developmental Education Self-Study) , self-study
section: note paper, typewritten.
42
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question.
In 1981 the services of the LAC expanded as developmental education underwent an administrative reorganization.

In

June

of

the

Triton

administration

reported

to

the

board

trustees that Dr. Helm became the associate dean of the school
of arts and sciences which carried with it responsibilities
for overseeing the school of university transfer studies.

She

also continued as the chief administrator of developmental
education but not as the functional
however.

At

the

17

June meeting

director of the LAC,
of

the

board,

several

trustees stressed the importance of maintaining the strength
of developmental education.

The board did not want to see the

program suffer because Dr. Helm had taken on extra duties.
The question of additional staff for developmental education
The dean representing Triton's administration

cropped up.

responded that staffing needs were being reviewed. 43
Two months

later the board of trustees

answer to its inquiry.
board

took

action

on

received an

At the 26 August 1981 meeting, the
new

job

descriptions

presented

for

assistant director of developmental education, supervisor of
the LAC, lead instructional assistant, and expediter of the
newly created special needs assistance program (SNAP).
The assistant director, in effect, took on the duties of
the executive director.
43Minutes

The job description called for an

of Board of Trustees of Triton District 504
(River Grove: Triton College Archives), vol. 17, no. 15,
17 June 1981, 78-79.
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individual holding a master's degree plus additional graduate
hours in developmental education or a

That

related area.

person in part: (1) supervised program and staff; (2) coordinated and supervised grant; (3) worked with faculty and staff
to develop appropriate instructional strategies; (4) coordinated the effective use of available instructional and support
services/resources including diagnostic testing, counseling,
and

academic

advisement;

(5)

established

and

maintained

communication with all areas of the college, especially those
serving academically disadvantaged students;
the

developmental

director

of

education

research

to

budget;

prepare

developmental education; and (8)

(7)

(6) maintained

worked

statistical

with

analyses

the
of

fulfilled any other duties

assigned by the associate dean of university transfer studies
and executive director of developmental education. 44
The lead instructional assistant (LIA)

supervised the

instructional assistants and coordinated the tutoring in the
LAC.

In so doing,

that

individual had to

function as a

consultant to students and tutors on appropriate learning
materials and instructional methods.
included

assisting

in

the

Administrative duties

collection

of

program

data.

Suggested prerequisites were a bachelor's degree and two years
of job-related experience. 45
44

Minutes of Board of Trustees of Triton College District
504 (River Grove: Office of Institutional Advancement, Triton
College), 26 August 1981, action exhibit 7861, 1-2.
~Ibid., action exhibit 7863.
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The supervisor of the LAC essentially functioned as
coordinator of the entire LAC staff and manager of the LAC
facilities,
capacity,

including equipment and all materials.

In that

the person developed and maintained schedules of

program staff and students ·to optimize program services and
utilization of facilities.

Employment prerequisites called

for a minimum of a bachelor's degree and two years of experience supervising staff in an academic setting.

Successful

performance also called for familiarity with research methodology and computer application in an academic setting. 46
The expediter of SNAP had specific responsibilities in
working

with

the

enrolled

special

needs

students.

This

individual had to function as both a coordinator and supervisor.

First,

the expediter prepared the schedules of the

special needs support personnel and arranged for the ongoing
academic support services for the students enrolled in the
program.

In so doing, the person worked directly with the

special needs counselor and faculty to establish and monitor
the program.

Second,

the individual served as a

primary

record keeper of student information, services provided, and
inventories of equipment and supplies.
worked

directly

with

students

Third, the expeditor

facilitating

prospective special needs students.

admission

of

Fourth, the individual

eased student referrals to appropriate counselors and advisors.

Fifth,

the expeditor maintained communication with

~Ibid., action exhibit 7864.
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other campus offices serving special needs students. 47

The

special needs assistance program grew to address the unique
issues

of the handicapped college student,

as

a

separate

concept but within the LAC operations.
In the 1981-1982 academic year, developmental education
for the first time appeared in Triton's policy statement as a
major objective to implement the college's philosophy.

The

college catalog enumerated that the program provided courses
and tutorial services to assist students in developing their
reading, writing, mathematics, and study skills.

The general

studies curriculum disappeared as a catalog listing, replaced
by the developmental education rubric. 48

SNAP: The Service Arm for the Handicapped
The special needs assistance program formally emerged in
1979, two years prior to the creation of the position called
expediter.

It aimed to provide personal and academic counsel-

ing, early registration and orientation, career exploration,
and job placement services for the disabled.

SNAP provided

readers,

and

notetakers,

interpreters,

assistance to those who sought help.
SNAP counselor,

tutors,

Bob Abene,

mobility
the first

organized the Enablers Student Club as

vehicle for social interaction and growth.

a

He also functioned

as the contact person when students sought information about
47 Ibid.,
48Triton

action exhibit 7865.

College, Triton College 1981-1982 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College Archives, 1981), 16:11.
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sos. 49
In that same year of 1979, Triton employed a consultant,
steven Fasteau, to determine both the feasibility and direction of activity for SNAP.

Triton intended to identify the

needs of disabled students and to identify effective methods
of serving students with disabilities.

Also,

it hoped to

increase the general awareness regarding the disabled and to
explore funding sources.

After the one-week visitation in the

community and on the campus, the consultant observed that
particular individuals stand out as leaders in the area
and have made excellent progress toward the establishment
of a viable and responsive program for students with
disabilities.
The general environment and the student, faculty, and
administrative sensitivity to the handicapped lead the
consultant to conclude that with continued support,
encouragement and time, Triton College will experience 1)
growth in disabled student enrollment (approximately 150
students by June, 1980), 2) refinement of programmatic
procedures and 3) establishment of a model community
college program for the disabled in Illinois. 50
Given

those

recommendations.

three

conclusions,

Fasteau

made

several

They clustered as improved communications

with the community and staff, in-service for the LAC staff and
faculty as a whole,

improved coordination of intra-campus

programs affecting disabled students, and ongoing monitoring
of program progress.

First, he called for a comprehensive

49

Triton College, Triton College 1979-1980 Catalog (River
Grove: Triton College, 1979), 14:30.
50

steven R. Fasteau, Consultation Reoort for Triton
Community College (River Grove: SNAP files, Triton College
SNAP Office, 1979), 12.
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needs assessment and study a study of architectural accessibility.

With that accomplished, Triton could put in writing

general goals and objectives of programs and services for the
handicapped.

Also, Triton could then optimize the use of all

existing funding resources with an eye toward establishing an
in-house or hard money funding base for continued operation of
programs and services.

Second, Fasteau suggested that SNAP

establish lines of communication with other community colleges
and professionals in the field and develop a procedure to
disseminate

information

on

campus

and

to

the

community.

Furthermore, Triton needed better coordination of efforts by
SNAP, the LAC, and the on-campus food service program which
employed the handicapped.

Third, he recommended that Triton

plan in-service training programs for its college faculty and
administration to foster better understanding of the needs of
the

handicapped.

Also,

LAC

staffers

needed

in-service

training to assure high standards for delivery of support
services. 51
Along with the developmental education reorganization in
1981, SNAP materialized as an identifiable service specifically for the special needs students at Triton.

It continued

to be housed in the LAC with developmental education, however.
Barbara Manning, the first SNAP expeditor, formalized service
to

the

learning

disabled

as

an

addition

to

the

already

existing LAC services to the physically handicapped which
51

Ibid., 12-14.
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Barbara Manning, the first SNAP expediter, formalized service
to

the

learning

disabled

as

an

addition

to

the

already

existing LAC services to the physically handicapped which
included

orthopedically,

impaired students.

visually

impaired,

and

hearing

Dr. sunil Chand, assistant director and

functional head of developmental education and the LAC since
or. Helm's promotion, worked enthusiastically as an advocate
of the special needs students.
During 1982, developmental education created the special
needs committee.
force to plan,

Its stated purpose was to set up a group
initiate, and evaluate progress of students

with serious academic problems at Triton.
tional meeting on 4 November 1982,

At its organiza-

the group agreed that

students most in need of supportive service were the hearing
impaired and the learning disabled.

As a

first activity,

committee members set their sights on setting up a workshop
for developmental instructors and any other interested faculty
in order to develop an awareness of the needs of those special
students.

They agreed to meet bimonthly. 52

During the 1982-1983 academic year, the special needs
committee directed much of its time and effort toward the
learning disabled students, the fastest growing group seeking

52

carole Bulakowski, LAC supervisor, "Memorandum: Special Needs Report," to sunil Chand, 4 November 1982 (River
Grove: Files of special needs committee, Triton College SNAP
Office), 1, photocopied.
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LAC services.s3

The committee and entire developmental staff

experienced an action-filled year to redefine services for
that one special needs group and to communicate more effectively with the developmental education staff and regular
faculty.

SNAP had the responsibility of completing prior to

the summer 1983 term the writing of LD tutoring objectives,
math exercises for LD students, and a paper on characteristics
of LD student performance in math, reading, and writing for
workshop packets. s4

Dr.

Chand reported to Dean Schueler,

administrator in charge of career planning and placement, that
developmental

education

staff

intended

to

administer

the

weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) to students who may
have learning or mental disabilities if no previous records
were

available.

procedures

for

He

also

serving

LD

promised
students

to

share

which

the

his

written

staff

was

preparing. ss The assistant director of developmental education
requested that the assistant dean of admissions facilitate
services to prospective special needs students.

Dr. Chand

wanted the admissions office to send to SNAP a copy of the

s3 Barbara Manning, "Memorandum, " to LAC staff, 1 June
1983 (River Grove: Files of special needs committee, Triton
College SNAP Office), 1, photocopied.
s4 Barbara Manning, "Memorandum: LD Materials;" to Ruthe
Miller, reading lead instructional assistant, and Bev Parenti, LD and math tutor; 22 April 1983 (River Grove: Files of
special needs committee, Triton College SNAP Office), 1,
photocopied.
sssunil
Chand,
"Memorandum:
Administration of
the
WAIS," to Dean Schueler, 21 April 1983 (River Grove: Files
of the special needs committee, Triton College SNAP Office),
1, photocopied.
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applications when students self-identified as disabled. 56

In

response to increased inquiries from developmental education
instructors regarding learning disabilities, SNAP with the LAC
planned a workshop to explain the nature of the handicapping
condition

and

the

restructured

support

services

for

the

learning disabled.~
The year's effort turned out specific service plans.
The LIA reading specialist, Ruthe Miller, began to do some
testing of incoming students who appeared on the SNAP expeditor 1 s print-out as learning disabled.

Many who were listed did

not appear in the LAC to receive any formal service at that
time, however. 58

Students were allotted three tutorial hours

per week unless there was a special reason to adjust the hours
in order to accommodate the disability.

Qualified students

with proper documentation as to the handicapping condition
could receive tape recorded instructional material.

Those

without proper documentation utilized the taped materials
depending on the results of the LAC's testing for learning
disabilities.

Specific tutors were assigned.to SNAP students

56

sunil Chand, "Memorandum: Admissions Information and
Disabled Students," to Assistant Dean of Students Dean
Burdick, 21 April 1983 (River Grove: Files of the special
needs committee, Triton College SNAP Office), 1, typewritten.
57

sunil Chand, letter to Triton faculty, 1 June 1983
(River Grove: Files of special needs committee, Triton
College SNAP Office), 1.
58

Ruthe Miller and Ann Sullivan,
view by author, 10.

transcript of inter-
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during the day and evening LAC hours.
provided

for

disabled

students

Notetakers were to be

enrolled

in

developmental

education and GED courses. 59

In 1983 Dr. Chand and the SNAP

expeditor

need

acknowledged

the

for

an

LD

specialist.

Apparently, the difficulty in finding a person lay in the low
grade, low paying position.

The specialist was going to get

a salary comparable to the tutors who were paid by the hour.
Not until the fall of 1986 did developmental education move on
writing the job description for an LD specialist.

Fred Chee,

then the LAC director, asked Ruthe Miller to write up her own
job description.

Developmental education planned to combine

the LIA reading and writing instructors' jobs into one for
rhetoric instructor.

As of the first term of 1987, Ruthe

Miller carried the new title of LD specialist. 60
By 1988 SNAP services for all the special needs students
were fine tuned.

Prior to each new term, each student saw the

developmental education advisor or the SNAP expeditor first to
unlock the computer registration.
for courses.

Each had priority sign-up

Once each enrolled, the SNAP expeditor and LD

specialist pulled up from the computer each student's schedule
to get a

jump start on modifying course materials.

They

secured copies of necessary texts and course syllabi when
59

Barbara Manning, "Memorandum: SNAP Cammi ttee Meeting
8/3/83;" to Carole Bulakowski, Sunil Chand, and Ruthe Miller; 4 August 1983 (River Grove: Files of special needs
committee, Triton College SNAP Office), 1, typewritten.
60

Ruthe Miller and Ann Sullivan,
view by author, 11-17.

transcript of inter-
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possible to arrange for the taping by outside agencies or
Triton student aides in advance of classes.

Ruthe Miller and

Ann Sullivan also made arrangements for students who needed to
take exams under untimed conditions.

LAC staffers scheduled

tutoring according to students' request.
of

handicapped

students

needing

The SNAP print-out

service

was

at

accurate count of those receiving actual service.

last

an

As a matter

of policy as of spring 1986, SNAP attended college nights in
feeder districts to explain its LD services.
term of 1988,

By the spring

the LD specialist worked with thirty-seven

learning disabled students whom she required to see her at
least once every two weeks for monitoring of progress if they
chose not to come in regularly for LAC tutoring.
SNAP developed its professional affiliations through two
vehicles.

First, the Northern Illinois Postsecondary Educa-

tion Project (NIPEP) reached out to Triton to offer assistance
in streamlining LD services.

In 1987 Sara Cowen from NIPEP's

Technical Assistance for Postsecondary Education (TAPE) held
a workshop on LO adult characteristics for the developmental
education and LAC staffs.
written

communications

Dr. Rose planned to help with the

in

setting

up

the

college

night.

Second, the Disabled student Services Consortium (DSSC)

for

community colleges in the northern Illinois region provided an
opportunity to network with special needs service providers at
Moraine

Valley

College,

Waubonsee

Community

Oakton Community College, for example.

College,

and

The group met four or
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five times annually with meetings centered around a guest
speaker's timely topic.
During

SNAP's

eight

years,

the

LD

specialist

expediter witnessed a change in clientele.

and

By 1988 the LD

enrollment generally outnumbered any of the physical disabiliHearing impairment ranked second.

ties.

Returning adults

made up a large number by the spring term of 1988.

Out of the

total LD enrollment of thirty-seven, twelve were age twentyfive and over,

and five were older than forty.

The women

tended to attend the day program and the men the evening.

All

those adults had been picked up by Triton instructors as
possible candidates for SNAP's LD services and referred to the
LAC. 61
At the close of the fall 1988 term,

the LAC boasted

about a much expanded service delivery program.

LAC Supervi-

sor Hillard Hibda and Assistant Dean James Faber reported a 35
percent increase in students served, a 66 percent increase in
contact hours,

and a 61 percent increase in tutorial hours

over the fall 1987 term.
17 2 2

students

numbers

tutored

These percentages. translated into

over

448 3. 5

contact

covered increased tutorial hours

hours.

These

in the areas of

business (39 percent); data processing (34 percent); mathematics (31 percent); and Adult Basic education, allied health,
associate degree nursing, behavioral science, English/

61

Ruthe Miller and Ann Sullivan,
view by author, 19-29.

transcript of inter-
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rhetoric, fine arts, practical nursing, science, and technical
careers (each with over 50 percent).

SNAP tutored sixty-two

students, twenty-seven of whom were learning disabled.
language

interpreters

for

the

seventeen

hearing

Sign

impaired

students totaled 947.25 hours.

Classroom notetakers worked

with

hearing

thirty-two

students

with

impairment,

health

related disabilities, learning disabilities, and orthopedic
impairments.
learning

Aides tape recorded materials for twenty-four

disabled

and

visually

impaired

students.

Six

students with health related problems, learning disabilities,
and orthopedic handicaps took advantage of alternate testing
arrangements.

The

LD specialist tested

four

students to

determine eligibility for SNAP services and monitored the
progress of thirty-nine learning disabled students. 62
Funding of developmental education, SNAP, and the LAC
program through federal and state grants served both to enable
implementation of in-house plans as well as to influence the
nature of Triton's service to the handicapped.
dollars through Ability Plus Independence,

Washington's

TRIO,

and CETA

grants along with Illinois's DSG grants undergirded Triton's
hard money budgeting from the outset in 1978.

A discussion of

funding follows.

62

James Baber, assistant dean, and Hillard Hebda, LAC
supervisor; "Memorandum: Learning Assistance Center Report
for the First Five Weeks," to vice presidents, deans, chairpersons, and staff; 4 November 1988 (River Grove: SNAP
files, Triton College SNAP Office), 1, attachments, typewritten.
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Funding of Services to Special Needs Populations
According to Dr. Helm, the Triton Board of Trustees was
prepared from the outset to fund support services with
in-house monies with or without grants.

(It must be noted

that tracking in-house hard monies or grant monies awarded by
government agencies to one group of recipients such as the
learning disabled was impossible, because allocations are made
from the big money pot under the banner of disadvantaged or
handicapped).

Her first grant monies came from CETA during

the 1977-1978 term. She used those dollars for two purposes.
First, she hired tutors for the LAC's tutoring program, and
then she paid college students to do the necessary construction work to remodel facilities for the developmental education program.~
ed the

At the time, Dean Vernon Magnesen represent-

seven Cook County community colleges

advisory council.

on

the

CETA

The Cook County Off ice of Manpower Services

served as prime sponsor and CETA agent.

In fiscal year 1977,

Title I of CETA awarded $134.641.81 for training and education
by way of the Illinois Department of Adult Vocational and
Technical Education's required 5 percent contribution.

With

some of that money, Triton offered a food service training
program for the educable mentally handicapped.
Title I,

Also, under

II, and VI Triton received $147,040.00.

With the

latter funds earmarked for public service employment, Triton

63

4.

Dr.

Phoebe Helm,

transcript of interview by author,
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chose to expend some of those dollars to complete special
projects and to conduct evaluations of college programs.~
For the second year of operation, Dr. Helm secured from
the

u.s.

Office of Education a

Independence.

grant called Ability Plus

For the period from 1 September 1979 through 31

August 1980, Triton's developmental education had $103,330 in
grant money to spend.

The project's stated purpose was to

increase retention and graduation rates of the disadvantaged
In order to accomplish that, the

and handicapped students.

college provided special support services such as counseling,
tutoring, independent study, and developmental education. 65
Triton utilized ICCB Disadvantaged Student Grants (DSG)
over a long period of time.

For the period from 1 July 1979

through 30 June 1980, the college won an award of $75,842.
The project's

stated purpose

focused

upon

increasing the

success and graduation rates of academically and socially
disadvantaged students.

Activities included teaching basic

skills, teaching ESL students, and facilitating the transfer
of acquired skills to educational, career,

or life goals.~

In a 1980 ICCB report, Triton indicated that it used DSG funds
to serve handicapped adults, among other groups.
~Governor's Office of Manpower and
Handbook for Illinois Public community
Comprehensive Employment and Training
Governor's Office of Manpower and Human
part five: addendum, 44.
65

Ibid., 9.

~Ibid., 14.

Activities

Human Development,
Colleges Under the
Act (Springfield:
Development, 1977),
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included counseling, tutoring, referral services, and place-.
ment/program testing procedures, but not remedial and develop.
t rue t 'ion. 67
mental ins

Table 2 indicates the steady increase

in ICCB's grants to Triton over a six-year period.
TABLE 2
TRITON'S DISADVANTAGED STUDENT GRANT AWARDS: 1983-1988
FISCAL YEAR
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

AMOUNT
$ 84,479
92,252
98,404
179,223
183,168
240,152

source for 1983-1987 statistics: Compiled from Illinois
Community College Board, Data and Characteristics of the
Illinois Public Community College System
(Springfield:
Illinois Community College System), table 4-5, published
annually.
Source for 1988 statistic: Illinois Community College Board,
Fiscal Year 1988 Operating Budget Request for the Illinois
Public Community College System
(Springfield:
Illinois
Community College Board, 1986), table 4, 18.
Triton's last major source of funding came from Special
Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds (TRIO)
under Title IV (Student Assistance) of the Higher Education
Act of 1965.

The targeted population fell under the rubric of

Special Services for Disabled Students (SSDS).

had four stated purposes:

67

(1)

The program

identification of qualified,

Illinois
Community
College
Board,
Disadvantaged
Student Grant Program for FY 1980 (Springfield: Illinois
Community College Board, 1981), table 4, ·17-19.
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first generation college attenders from low income families;
( 2 ) preparation of those students for postsecondary education;
(3)

availability

of

special

supportive

services

for

low

income, first generation, and physically handicapped students
while

attending a

postsecondary

ins ti tu ti on;

( 4)

and

the

training of persons as service providers.~
In the first year of the LAC's developmental education,
Triton tapped a TRIO grant to fund the program components.
According to Dr.

Phoebe Helm,

hundred thousand dollars.~

that 1978 grant totaled one

From that year on, the college

referred to the TRIO grants by its own title of Partners in
Education (PIE) •

Through 1988 Triton continued to reapply and

receive renewal grants.
Not until 1982, though, could TRIO dollars be spent on
services to the learning disabled.

The Division of Student

Services in the Off ice of the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education, revised its
position on the eligibility criteria for physically handicapped under the Special Services Program.

Specific learning

disabled students were to be included under the definition of
physically handicapped in the regulation governing special

~National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations, Newsletter on the Impact of the Administration's FY
1986 Budget on the TRIO Programs (Washington, D.C.: National
Council of Educational Opportunities Associations), 5 February 1985, 1.
69

4.

Dr.

Phoebe Helm,

transcript of interview by author,
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services

for

students'

disadvantaged

eligibility had

students.

to be kept

Documentation
on

file

in

of

student

records. 70
The year 1984 was the first year of another three-year
TRIO proposal.

In its budget revision for 1984-1985,

the

position of LD specialist was funded at thirteen thousand
dollars.

The federal government's share of the budget came to

$111,000 and Triton contributed $81,730.
went toward salaries.
covered by the

Most of the dollars

Some staff positions were not totally

federal

and

in-house contributions of the

In order to provide services to 350 students,

grant.

the

federal government's cost came to $317.00 per student. 71
sunil Chand served as the project director for Partners
in Education (PIE), Triton's in-house name for the federal
TRIO program.

He recorded

in the

1985-1986 continuation

application that again provision was made for the position of
LD specialist but at the increased salary of $13,700.

TRIO's

allocation totaled $115, 995 for salaries and Triton contributed $78,420 of its own hard money for the project.

The budget

totaled $194,415. For the 350 students in the program, the
cost per student to the federal portion of TRIO came to $331.
70

Richard T. Sonnergren, director of Division of student Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education, letter to
project directors, Washington, D.C., 2 July 1982, SNAP
files, Triton College SNAP Office.
71

sunil Chand, "Tri ton College: P. I.E. Project, Budget
Revision, 1984-85," (River Grove: SNAP files, Triton College
SNAP Office), 1-2, typewritten.
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with its in-house funds, Triton planned to spend $1,100 for
staff development, $300 on Club Able, and $3500 to purchase
instructional materials, software, and LD assessments.
all

federal

dollars went

into

salaries.

Again,

Administrators'

salaries increased; the salaries of the day-to-day tutors,
aides, notetakers, readers, and interpreters held at the 1984
level.
table 3.

Proposed expenditures for personnel were as shown in
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TABLE 3
PIE BUDGET FOR

1985-1986

Annual
Salary

Federal
Funds

$28,900

$14,450

$14,450

Asst. Proj. Dir.

17,325

17,325

17,325

LAC supervisor

21,000

counselor

27,000

16,600

Advisor

14,200

11,360

11,360

Instructional Asst .
. Math, study Skill

14, 100

14,100

14,100

Reading Specialist

5.50/hr.

5,250

5,250

2,000

2,000

position
projector Director

Hourly Staff
Tutors
Interpreters
Notetakers
Mobility aides,
Scribes
Readers

Triton
Match

Total

6,300

6,300

5,000

21,600

4.507.00/hr.
8.00/hr.
4.00/hr.
3.75/hr.
2.50 per
tape

Source: Sunil Chand, "Special Services Grant G 008401179;
Project #042AH40030: Triton College Continuation Application,
1985-86," 17 January 1985, Table: PIE Project, Budget Proposal, 1985-86.
In 1986 Triton had to prepare a major report in order to
file for another three-year TRIO grant.
a shift in rhetorical emphasis.

That report reflected

The college noted that since

the first grant year of 1978 a dramatic change in the composition of the student population had taken place.

Minority

enrollments increased by 100 percent and their retention rates
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remained at 8. 5 percent below that of white,

non-Hispanic

Their graduation rates dropped by 7. 8 percent.

students.

Triton anticipated that without continued support the minority
as well as special needs students would disappear from the
higher education scene.n
Under Part B, "Number and Percentage of SSDS Eligible
students," the college reported an enrollment of eighty-four
handicapped students--a small percentage of the school's total
enrollment and TRIO recipients.
and

low

income

categories

In fact, the first generation

represented

66

percent

of

the

identified academically disadvantaged population at Triton.
Combined with the disabled, the three categories represented
26 percent of enrolled credit students.

The largest group

among

impaired,

the

disabled,

twenty-seven.

The

the

learning

largest with twenty-four.
noted

that

not

orthopedically

all

disabled

numbered the

Quite significantly,

physically

handicapped

totaled
second

the report

students

were

necessarily assessed as academically disadvantaged.~
The proposal cited as its main objective an increased
retention

and graduation rate

accomplish that goal,

of the

SSDS

students.

To

the report indicated that the first

year's projected costs came to $280, 035.

Of that amount,

Triton and the state had already committed to $142,082 of the
72

Triton College, "Proposed Comprehensive Plan under
TRIO Grant Request for 1987-1990 11 (River Grove: SNAP files,
Triton College SNAP Office), abstract i, typewritten.
~Ibid. ,

5-6.
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total.

The

$137,953.

74

request

for

federal

dollars balanced out to

What did this one hundred plus-page report mean for
SNAP?
part

The main change called for a mentoring system on the
of

the

specialist,

Triton

counselor.
contacts

LD

on

a

believed

regular,

SNAP
that

expeditor,
improved

ongoing basis

with

advisor,

and

interpersonal
special

students encouraged improved academic performance.~

needs
This,

in turn, promoted better retention and graduation rates.
The U.S. Department of Education renewed Triton's PIE
grant for another three years starting with the year 1987.
Developmental education had come a long way since its birth in
1978.

The college received the 1985 John Champaign outstand-

ing Program Award from the National Association for Developmental

Education and held the distinction as

one of the

nation's exemplary programs by the Center for Developmental
Education. 76
The case study of William Rainey Harper's services to
the learning disabled follows.

Its road to success took a

similar route within federal and state funding policies.

The

overall scope of its program for disabled students took a
different turn.

Key personalities, administrative commitment,

nibid., abstract i, 31.
~Ibid.
76

8.
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Phoebe Helm,

transcript of interview by author,
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and district patterns sketched a different kind of picture
that yielded a unique historical development of services for
learning disabled students.

CHAPTER IV
SERVICES FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED AT HARPER COLLEGE
William Rainey Harper College

in Palatine,

Illinois

carries the name of a renown educator, scholar, writer, and
administrator.

William Rainey Harper, the first president of

the University of Chicago, gave life to the idea of a two-year
division of postsecondary education separate from the four.year university.

Events over a span of eighty years defined

the two-year community college as it is known today.

So, too,

events and key individuals over a twenty-year period influenced the emergence and scope of services for the learning
disabled adult at Harper.
The roots of the college's attention to the special
needs population went deep.
and

the

newly

defined

The stated institutional goals

guidance

services

and

curricular

modifications for the academically underprepared during the
early 1970s laid the groundwork.

In the same time period,

Harper became aware of the needs of the orthopedically and
hearing impaired students in attendance.
administrator

assumed

the

The health services

responsibility

for

creating

program to facilitate those students' academic successes.

a
In

the late 1970s, Harper's adult education instructors became
167
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aware of more and more students who were not progressing as
they should--the learning disabled with the hidden handicap.
Key administrators and staff wrote grants to investigate the
needs of the adult learning disabled students on campus.
By the early 1980s,
began

to

formalize

its

Disabled student Services
efforts

disabled in attendance.

to

support

Harper received a

the

(DSS)

learning

federal

grant

through the Illinois State Board of Education to organize a
chain of communication with other Illinois community colleges
that

were

experiencing

students.

The

an

influx

professional

of

networking

learning

disabled

took

name

the

of

Project SUCCEED (Successful Uniting of Area Community Colleges
for

the

Effective

Education

organization that emerged

from

transformed

the

Consortium
northern

itself
(DSSC) .

Illinois

into

of
the

organization to this day.

Disabled).

The

one-year grant period

Disabled

Coordinators
community

the

of

colleges

student

support
have

Services

services

supported

at

that

The Northern Illinois Postsecondary

Education Project (NIPEP) worked with the DSSC to promote the
training of staff working with the learning disabled at the
various area community colleges.
Ongoing services

for

the

special

Harper came through several sources.
of

Vocational

Rehabilitation

needs

students at

The Illinois Department

(now

the

Department

of

Rehabilitation Services) played a key role from the outset in
Providing

the

dollars

for

the

hearing

impaired

program.
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Illinois's Higher Education Cooperation Act

(HECA)

and the

federal Adult Education Act funded Harper's grants for the
learning
through

disabled.
Harper's

administrative
students
however.

was

and
laid

In-house
education
staff
during

hard
fund.

attention
the

monies
The
to

allocated

groundwork

the

college's

were

special

formative

for
needs

years,

Harper's philosophy and objectives revealed the

threads of historical origins.
The History of Harper College
The story of William Rainey Harper College paralleled
the history of Illinois's community college movement during
the 1960s.

During the flurry of activity in Springfield over

the final wording of the Illinois Community College Act, late
in 1964 a group of citizens in Chicago's northwest suburbs
petitioned for a referendum to vote on the establishment of a
college.

On 27 March 1965, residents of the four townships of

Elk Grove, Palatine, Schaumburg, and Wheeling voted to approve
a referendum that established the Harper district.

Two years

later, Barrington School District 224 annexed to the Harper
district.

The constituency of the two hundred square mile-

area became Illinois Community College District 512.

T h

e

years from 1965 through 1967 marked the first concrete results
in building a new educational institution.

In May of 1965,

the board of trustees held their first meeting.
had no name,

The college

no staff, and no facilities at that point in
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By
president,

the

end

of

1966,

selected a site,

though,

the

board

hired

a.

and commissioned architects to

In April of 1966 the fledgling college

design the campus.

adopted the name of William Rainey Harper College in honor of
the founding father of the two-year college concept.
In June 1966 residents approved a $7,375,000 bond issue
referendum by a four-to-one margin to begin Harper's second
year of construction. 2

The college retained the internation-

ally recognized firm of Arthur D.

Little,

guidelines for Harper's development.

Inc.

to prepare

At the same time,

a

staff of educational planners developed the instructional and
student services components. 3
hired

its

faculty

members

By September of

students.
classes

first

for

more

than

temporary facilities

In January of 1967,

1967,

and
the

accepted

its

Harper
first

college staff held

seventeen hundred

students

in Elk Grove High School.

at

the

With the

ground breaking, the northwest suburbs witnessed the birth of
their first college. 4
Building construction continued for the next thirteen

1

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1988-1989
Bulletin (Palatine: Harper College, 1988), 22:10-11.
2Harper

College, William Rainey Harper Colleqe 1967-1968
Catalog (Palatine: Harper College, 1967), vol. 1, no. 1, 1112.
3Harper

College, Final Report on the Master Long-Range
E....lan for William Rainey Harper College (Palatine: Harper
College Archives, 1979), 2.
4

William Rainey Harper College 1967~1968 Catalog, 11.·
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years.

By 1971 Harper completed the first phase of construc-

tion and received unqualified full accreditation.

When doors

opened on the new campus in fall of 1969, enrollment tripled
to 5,320 students.

The college won approval

of a

second

referendum in September 1975 to proceed with current campus
plans, purchase land for a second site, and begin construction
of the second site when enrollment figures warranted.
The college worked to stay abreast of the changing needs
of the district. 5

In the 1970s the Harper administration set

up advisory committees with members selected from the community.

They shared their expertise with the college in planning

career programs,
goals,

public relations,

example.
tor,

management training seminars,

long range

and fund raising activities,

for

President McGrath, Harper's second chief administra-

reported to the board of trustees in 1978 that those

working relationships cemented essential communications among
industry, commerce, and the arts in the area.

He also met

with the district superintendents and principals of the local
public schools to develop cooperation. 6
up a

training center in conjunction with high technology

businesses in the area.
and

In 1982 Harper set

computer

aided

The program in computer aided design

manufacturing

(CAD/CAM)

assisted

training area employees as well as Harper students.

in

Community

5

William Rainey Harper College 1988-1989 Bulletin, 11-12.

6Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
14 September 1978, 11.
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ieaders served as directors of the Harper College Educational
Foundation

which

provided

scholarships

and

supported

financially special projects designed to enhance the total
educational program of the school.
Demographic changes in population trends revealed that
Harper did not need a second campus.

In 1986 the college sold

the property in Arlington Heights purchased in 1975 for the
expansion.

Rather than constructing an entire second campus,

Harper expanded its facilities by opening an extension campus
at the Willow Park Center in 1975 for additional classroom
space for day and evening classes.
became

known

as

the

The extension facilities

Northeast Center when

it moved to

a

converted elementary school in Prospect Heights in the fall of
1982.
Today, the campus houses a fifteen-building, multi-level
facility that includes vocational technology shops and labs,
art studio, greenhouses, athletic fields, lecture center, science and technology labs, and a three-story learning resource
center.

The campus, designed with an informal village street

atmosphere, stands on two hundred rural, hilly acres bounded
by Euclid Avenue, Roselle Road, and Route 62/Algonquin Road.
The District 512 program is open to residents from Arlington
Heights,

Barrington,

Barrington Hills,

Elk Grove Village,

Hoffman Estates, Inverness, Lake Barrington, Mount Prospect,
Rolling Meadows, Schaumburg, South Barrington, Tower Lake, and
Wheeling.

Portions of Buffalo Grove, Carpentersville, Deer
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park, Des Plaines, Fox River Grove, Hanover Park, and Roselle
feed into the district, too. 7
Harper's Philosophy and Objectives
Dr. Robert E. Lahti, Harper's first president, set the
tone for the college's direction. He stated in 1967 that the
programs "will vary in achievement level, length, and content
--a concept well ingrained in the two year higher educational
institution called a comprehensive community college. 118

The

opening statement in the first college catalog reiterated that
thrust. It declared that:
the general philosophy of Harper College is to provide an
outstanding program of higher education for the community
it serves.
Created by a community responsive to the
contemporary insistence on more education for more of its
citizens, the college is determined to meet the full range
of post high school educational needs of the community at
large. 9
To fulfill that idea, the college specified seven objectives:
(1) to offer the first two years of pre-professional or transfer education; (2) to offer two-year programs in technical and
vocational training providing students with skills required in
a specific field;

(3) to offer appropriate general education

for all citizens;
begin

or

continue

(4)
a

to offer opportunities for adults to
college

education;

(5)

to

provide

retraining and upgrading courses and programs to facilitate

7

William Rainey Harper College Bulletin 1988-1989, 12,

34, 37.

8william Rainey Harper College 1967-1968 Catalog, 7.
9

Ibid., 14.
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adjustment to a work environment undergoing rapid technological

changes;

( 6)

to

complement

educational

programs with

effective counseling services, including guidance and assistance to the individual student; and (7) to encourage the use
of Harper's facilities and services for educational and cultural purposes by all community residents.
In keeping with its philosophy and objectives then,
Harper's primary concern during the 1967-1968 academic year
became the transfer and career programs without ignoring the
needs of the less academically able.

It established curricula

for accounting, data processing, electronics, marketing, retailing, nursing, mechanical design, secretarial science, and
law enforcement.

In that first term, Harper established a de-

velopmental program for students whose high school achievement
and test scores placed them below the minimum for admissions
to other college curricula.

The intent was to give the stu-

dents every opportunity to develop abilities, remove deficiencies, and eventually qualify for the college curricula of
their

choice.

The

students'

counselors

designed

and

supervised the programs within guidelines established by the
college.
The college's awarding of certificates and degrees expanded, too.

In the fall of 1967, a student had only one cer-

tificate in clerical data processing available. 10
1968-1969
10

term,

Ibid.

I

Harper

16, 24, 36.

offered

three

degrees.

By the
Students
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intending to transfer to a four-year postsecondary institution
worked

for

degree.

an Associate

in Arts

or Associate

in Science

Those completing a two-year career program earned an

Associate in Applied Science degree. 11
By the 1970-1971 academic year, Harper recognized the
need to expand guidance services to the individuals.

students

had available to them no-cost comprehensive testing which assessed ability, aptitude, interests, personality traits, and
vocational skills.

The counseling center offered the General

Education Development Test (GED) to students wanting to earn
their high school equivalency certificate.

Harper's acknowl-

edgement of the need for these services on the part of its
students gave impetus to the gradual growth of special, direct
services to the handicapped who had been in attendance since
the campus opened. 12
Paralleling the federal activity in the 1970s to protect
the rights of the handicapped, Harper began to update its institutional

goals.

In

its

statement

for

the

1977-1978

academic year, Academic Affairs and Student Services added as
a new goal the exploration of the "feasibility for developing
a

plan

to

institute

additional

educational

programs

and

11

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1968-1969
.Q._atalog (Palatine: Harper College, 1968), vol. 1, no. 2, 33.
12

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1970-1971
.Q._atalog (Palatine: Harper College, 1970), vol. 4, no. 1, 34.
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special services for handicapped students. 1113

In addition,

all areas of the college intended to continue implementation
of a schedule of compliance with the Rehabilitation Act of
1973.

14

The Harper College Task Forces for Master Planning, a
group composed of administrators and faculty,

updated the

college's mission statement and objectives in 1979.

The re-

port issued its message in clear, strong words to the board of
In part,

trustees.

the task force said that the college

"shall maintain admissions policies as well as personnel policies which shall be free from discrimination with respect to
race, religion,

sex, national origin, and handicaps. 1115

It

noted in one of its ten objectives that Harper was obligated
to provide general studies,
adult basic education.

developmental instruction,

and

The college had to provide student

services that were designed to reflect and complement the
existing programs and institutional direction.

This included,

therefore,

"admissions, counseling, testing,

financial aid,

tutoring,

placement,

and

special

assistance

for

the

13

Harper College, "Institutional Goals 1977-78," addendum
to the Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
11 August 1977, exhibit VIII-C, 4.
14

15

Ibid.

I

5.

Harper College Task Forces for Master Planning,
"Reflection and Projection," October 1979 report as addendum
to Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Haroer Colleoe District
~(Palatine: Office of Harper College President), 28 August
1980, 178.
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disadvantaged student.

1116

Emergence of Direct Services to the Handicapped
Harper specifically addressed the needs of the academically underprepared when

it

established

a

learning

lab.

Beginning with the 1972-1973 term, a new policy called for
referral of students who had a history of academic diff iculThe students completed a battery of

ties in high school.

tests and an interview with a counselor who designed a course
of study around the
course

offerings

development,

students'

included

spelling

individual

language

improvement,

needs.

skills,

Special
vocabulary

developmental

reading,

arithmetic, human potential seminar, and effective decision
making. 17

In

1980

the

learning

lab became

known

as

the

learning skills laboratory, while offering the same remedial
courses.

In addition, the lab provided tutoring services in

most Harper courses on a walk-in basis. 18
Prior to Harper's verbalized policies

regarding the

special needs population, a concerned health services administrator and adult education instructors took a close look at
their clienteles' profiles.
the

Harper

16 I b'l. d . ,

administration's

Those key staff members sparked
attention

to

the

day-to-day

179.

17

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1972-1973
Catalog (Palatine: Harper College, 1972), 6:29.
18

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1980-1981
!lUlletin (Palatine: Harper College, 1980), 14:33.
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realities of the world of handicapped students on campus.
or. Elizabeth McKay, in her capacity as director of Environmental Health Services, brought to the attention of the vice
president of Administrative Services the issue of inaccessiility of campus facilities to the orthopedically impaired,
wheelchair-bound students.
were

impossible
The

elevators.

to

Double-door entrances to washrooms
Not

navigate.

multi-level,

all

expansive

buildings
campus

had

design

accentuated mobility problems on bad weather days. 19

The

administrator in charge of the physical plant took over the
project for altering campus facilities.

Guerin Fischer worked

with Dr. McKay to develop plans that were to be completed
during

the

1979-1980

calendar

During

year.

the

first

transition year of 1977-1978,

Fischer requested money for

installing

and

telephones,
adjusting

ramps,

handrails,

drinking
the

timing

fountains,
on

route
and

elevator

signs;

cafeteria
doors;

lowering
counters;

lowering

door

thresholds to standard height; and providing curb cuts in the
medical parking area.

During the second year, he wanted to

modify lab tables for wheelchair accessibility and install
handicapped bathrooms in designated buildings. 20

The board

19

Dr. Elizabeth McKay, dean of Special Programs and
Services, transcript of interview by author, Palatine,
Illinois, 24 April 1989, 2-3.
20

Guerin A. Fischer, "Memo: House Bill 504-Transi tion Plan
Birkholz,
interim president of Harper College, 6 February 1978; addendum
to Minutes of 9 March 1978 Meeting of Board of Trustees of
!!.arper College District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper
~or Alterations of Physical Facilities" to John R.
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of trustees at their 9 March 1978 meeting approved unanimously
the allocation of $25, 000 to provide for the modifications and
additions
federal

to

law.

facilities

required

for

To finance the costs,

compliance

with

the

the board transferred

unexpended funds in the budget to the buildings and grounds
account.

At a trustee's request, Harper College's Interim

president Birkholz agreed to investigate the possibility of
securing state funds to cover remodeling expenses. 21
Although the needs of the orthopedically impaired drew
the attention of Harper's high level administrators first, the
needs of the hearing impaired proved to be the ongoing, widest
focus of special services administrators and staff members
during the 1970s.

As the hearing impaired program became well

established, there was a growing awareness of the needs of a
larger and larger enrollment of learning disabled.
Emergence of g Program for the Hearing Impaired
Until the fall of 1973, accommodations for the three,
four, or five hearing impaired students attending Harper were
handled through the Off ice of Environmental Heal th Services on
an informal, but individual basis.

That facility attended to

health referrals of not only students, but faculty and staff
as well.

Dr. Elizabeth McKay, in her capacity as director of

College President), exhibit VIII-J, 1-3, typewritten.
21

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
(Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
9 March 1978, 15-17.
•

~lstrict 512
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Environmental Health Services, attempted to secure notetakers
and interpreters so the students could
classes.

function

in their

She realized that the students with language skills

at third and fourth grade levels needed a more formal program
if they were going to function in the Harper environment.

To

secure funding from the board of trustees for an expanded
program, she realized that the needs of the hearing impaired
had to be made more visible.
of

concerned

Parents

individuals

of hearing

She decided to organize a group
to

impaired

appear
students

at

a

board

attended.

meeting.
Teaching

personnel attended from the local Hersey High School, which
housed a large regional program for the hearing impaired.

A

few of Hersey's special education teachers had previously been
unsuccessful in drawing the attention of one of the instructional deans to this issue.

A Northwestern University prof es-

sor of deaf education, a recognized specialist in this area,
responded to the request to attend. 22

Also there was the

project director responsible for a needs assessment of the
deaf under the Illinois Continuing Education Study.

The re-

source people were in place for the administration's proposal
before the board.
At the 14 June 1973 meeting of the Harper Board of
Trustees,

Dr.

McKay

requested

twenty

thousand

initiate a much needed program in the fall.

22

3-4.

dollars

to

Dr. Fischer, a

Dr. Elizabeth McKay, transcript of interview by author,
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high ranking administrator, reported that although only five
hearing impaired students were attending summer school, they
expected

twenty

students

in

September.

The

motion

to

authorize the administration to institute support services
beginning in the fall

carried unanimously.

In fact,

trustees questioned whether the modest request

two

for twenty

thousand dollars would be sufficient to implement the desired
program. 23

The organized presentation yielded the desired

result--funding of support services.
In 1974 the college formally publicized the existence of
the hearing impaired (HI) program for the first time.

Inter-

preters, notetakers, a teacher of the deaf, counselor provided
services under the auspices of the program director.

The

philosophy underpinning the services dictated that students
integrated into regular classes as their abilities permitted.
This objective enabled each student to choose from the entire
Harper curriculum in pursuing his postsecondary education.
For those not ready for credit courses, a preparatory program
offered instruction in remedial reading, language, vocabulary,
mathematics, and career planning.

Students received guidance

and counseling in regards to their career and personal goals.
The staff planned tutoring sessions and individual or group

23

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
.Qistrict 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
14 June 1973, 6.
·
•
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discussions as the need arose. 24
The board of trustees

continued

program throughout the 1970s and 1980s.

its

support of the

There was a growing

concern, however, on the part of the board and college administration about the funding sources.

The board always granted

requests for additional personnel such as part-time teacher
associate,

full-time interpreter,

teacher associate-tutor.

counselor/instructor, and

Approval, though, was always contin-

gent upon continued funding from the Illinois Department of
Rehabilitation

Services

(DORS)

or

other

outside

funding

sources beginning in 1974 and throughout successive years.

on

12 November of that year, Harper and the Illinois Department
of Rehabilitation Services (then the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation) entered into a grant agreement for $37,600 to
hire staff for the HI program.~
The president of the board of trustees asked the administration to keep the board advised as to Illinois's position
on funding the HI
twenty-seven

during

program.
the

fall

The enrollment had grown to
term. 26

In

June

Harper's President Lahti expressed his concerns.

of

1976

He warned

24

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1976-1977
Catalog (Palatine: Harper College, 1976), 47.
25 Minutes

of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
13 February 1975, exhibit A-lb.
26Minutes

of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
13 November 1975, 6.
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the board about its having to face perhaps a decision on the
He clearly indicated that

continuation of the HI program.

"should outside funding disappear, a decision may need to be
made • • • on whether the Board would wish to tax taxpayers of
the district for this very expensive program. 27

Dr. McKay

expressed the staff's sensitivity to labeling the HI program
as such.

Other impairments were not included in the special

services because outside funding was secured only for the HI
group. 28
Despite the ever-present concern over funding support
services, the HI program continued to expand into the 1980s as
the formalized services for the learning disabled began to
emerge from grant projects.

The Division of Special Programs

and Services under Dean McKay added courses in sign language.
All new HI applicants had to take placement tests and complete
forms

to

request

one

or

more

of

the

support

services. 29

Eventually, the college's efforts turned toward wider services
to the handicapped and the disadvantaged in general.
created Disabled Student Services

(DSS)

A newly

reached out to all

special needs groups, absorbing the HI program.

27

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
23 June 1976, 6.
28

Dr. Elizabeth McKay, transcript of interview by author,

3.
29

Harper College, William Rainey Harper College 1979-1980
Bulletin (Palatine: Harper College, 1979), 13:31.
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Evolution of Services for the Learning Disabled
Out of a growing concern for the rapidly increasing enrollment in adult basic education (ABE) classes grew Harper's
awareness of the existence of learning disabled adults on
campus during the mid-1970s.

In the fall term of 1975, the

college needed forty sections of ABE classes as compared with
twenty-one sections in 1974.
came to 670.

Enrollment as of 28 August 1975

The largest group of new enrollers came from the

Spanish-speaking minority population in District 512. 30
The board of trustees approved the request for staff
positions in the disadvantaged student program in September
1975, contingent upon state funding. 31 A literacy specialist,
counselor associate, and teacher associate complemented the
ABE staff to tutor in math,

reading,

and English.

Harper

secured ICCB approval in the summer for its proposal to fund
necessary staff positions.

The Disadvantaged Student Grant

(DSG) provided $26,700.~
At the same time,

the ABE Coordinator Judith Newton

communicated with the Illinois Office of Education (IOE) to
investigate the possibility of securing a

grant to

study

learning disabilities in the adult basic education student.
In her letter of intent, Newton cited Dr. Dale Jordan of the
3

°Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Haroer Colleqe
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
11 September 1975, exhibit VIII-A-la.
31

Ibid., 8.

~Ibid., exhibit VIII-A-lb.
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Jordan-Adams Learning Center in Oklahoma City.

According to

him, approximately 60 to 90 percent of all adult basic education students have a recognizable learning disability; that is
probably a major factor in their not having completed their
formal education as children.

Newton went on to state that:

if this is even partially true, it has great implications
as far as our instructional techniques in A.B.E.
These
persons are generally of average to high intelligence and
learn quickly when properly taught. If we are not helping
students correct, modify, and compensate for learning
disabilities, we may be making the same mistakes as were
made by their elementary and secondary teachers.
I feel
a
project designed to develop
screening devices,
curricula,
materials,
techniques,
and
a
reliable
assessment instrument could be vital to all the programs
in adult basic education throughout the state. 33
The ABE coordinator anticipated the project would run from
September 1975 through June 1976 at a cost of $36,900.

She

also recommended that an LD specialist with experience in
adult education be hired to assure the appropriateness of
procedure with the adult learner. 34
Dr. Frank A. Christensen, director of Harper's Division
of Special Services, submitted the final proposal on 1 March
1976 to the Illinois Office of Education (IOE).

It reiterated

Newton's statement and project objectives, noting that:
the William Rainey Harper College administration considers
the area of learning disabilities of high priority and is
eager to help support and host a special project which
would contribute to the field of knowledge and teaching
techniques designed to serve students suffering from this
33

Judith Newton, letter to James Roth at Illinois Office
of Education, 1 July 1975 (Palatine: DSS files, Harper College
DSS Office), 1, 3-4, typewritten.
34

Ibid., 3.
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handicap. 35
ae

added

that

approximately

eight

hundred

ABE

Almost three

attended Harper during the spring 1976 term.
hundred of those enrolled in basic skills.

students

Harper required

that the learning disabilities specialist hold a master's
degree in learning disabilities, demonstrate the ability to
construct

and

develop

instructional

materials,

experience in working with adult learners.

and

have

The individual

carried the responsibility for holding regular meetings with
staff on LD theory and providing appropriate LD materials.
Instructional duties included the selection and screening of
students

for

individual

the

program,

assigning

learning prescriptions,

evaluations.

and

tutors,

developing

completing program

The ABE instructor taught basic skills in math,

English, or reading to LD adults.

Also, that staff person

worked in conjunction with the LD specialist in diagnostic
testing and developing appropriate materials and teaching
methods. 36
In June of 1976, the IOE communicated its disapproval of
the grant proposal as written in its final form.

The proposed

expenditure jumped to $100,575 for the initial project time
period

of

15 April

1976

to

30

June

1977.

James

Roth,

~Frank A. Christensen, "Proposal for a Special Project
in Learning Disabilities in the Adult Basic Education
Student," 1 March 1976 (Palatine: DSS files, Harper College
DSS Office), 2-3, typewritten.
~Ibid., 1-2, 10-11.
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educational

specialist

in

the

IOE

Adult

and

Continuing

Education Section, notified Dr. Frank A. Christensen, Harper
project director,

that objectives had to be more clearly

defined and measurable.

Secondly, Harper already received

reimbursement for ABE content area teachers and, therefore,
could not request special funding for the same positions. 37
The newly created Division of Special Services 38 did
not take the first rejection as the final word on their ideas
to research the needs of the academically troubled adult
learner.
Adult,

In 1977,

Vocational,

ABE staff secured a grant through the
and Technical Education, Adult and Con-

tinuing Education Section of the Illinois Office of Education.
Funding was authorized under Section 309 of the federal Adult
Education Act, Public Law 91-230.

The special demonstration

project produced for distribution by the state a
called The Problems of the Adult Learner:
Teachers.

resource

A Handbook for

The ABE instructors acknowledged the need for their

own continuing professional growth as they became increasingly
aware of the learning problems in their adult students.

They

wanted to pull together a variety of materials and resources

37

James E. Roth, letter to Dr. Frank A. Christensen,
director of ABE Learning Disability Project, 16 June 1976
(Palatine:
DSS files,
Harper College DSS Off ice) ,
1,
typewritten.
38

According to Tom Thompson, coordinator of Disabled
Student Services at Harper College, the Division of Special
Services was created in 1976. The division included adult
basic education/GED, English as a second language, remedial
and developmental courses, and the tutoring center.
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as a reference tool for ABE instructors.

Section I

of the

handbook focused upon general learning problems of adults and
the implications for the instructors.

Section II described

specific learning disabilities that adult learners exhibited
and instructional techniques effective in addressing those
learning problems. 39
In January of 1978, Lee Kolzow, assistant professor in
the new unit, wrote a three-year federal proposal to establish
a learning assistance center for LD adults.

In the statement

of need, she explained that Harper had worked effectively with
a significant percentage of underprepared students through the
learning lab, adult basic education, and tutoring center.

Ten

full-time instructors and forty-five part-time staff taught
approximately fourteen hundred students in credit courses and
served another seventy-five hundred in the tutoring center
during the 1975-1976 school year.

She highlighted that the

needs of the LD adult fall outside the scope of course offerings, facilities, and staff expertise of the three programs
already established for the academically troubled students.
The learning assistance center intended to develop an
integrated, academic, and career related instructional program
designed for the LD adult.

A key objective focused upon

fostering survival in the college milieu with an eye toward
independent
39

learning.

Other goals

included the

ideas

of

Gregory c. Best, Deborah Corey Wemette, and Mary Russell
Curran, The Problem of the Adult Learner: A Handbook for
Teachers (Palatine: Harper College, 1977), 1.
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Newton

and

rmprovement

Christensen. 40
of

Approval

Postsecondary

by

Education

the

Fund

meant

a

for
total

the
of

$150,050 for Harper for the period of 1 July 1978 to 30 June
The project expected to involve 130 LD adults. 41

1981.

While the grant application made its way through the
channels in Washington, D.C., Harper set up its one-semester
pilot program for the learning assistance center.

Beverly

Vaillancourt, the part-time LD specialist and pilot project
director, wrote up the results on the trial period of January
to May 1978.

The program had a three-fold purpose:

(1) to

provide students with compensatory skills to cope with the
demands being placed upon them;

(2) to teach the basics of

reading, communication skills, and math; and (3) to remediate
the basic skill areas needing a structured, specific approach
for successful mastery.

Staff used diagnostic and prescrip-

tive procedures.
The structured program had referral, testing, instructional,

and evaluation components.

First a

counselor or

course instructor completed the appropriate ref err al forms for
the LD specialist.

If the student agreed to talk to the LD

specialist, then that individual completed his own

40

Lee c. Kolzow, "Proposal to
Establish a Learning
Assistance Center for Learning Disabled Adults," 5 January
1978 (Palatine: DSS files, Harper College DSS Office), 3-6,
typewritten.
41

Lee Kolzow,
"Grant Application to Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education," (Palatine: DSS files,
Harper College DSS Office), 1, typewritten.
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application

to

provide

information

on

family

background,

medical and educational history, and informal assessment of
written language skills.

Then test data was compiled for a

learning profile and discussed in full with the applicants.
Each had to meet six criteria.

First, the individual had to

be reading below seventh grade and demonstrate a 50 percent
discrepancy between level of performance and potential in one
or more

of

spelling,

the

communication processes

writing,

language,

math,

reading,

and

social

Second, the person had to have average intel-

perception.

Third,

ligence.

expressive

such as

his primary handicap had to be learning
Fourth,

disabilities.

the

student

had

to

be

currently

enrolled in at least one Harper course for credit or noncredit.

Next, the individual had to demonstrate a willingness

to participate fully.

Finally, the student had to exhibit an

inability to succeed in remedial courses already offered at
Harper.
The
tutorial

third
plan

progress.

The

and

and
LD

fourth

ongoing

components
evaluation

specialist,

peer

focused
of

tutor,

upon

the

strategies

and

and/ or course

instructor wrote an instructional plan with each student.
Evaluation

techniques

were

written

into

each

lesson

and

semester evaluations were completed.
out of the twenty-one referred, thirteen were males and
eight were females.
forty-four.

They ranged in age from nineteen to

Thirteen were accepted into the program.

Five
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were married.

Seven students attended adult basic education

classes to obtain their General Education Development (GED)
diploma.

Achievement levels ranged from non-reader to high

school equivalency.
prior to Harper.

Three had attended only special schools
Only four had never received any kind of

special help while in school.
sessions regularly.

All attended the tutoring

Only one student decided not to continue

in the program if it were refunded. 42
The U.S. Department of Education denied the college's
request for FIPSE funding of the learning assistance center,
but again Harper's Division of Special Services persisted.
Mary Curran, ABE/GED coordinator; and Jean Chapman, ABE/ESL
coordinator; revised the proposal.

They submitted it under

the title "Proposal for a Special Project for the Development
of Assessment and Educational Programming Techniques Serving
the Adult Basic Education Student with Learning Disabilities."
They highlighted the fact that programs specifically designed
Screening and

for the ABE/LD students were non-existent.
diagnostic instruments in vogue were

desig~ed

originally for

the younger LD students and were not appropriate for the LD
adult.

If postsecondary instructors were to effectively work

with the ABE/LD adult student, then appropriate diagnostic and
curricular

materials

42 Beverly

had

to

be

designed

to

enhance

Vaillancourt, The Learning Assistance Program
Servicing Adults with Learning Disabilities, January-May 1978
(Palatine: Harper College, 1978), 1-5.
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instructional techniques.

With that in mind,

then, Harper

planned to develop a comprehensive diagnostic and prescriptive
program with assessment instruments and defined instructional
The requested budget totaled $18,620. 43

methodology.
The

Illinois

State

Board

of

Education's

Adult

continuing Education Section approved the proposal.

and

The state

funded grant #H-059 through the provisions of Section 309,
special Demonstration and Teacher Training Projects of the
Adult Education Act, Public Law 91-230.
expected

to

personnel.

get

thirty

student

The project staff

referrals

from

in-house

It became apparent that LD adults did not

seek out educational programs.
Previous school failure
and personal embarrassment deter the ABE/LO student from
contact with educational institutions, even those with
carefully tailored programs to meet the needs of the
special learners.«
Harper turned to the news media, area ABE programs, and area
LD community groups to elicit participation.

That effort

brought immediate results and the needed twenty-four students
enrolled.

Long range project goals called for the development

of a tutorial, individualized program for the ABE/LD students
and dissemination of research and instructional information to
43Mary

Curran and Jean Chapman, "Proposal for a Special
Project of Assessment and Educational Programming Techniques
Serving the Adult Basic Education Student with Learning
Disabilities," 14 August 1978-1 June 1979 (Palatine: DSS
files, Harper College DSS Office), 3-5, 15, typewritten.
44 Beverly

Vaillancourt, comp. A Special Project for the
Development
of Assessment
and
Educational
Programming
Techniques Serving the Adult Basic Education Student with
Learning Disabilities (Palatine: Harper College, 1979), iv.
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ABE teachers .

Objectives specified:

(1)

a

review of cur-

rently available diagnostic tests and instructional materials
for appropriateness in aiding ABE/LD students: (2) the development and field testing instrument for LD assessments including screening, prescription, and achievement within the ABE
program: ( 3) the development of instructional methodologies in
reading,
adults;

math,

and communication skills appropriate for LD

(4) the implementation of staff development experi-

ences including two workshops and ongoing staff conferences.
All

four objectives were accomplished.

produced a 204-page report.

The project

Results revealed student academic

growth of three months to five years.
to availability for tutoring,

Variance was attributed

the severity of the learning

disabilities, student motivation, competence of the tutors to
evaluate progress and seek out alternative instruction, and
students' self-perceptions of competence and potential.

Staff

created a list of materials recommended for their appropriateness.

A screening test was devised,

field tested,

recommended as a preliminary tool to be supplemented.

and

A basic

reading program and guide for working with LD adults were
developed.

The two workshops were held early in the term and

midpoint during the project period.
The staff made several observations and recommendations.
The key element, one-to-one instruction, allowed students to
Progress at their own pace, obtain instruction appropriate to
their unique needs, and receive immediate positive feedback
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about their progress.

Experienced teachers proved to be more

effective than the non-certified tutors.

A minimum of four

tutorial hours weekly maximized progress.

Communication had

to be maintained between the LD specialist, tutors, community
resource

groups,

success. 45
1980

and

ABE/LD

staff

to

promote

Following the major grant project,

signified

a

learning disabled.

turning

point

in

the

program

the year of

services

for

the

After a North Central self-study,

the

college combined the services for all special needs groups
under the new Office of Disabled Student Services (DSS).
Thompson assumed the position of coordinator.

Tom

Dean Elizabeth

McKay headed the Division of Special Programs and Services.
That regrouping included DSS and English as a second language
(ESL), adult developmental education,
and women ' s

program. 46

Dr.

interpreter training,

McKay reported to the dean of

Educational Services who in turn reported to the vice president of Academic Affairs. 47

Services for the LD students

entered the mainstream of college administration.
Two other successful projects

cement~d

LD services in

place and drew campus-wide attention to the newly targeted
group.

45

In February 1980,

Beverly Vaillancourt and Louise

Ibid. , v-x.

46

Tom Thompson, coordinator of Disabled student Services,
transcript of interview by author, Palatine, Illinois,
9 August 1988, 3.
47

8.

Dr. Elizabeth McKay, transcript of interview by author,
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Kruse wrote The Learning Disabilities Services Handbook for
in-house use.

They hoped it would enable the Harper faculty

to better understand
The

students.

the

college

handbook

of

several concise components:

level

twenty-three

learning disabled
pages

presented

(1) a description of the typical

Harper LD student and the LD adult learner; (2) an explanation
of services and a sample for the referral process; (3) general
guidelines for working with the students in the classroom; (4)
checklist of possible learning problems; (5) related materials
in the learning resource center;

(6) glossary of terms; and

(7) bibliography.~
Harper won a third grant from the Illinois State Board
of Education in the summer of 1979 to research the topic of LD
This time the award came under

and the adult ESL student.

Section 310, Special Demonstration and Teacher Training Projects of the Adult Education Act.

Grant #E-0-4026-L brought

$3,450 in funds.

It began on 27 August 1979 and ended 30 June

1980.

Chapman,

Jean

project

coordinator;

Vaillancourt, project LD specialist; and Caroline

Beverly

s.

Dobbs,

ESL specialist; submitted Learning Disabilities and the Adult
Student of English as a Second Language as the final report on
15 July.
The
First,
48

project

they

directors

designed

a

test,

identified
to

be

four

objectives.

administered

Beverly Vaillancourt
and
Louise Kruse,
Q.isabilities Services Handbook (Palat~ne: Harper
1980) I i, 1-11.

in

the

Learning
College,
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person's native language, to screen for learning disabilities.
Examiners

stressed the

importance of recognizing cultural

differences in potentially ego threatening test conditions.
second, the project produced a list of suitable methods and
materials published with the teacher's

reference booklet.

Third, the testing of fourteen subjects yielded few diagnosed
learning disabilities and, therefore, inconclusive information
on any kind of a

profile of ESL students.

The directors

acknowledged the significant limitations in the testing procedures and subsequent conclusions.

Fourth, the dissemina-

tion of the final report had to be reviewed by state officials
to determine the suitability for statewide dissemination, in
whole or in part. 49
The ABE/LO staff gained visibility at the state level
and on the campus .

An LD specialist attempted to enhance

communication with the college administration and faculty.
so doing, she promoted the program.

In

A top level Harper admin-

istrator asked an LD specialist in February 1979 about the
future direction of LD services.

He wanted to consider the

staff's goals and recommendations before he wrote the
1979-1980 proposal for the Disadvantaged Student Grant. 50

In

October of 1979, in the midst of the LD/ESL project, one of
49

Jean B. Chapman, Beverly Vaillancourt, and Caroline S.
Dobbs. Learning Disabilities and the Adult Student of English
a..s a Second Language (Palatine: Harper College, 1980), 1-7.
50

urban A. Thobe, "Memo to Louise Kruse-Subject: Goals and
Recommendations," 19 February 1979 (Palatine: DSS files,
Harper College DSS Office), 1, typewritten.
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the LD specialists notified all associate deans about the
available services, the referral process, and her availability
to attend any divisional meetings to share information. 51

In

the 1981-1982 college catalog, for the first time Harper pubiicized not only the HI program, but in one short line indicated that

"appropriate

services

are

available

for

other

handicapped and disadvantaged students. 1152
Starting in 1982 and in each year thereafter through
1988, DSS refined its program.

For the 1983-1984 academic

term, it said that supportive services to students with disabilities
textbooks.

included counseling,

scribing,

untimed) .

recording of

That was in addition to interpreting, notetaking,

and tutoring for the HI students. 53
modified

and

placement

testing

By 1986 DSS arranged for

(braille,

audio,

recorded,

or

Students had available adaptive equipment such as

a Kurzwell reading machine. 54

The DSS office emphasized that

it worked "closely with the faculty and staff of other departments at Harper to insure that the campus was physically and

51

Beverly Vaillancourt, "Memo to All Associate DeansSubject: Learning Disabilities Assistance," 4 October 1979
(Palatine:
DSS files,
Harper College DSS Office),
1,
typewritten.
52

Bulletin

53

Bulletin

Harper College, Harper College 1981-1982
(Palatine: Harper College, 1981), 15:32.
Harper College, Harper Colleqe 1982-1983
(Palatine: Harper College, 1982), 16:30.
54

The Kurzwell reading machine scans a printed page and
Produces a synthetic voice translation.
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programmatically accessible to disabled students. 1155
Harper made a
procedures.

In 1987

stronger statement regarding DSS policy and

Clearly, DSS sought self-responsibility on the

part of each client. It stated:
all new students will be interviewed and will take the
college placement tests. . . . New students should apply
for support services and furnish the DSS Office with
information about their disability. This information will
be kept confidential and will be used to plan for
appropriate services and accommodations. • . • Students
are integrated into the mainstream of college life and
resolve problems through ordinary channels as much as
possible. • • • 56
This statement also reflected the impact of the Buckley Amendment regarding the privacy of student records and special education legislation in general which called for attention to
individual needs while also promoting integration into the
wider community.
Tom Thompson, DSS coordinator since 1980, explained that
LD services fell into three categories.
access services.

First, DSS offered

In this instance, staff taught the students

how to secure necessary support for themselves.

For example,

they helped the students arrange for extended time, use of a
reader, or securing commercially tape recorded books.

Some-

times staff taught individuals how to advocate for themselves
with instructors or to explain their particular learning disability.

Second, three part-time, trained instructors tutored

55

Bulletin

56

Bulletin

Harper College, Harper College 1986-1987
(Palatine: Harper College, 1986), 20:30.
Harper College, Haroer College 1987-1988
(Palatine: Harper College, 1987), 21:30.'
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students needing remediation in specific deficit areas to
develop

necessary

learning

skills.

In

some

cases,

oss

referred individuals to other departments for remedial course
work or coordinated DSS efforts with instructors' efforts in
the regular campus program. ·Third, professional staff members
with a minimum of a bachelor's degree tutored students in
their specialty area.

For example, an LO-trained tutor worked

with the LD students; another tutor taught only the physically
impaired individuals; another professional planned tutoring
session only for the visually impaired.
overlap

of

responsibilities

for

service

They all had some
coordination

and

instructional planning, however.
During the 1987-1988 term, DSS served 165 LD students.
That number reflected every degree of service.
contacted the DSS Office once or twice.

Some only

Others tapped DSS for

diagnostic assessments and if a learning disability was not
identified,

the students were referred elsewhere for help.

Some students came in weekly for ongoing support.

Harper's

directed effort over a fifteen-year period to reach out to the
learning disabled adult student had begun with only ten or
fifteen students. 57
Networking with Postsecondary Educators Interested in LD
In addition to the successful grant projects already
discussed, Harper took a leadership role in three other major

57

Tom Thompson, transcript of interview by author, 4-7.
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projects that promoted the development of services to the
learning disabled in community colleges in northern Illinois.
In 1979 Dr. Elizabeth McKay, then director of Environmental
Health, wrote a grant proposal designed to facilitate communication among community colleges in northern Illinois who had
shared mutual concerns about services to disabled students.
Illinois's Higher Education Cooperation Act

(HECA)

funded

Project SUCCEED at $7,870 and Harper was not required to match
funds.

The Successful Uniting of Area Community Colleges for

the Effective Education of the Disabled

(SUCCEED)

operated

from 1 July 1980 to 30 June 1981.
During that time, Harper organized five staff development workshops and disseminated the resulting information.
The project focused on identifying problems unique to disabled
students and appropriate action plans to alleviate or remedy
the problems.

Selected representatives from thirteen area

community colleges that provided direct services to the disabled participated.

Harper,

College of DuPage,

College of

Lake County, waubonsee College, and Triton College contributed
sections of the final report.
college, specific topics, and

It laid out information by
handicapping conditions.

For

example, DuPage offered practical suggestions on organizing
and

implementing

visually impaired,

programs

for

the

health impaired,

acoustically

impaired,

and learning disabled.

Lake County explained about ICCB structure, funding sources,
and

community

resources.

Tri ton

role-played

methods

of
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eliciting faculty understanding and support. 58
Tom Thompson at Harper took the initiative to perpetuate
the consortium started during the grant period.

As a result

of his communicating with participating colleges, they decided
to continue meeting on an informal basis a few times each year
to share common issues.

Thompson served as the unofficial

coordinator the first year.

The group decided to rotate the

responsibility of hosting and to choose a new coordinator each
year.

That individual had the job of maintaining the member-

ship list, setting the year's agenda, and speaking officially
for the group when necessary.

Project SUCCEED gave life to

the Disabled Student Services Consortium (DSSC) that remains
active today. 59
Finally, Harper became a participant in the Northern
Illinois Postsecondary Education Project (NIPEP)
first year of 1986.

during the

In that role, Harper provided Northern

Illinois University with pertinent research material on LD
adult students.

In turn, Harper benefited from the expertise

of the project directors.

NIPEP conducted a needs assessment

of Harper's LD services and made suggestions on productive
procedures for accessing and delivering LO services.

One

project director met with area high schools to facilitate

58

Elizabeth McKay, comp., Project SUCCEED (Palatine:
Harper College, 1981), preface, list of project objectives,
sections tabbed by names of five contributors (pages not
numbered) .
59

Tom Thompson, transcript of interview by author, 19-20.
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transitioning of LO students into the postsecondary environment.

oss

Project TAPE, an extension of NIPEP, met with Harper

staff for training on teaching methods during 1988. 60
Changing Patterns in Funding Special Services
In

mid-1978,

Harper's

board

of

trustees

expressed

concern over tight budgets and tracking grant monies to keep
abreast of the administration's proposal writing.
April

board

meeting,

Dean

Williams

spoke

on

At the 20
behalf

of

maintaining the position of associate dean of Special Services
since it was "one of the more complex divisions with a unique
mixture of programs and complicated funding patterns.

1161

In

June the issue of funding the position appeared on the agenda
again.

A board member asked a

question about being kept

informed on the college's grant-seeking activities, and Harper
Presi-dent Birkholz responded that the procedure for informing
the board on a regular basis still had to be worked out.

The

group discussed the viability of the administration sending a
memo to the board on any grants that could generate feedback
from the board.

They postponed any decision until the new

college treasurer was hired. 62

60 I

b'd
l. . , 10.

61

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
20 April 1978, 9.
62

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
8 June 1978, 20.
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At the July board meeting, Dean Williams indicated that
grants would be either brought before the board at the time
the college submitted the grant proposal or for approval of
acceptance of grant monies.

The group generally expressed

concern about the fiscal ramifications of partially funding
positions through grants, cash flow, and waiting for reimbursement at the end of year. 63

By 1979 and each year there-

after, board minutes contained a grant status to update the
board on grants proposed and grants currently operating.~
As

the

LD

program

took

shape

in

the

early

1980s,

Elizabeth McKay and Tom Thompson recognized the need to go
before the board with a presentation on funding proposals.

As

they stated in their report,
with
the
implementation
of
Section
504
of
the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the diversification of types
of disabled students and decreases in external funding, it
has become necessary to examine the college's support
services to disabled students. 65
Their seven-page exhibit presented a brief history of the
growth

of

Harper's

Disabled

Student

Services,

enrollment

patterns, and four possible funding alternatives.

They anti-

cipated continual decreases in funding by DORS, but expected
63

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
13 July 1978, 14.
~Minutes of the Board of Trustee of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
14 June 1979, exhibit VIII-I.
65

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
(Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
24 September 1981, exhibit VIII-G, 1.
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oAVTE and ICCB funding for the handicapped to remain constant.
The report stated that when the "LO student population will
increase, more service will be requested, and pressure from
parent

groups

will

increase. 1166

To

get

a

more

accurate

fiscal picture, the team called for funding to be based on
student head count rather than ICCB's policy of using fulltime enrollment (FTE) to determine dollars allocated.
The estimated cost projections of program options anticipated external funding of approximately 20 percent of costs.
option one called for minimal access services for in-district
students only.

Most of the $37,400 were allocated to the HI

program with only one-fifth left for the other special needs
groups.

Option two offered minimal access services while

maintaining the HI program,
during the summer term.

but with abbreviated services

Out of a $97,400 budget, only $5,400

was targeted for other disabilities.

Option three involved

moderate access and more equitable distribution of funds for
the HI students and other disabled services.

Both in-district

and out-of-district students were served, but priority went to
the

in-district students.

In this plan,

twenty thousand

dollars went into specific, directed services to the learning
disabled.

The remaining $66,250 went into the HI services.

Option four called for balanced support.

It required all the

components of option three and intensified HI services.
total

budget
66

Ibid., 4.

came

to

$197,150.

The

report

made

The
no
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recommendation for board action and the board took no action
that evening. 67
The administration of the Division of Special Programs
and services succeeded in making known its commitment to continued support of the disabled at Harper.

The impersonal,

black and white board budgets of dollars and cents had been
given the shape and form of necessary services to real people.
By the mid-1980s, new funding sources appeared and a few
old program designations changed in Harper budgets.
continued

from

services (DORS).

the

Illinois

Department

of

Funding

Rehabilitation

Instead of targeting the dollars only to the

HI program, the grant status report noted that the goal was to
provide support services to disabled students in general.

For

instance, for the period from 1 July 1984 to 30 June 1985, the
Division of Special Programs and Services received $62,928
from DORS and Harper had to meet the matching requirement of
$42,952.~

For the period from 1 July 1987 to 30 June 1988

the DORS grant for disabled students jumped to $92,133 and
Harper's matching requirement came to $49, 6.10. 69
Harper began to tap the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA) funds channeled through the Illinois Community College
67

Ibid., appendix F of exhibit VIII-G, 4-5.

~inutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
26 July 1984, exhibit VIII-H, 1.
69

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harner College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
28 May 1987, exhibit VI-E, 2.
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soard in 1984 for pre-employment assessment and training. 70
BY 1987 Harper requested and received two of its six major
governmental grants targeted for the disabled or disadvantaged
from JTPA.

The Division of Special Programs and Services

received $20,370 earmarked for the development of disadvantaged students' academic and vocational skills for the period
from 1 July 1987 to 30 June 1988.

In addition, for the same

period Harper received $33,000 under ICCB's "Access to Vocational Education" to provide assessment of employment skills
and training for handicapped and disadvantaged adults. 71
In smaller percentages, Harper also tapped the Illinois
state Board of Education's Department of Adult, Vocational,
and Technical Education.
school year,

Starting on 1 July 19 8 7 for one

the Division of Special Programs and Services

used $6,370 to support the handicapped.

Also, ISBE awarded

$45,617 to help the disadvantaged. 72
Last, but not least, ICCB continued to allocate a
sizable,

but fluctuating amount for Harper's Disadvantaged

Student Grants.

Table 4 reflects that pattern.

roBoard Minutes, 26 July 1984, exhibit VIII-H, 1.
nBoard Minutes, 28 May 1987, 1.
72

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
27 August 1987, exhibit VI-E, 1.
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TABLE 4
ICCB GRANTS TO HARPER: 1983-1987
YEAR

AMOUNT

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

$78,936
71,641
81,321
145,618
117,708

source: Illinois Community College Board, Data Characteristics of the Illinois Public Community College System
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board), published
annually.
Although it is impossible to trace the exact service dollars
to the learning disabled, Harper designated the doll.ars to a
broad range of programs and services within the Division of
special

Programs

and

Services.n

As

far

back

as

1980,

however, Harper reported to ICCB that it used DSG money in
part

for

the handicapped.

Services

included

counseling,

tutoring, and placement/progress testing.n
In

February

funding.

1988

Harper

sought

another

source

of

It submitted a proposal to the U.S. Department of

Education in the amount of $98,963 under a program for the
vocational
Harper

training

designated

of
as

postsecondary
its

goal

the

disabled

students.

development

and

implementation of a model for effective outreach, pre-college
preparation, and academic support of in individuals with mild
nibid, exhibit VI-E, 1.
74

Illinois Community College Board, ICCB Disadvantaged
§...tudent Grant Program for FY 1980 (Springfield: Illinois
Community College Board, 1980), table IV, 17-18.
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and moderate handicaps.~

Once again, the college sought to

take a leadership role in defining services to disabled adults
attending Illinois community colleges.
In May 1987 Harper College received national acclaim for
its Disabled Student Services.

The American Association of

community and Junior Colleges with the Illinois Community
college Board Trustees Association recognized Harper as the
recipient of the National Organization of Disabili ty-J. c.
Penney Joint Award. 76
its own,

too.

The Harper administration recognized

Lee Kolzow Vogel

and Dr.

Elizabeth McKay

received the Administrative Merit Awards for 1987-1988.

Mrs.

Vogel's special efforts established the learning assistance
center,

a co-listed reading and subject matter approach to

working with students demonstrating learning difficulties, and
curricular changes in remedial courses.

The award praised Dr.

McKay for her continuously strong leadership in the Division
of Special Programs and Services. 77

The college had come a

long way from the 1970s when special services for a handful of
handicapped students were a small part of .the activities in
the Office of Environmental Health.
Harper's new neighbor to the east,

Oakton Community

~Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College President),
25 February 1988, exhibit VI-B-2, 2.

nBoard Minutes, 28 May 1987, 10.
77

Minutes of the Board of Trustees of Harper College
District 512 (Palatine: Office of Harper College District),
22 September 1988, exhibit VIII-A, 2.
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college, began to develop its services for disabled students
almost simultaneously with Harper.
develop a full-service program.

Oakton moved rapidly to

A different level of leader-

ship and area of expertise brought Oakton's program to recognition by the 1980s.

As at Harper and Triton, the LD enroll-

ments became the largest portion of service programs for the
disabled.

Oakton's unique history follows.

CHAPTER V
SERVICES FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED AT
OAKTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The youngest of the three institutions, Oakton Community
college materialized as a nameless idea amidst the residents
of north suburban, metropolitan Chicago in 1969.

Recognizing

its role within the philosophy of the public community college
system and Illinois's Master Plan for Higher Education, the
fledgling institution stated that it shared
with a thousand sister institutions the belief that each
individual, regardless of economic or social status,
should be provided the opportunity to develop his full
potential to his and society's ultimate benefit.
The
College exists to provide that opportunity to the residents of its district and, within its limit, to other
interested persons as well. 1
The college moved resolutely to develop curricula to meet a
wide range of interests, abilities, and needs.
scope, Oakton

(OCC)

Within that

verbalized its responsibilities to the

learning disabled seeking a meaningful postsecondary experience.

During

the

early

1970s,

the

college

created

the

learning skills laboratory, defined a general studies curriculum

with

attention

to

the

1

underprepared

students,

and

0akton Community College, Oakton Community College 19721973 Catalog (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College, 1972), 9.
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completed a needs assessment to direct its program building
efforts.
Over a
faculty

fifteen-year period Oakton administration and

struggled over the divisive

issue of meeting the

mandate as an open enrollment institution versus selectivity
in course registration in order to maintain college level
standards.

Services to the handicapped became a curricular

concern of several departments, administrative leaders, and
special

needs

staffers.

Efforts

to

address

that

knotty

question gave life to a plan in 1981 called ASSIST--Addi tional
Student Services Instruction Support Team.
learning
visually,

disabled
health,

greatly outnumbered
developmentally,

By that time, the

the

and

students seeking academic support services.

orthopedically,

hearing

impaired

The college added

several positions over the next seven years to coordinate and
deliver the necessary staff effort.
the

In 1983 Oakton resolved

longstanding concern for the developmentally disabled

students not ready for a postsecondary academic program.

The

college's unique food service program answered the need for
highly structured vocational training.

In 1986 Oakton start-

ed the Open Door vocational program for the learning disabled.
The affluent, college-oriented community and feeder secondary
schools as well as the suburban business interests supported
the plan.
Oakton creatively and aggressively tapped state

and

federal funding sources to help pay the big cost of disabled

212

student

services.

Training Act (CETA)
Illinois

Department

The

federal

Comprehensive

Employment.

funded early job training classes.
of

Adult,

Vocational,

and

Education (DAVTE) aided ASSIST from its outset.

The

Technical

The state's

Disadvantaged Student Grant (DSG) program helped absorb the
expense of the learning lab services and curricular offerings
for the academically underprepared.

Washington• s Job Training

Partnership ACT (JTPA) subsidized Open Door's training and the
basic skills instructional component.
The expertise and professionalism of key instructors and
administrators in the general studies curriculum,

learning

lab, and disabled student services honed ASSIST and Open Door
into viable, successful programs.
planning,

Coordinated effort, careful

and administrative support for staff and faculty

initiatives

contributed

to

Disabled

Oakton's
student

leadership
Services

role

in

northern

Illinois's

(DSSC).

The college came to the attention of the Northern

Illinois

Postsecondary Education Project

(NIPEP)

Consortium

for

that

reason.
The story of Oakton' s formative years and its pattern of
growth as an educational institution follows.
The History of Oakton Community College
The residents of Niles and Maine Townships in north
suburban areas of metropolitan Chicago approved a referendum
in April 1969 to create Community College District 535.

The

newly defined area moved quickly to put· in place its first
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elected board of trustees on 25 June 1969.

The seven-member

board worked through December searching for the first president.

From more than 150 applications and after visits to the

finalists'

campuses,

the

trustees

selected

Dr.

William

Koehnline.

On 15 January 1970 he assumed the important post

at the new college.

He came to District 535 from Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania

he

where

had

held

the

position

of

dean

instruction at Harrisburg Area Community College for

of

four

years.
Dr. Koehnline acted within just a few weeks to open a
temporary college facility.

On 3 February 1970 he recommended

to the board of trustees that Oakton open its doors in September with a limited first-year program if a facility were
found by the deadline date of 3 March.
several sites as a temporary campus.

The board considered

There were buildings at

O'Hare International Airport in Chicago, the former St. Patrick's Academy in Des Plaines, several religious education
facilities scattered throughout the suburbs, and the former
Cook Electric Company in Morton Grove.

The board decided to

lease three of the Cook Electric buildings for a ten-year
period beginning in May 1970.

They leased a fourth building

at the Morton Grove site for use in September.

In late April

1970--just one year after the creation of the district--the
board of trustees picked the name of Oakton Community College
for the new institution and hired the architectural firm of
Perkins and Will to renovate the interim facilities and design
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the permanent campus.

Shortly thereafter, President Koehnline

and the first of his staff members moved into one of their
Morton Grove buildings.
On 15 July Oakton took another big step toward becoming
an operational educational

institution.

. The college took

occupancy of two more buildings and renovation of the factory
facilities began.

On that same day, occ opened registration

to full-time students.

By the time applications closed, over

four hundred students had signed up for six thousand credit
After the first ten days of classes,

hours.

Oakton had a

first-year enrollment of 832 students.
The board of trustees and occ administration busied
themselves during the remainder of the summer to put the
academic program in place.
hired

a

dean

of

By the end of July, the college

faculties,

a

dean

of

student personnel,

manager of business affairs, assistant to the president, and
three directors of specialized services.

The faculty dean

filled

positions

twenty-five

full-time

screening 1,381 applications.

teaching

after

During August the staff wrote

a budget and the board approved it on the second day of
classes

in

September.

orientation work
students.

shops

The
on

24

faculty
August

for

began

organizing

all

prospective

The meetings of faculty and students on 8, 9, and

10 September gave life to the name of Oakton Community College. 2
20akton

Community College, Oakton Community College 19701971 catalog (Morton Grove: Oakton Community College, 1970),
6-7.
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In 1978

occ

moved to its permanent, main campus on a

huge tract of land bounded by the northern section of the Cook
county Forest Preserve District, Golf Road, and River Road in
the northeastern corner of Des Plaines.

A second campus

opened in the suburb of Skokie on the far eastern edge of
oistrict 535 to accommodate the needs of a large segment of
residents not close geographically to the main campus.

Called

oakton East, the college moved into the vacated Niles East
High School facilities in the early 1980s.
Census data of 1980 yielded pertinent demographic information that sketched Oakton Community College district as an
area that would undergo changes in attendance patterns.

Total

population within the district went down 7 percent from the
1970 figure of 436, ooo.

The government projected a 12 percent

population growth to the year 1989, but it anticipated a 23
percent drop

in the number of area

seventeen to nineteen category.

residents

in the age

During the 1980s, the college

expected a 34 percent increase in the district's population in
the age category of sixty and over.

The district's median

income per household reached thirty thousand dollars.
metropolitan Chicago, it fell to nineteen thousand.

In

For the

state of Illinois, that figure dropped to $18,500; and nationwide the median income went to $16,800.

Oakton's director of

research pointed out that the college would need two returning
adults for every younger student in order to maintain its
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usual enrollment figures. 3
Today,
Northfield,

District

535

includes

all

of

Maine,

Niles,

and New Trier Townships and one square mile of

Wheeling Township.

Evanston Township,

oakton' s enrollment boundar'ies,
special arrangement.

immediately east of

is served by occ through a

The college district serves residents in

the communities of Park Ridge,

Niles,

Morton Grove,

Golf,

Northfield, Northbrook, Wilmette, Winnetka, Kennilworth, Des
Plaines,

and Glenview.

In addition to the regular campus

program, occ works with the high school districts of Maine,
Niles, and Northfield Townships to provide adult continuing
education through the educational consortium cal led the MaineOakton-Niles-Northfield Adult and Continuing Education Program
(MONNACEP) •

This service arm offers almost eight hundred

courses, seminars, and special events each term which involves
over fifteen thousand people in a typical school year. 4

Next

is a discussion of Oakton's shared mission within the state
plan and its statement on its own special character.

Its

perceived purpose guided the college's direction and growth.
Oakton's Philosophy and Objectives
The college's first statement as a fledgling institution

3 oakton

Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 2,
21 June 1983, 2.
40akton

Community College,
Catalog 1988-1989 (Des Plaines:
1988), 57, 254.

Oakton Community College
Oakton Collllnuni ty College,
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reflected the philosophy of the state's community college systern in general--vocational training plus a degree-granting
academic program.

In 1970 President Koehnline stated that occ

believed in
learning for living, as well as in learning for earning.
It is dedicated to providing learning experiences that
will result in transfer to other colleges, as well as
experiences that will prepare the learner for work.
It
believes in general education, as well as specialized
studies.
It believes in meeting the needs of those who
failed to profit from earlier instruction . • . . 5
with that in mind, occ offered varied curricula.
chose

from

data

processing,

middle

Students

management/marketing,

office skills, general business/business administration,
liberal

a~ts,

pre-engineering,

licensed practical nursing,

mechanical design, and general studies.

Curricular concen-

tration led to Associate of Arts or Applied Science degree as
well as certificates of completion in various specialties.
In its first year, occ began to attend to the needs of
the less academically prepared.

The general studies program

offered remedial course work to high school graduates who
lacked the skills necessary for college success.

The special

curriculum also supported adults who had been away from the
formal school setting for many years.

courses included devel-

opmental reading; developmental communications for improving
listening,
mathematics

speaking,
to

and writing skills; and developmental

review

fractions, and decimals.
5

computation

with

whole

numbers,

The college, however, did not view

oakton Community College 1970-1971 catalog, 7.
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For instance,

the program as terminal .

students were not

block-scheduled into all general studies courses.

Instead,

they were advised to enroll in only those subjects that their
records justified.
enable

students

The objective of general studies was to

eventually

to

profit

from

college-level

offerings. 6
By the 1971-1972 academic year, Oakton elaborated upon
its philosophy and organized its faculty accordingly.

OCC

placed emphasis on "how the individual student learns most
effectively,

for it is only by determining and focusing on

this 'how' that learning can be efficient. 117

College group

chairpersons headed three groups or clusters of less than
thirty teachers each.
by their
methods.

subject

Faculty were assigned to clusters not

areas,

but

according

to

their

teaching

Oakton did not intend to minimize the importance of

subject matter or programs.

Rather, it hoped to give greater

emphasis to individual students' learning modes, goals, needs,
and strengths . 8
By the 1972-1973 term, occ grouped its faculty into a
fourth cluster.

At the time of registration, students were

assigned to a college group or cluster based on their curricular

interests,

6 Ibid.,

individual

and

academic

10, 20.

7oakton

Community College,
Catalog 1971-1972 (Des Plaines:
1971)' 5.
8

preferences,

Ibid., 5.

Oakton Community College
Oakton Cononuni ty College,
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records.

Most, al though not all, of students' course work was

taken within their specific clusters. 9

The "college within

a college" expanded in 1982 to five clusters each lead by a
students

dean.
g_ourses,

had

at

their

disposal

the

Directory

of

a syllabus listing instructors and their teaching

styles,

course requirements,

expected course outcomes,

and

grading procedures. 10
By 1988 Oakton community College honed its mission into
First,

a six-component statement of purpose.

it offered

baccalaureate and general education for students planning to
transfer

to

four-year

postsecondary

institutions

or

earn

associate degrees in liberal arts, business, science, or preengineering.

Second, the college provided occupational

education

enable

to

students

enhance their career skills.

to

secure

Third,

employment

or to

occ offered general

education or developmental studies to those needing additional
preparation prior to college-level course work.
school

made

available

to

community

educational experiences when formal
was not desirable.

Fourth, the

residents

colleg~-level

continuing
education

Fifth, Oakton sponsored public service

activities such as workshops, seminars, and off-campus classes
to meet unique community needs.

Lastr the college provided

student services including counseling, advisementr testing,
9

0akton Community College 1972-1973 Catalog, 9-10.

10

oakton Community College, Oakton Community Colleqe
£..atalog 1982-1984 (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College,
1982), 4.
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and special support services. 11
Acknowledging that it shared its mission and purposes
with all other Illinois community colleges,

Oakton viewed

itself as different from the others in that:
its philosophy sets it apart from them and gives it a
special character. From the founding of the College, the
philosophy has directed faculty, staff, and administrators
to identify and respond to the diverse needs of individual
students and of groups within the community. 12
Given that direction then, Oakton stated that it existed to
provide each individual with the opportunity to develop his or
her full potential.

It committed itself to excellence in

education, making available a variety of educational options
and support services to enhance student success.
these goals,

To achieve

occ reiterated its longstanding belief in the

student development model to foster student awareness, responsibility, and independence; and it encouraged the faculty to
attend to the students' individual academic needs. 13
This administrative focus upon the student development
model and clustered disciplines lent itself to the visibility
of the special education students and the concomitant institutional accommodation to the unique learning needs.

What

follows is an explanation of Oakton's growing attention to
that segment of the student population.

11

oakton Community College 1988-1989 catalog, 10.

12

Ibid.

13

Ibid., 10.

I

10.
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Policies and Programs Affecting the Underprepared
During the 1971-1972 year Oakton faculty became increasingly aware of the academic deficiencies of its students.

The

reading, math, and writing laboratories addressed those remedial needs to some degree.

The need for improved coordination

of tutoring efforts and the unrealistic demands placed upon
teaching personnel who were expected to tutor and maintain the
laboratories' programs were brought to the attention of the
board of trustees in the summer of 1972.
1972

meeting,

the

motion

carried

At the 15 August

unanimously

to

hire

a

paraprofessional for a forty-hour week to supervise the newly
created

learning

document

which

skills

laboratory.

addressed

this

In

agenda

the
item,

supporting
the

occ

administration aptly noted that since an academic deficiency
in one area often proved to be related to or to have stemmed
from another deficiency, it was advantageous to combine the
three labs into one learning skills facility for the 1972-1973
academic year. 14
In

that

same

period

strengthen support services.

of

time,

faculty

attempted

to

First, Oakton 's student develop-

ment staff initiated a comprehensive testing program.

Stu-

dents seeking additional information about their educational
strengths and weaknesses as well as vocational abilities and

14

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 24,
15 August 1972, 2217, 2343.
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interests

had
Dr.

second,

diagnostic
Harvey

services

Irlen,

one

of

at

their
the

disposal. 15

college

group

chairpersons who functioned as a line officer supervising the
teaching

tried to elicit the support of the occ

faculty,

Council,

coordinating
administration.

the

faculty's

voice

to

the

In his memo of

16 February 1973, he encouraged support of the reading consultant's proposal on the revision of the reading lab program.
Linda K.

Forsberg called for adequate reading resources to

meet student needs.

She proposed that the reading lab provide

both developmental work for those needing reinforcement of
reading skills as well as corrective assistance for the remedial reader.

Forsberg contended that adequate diagnosis of

the reading problems, would lead to individualized programs to
meet

students '

needs. 16

These

concerted

steps

toward

accommo-dating individual differences marked the first of many
moves

over

the

next

sixteen

years

to

expand

ancillary

services.
The clear voice of Dean Richard L. Jor9an at the 22 May
1973 meeting of the OCC Board of Trustees sounded the school's

forthcoming policy regarding the academically underprepared.
In calling for the creation of the position of director of
15

0akton Community College 1972-1973 Catalog, 24.

16

Dr. Harvey Irlen, memo to OCC Coordinating Council, 16
February 1973; and Linda K. Forsberg, letter to Dr. Harvey
Irlen; addendum to Oakton Community College Board of Trustees
Agenda and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol
28, 20 March 1973, 751-753.
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instructional research and evaluation, he noted that the North.
central Association team had cited the absence of such a
position as a deficit in OCC's program.

The dean called for

immediate action to remedy that situation.

Jordan highlighted

that:
the community college student body often has a much higher
percentage of entering students who have very poor high
school academic records, frequently a by-product of
moderate to severe emotional problems, perceptual deficits
which prevent the development of adequate reading skills,
and low motivation. It is the function of the Director of
Institutional Research and Evaluation to provide a basis
for determining who these individuals are and to make
recommendations as to their appropriate placement within
the college, including remedial or special-help programs,
counseling of various types, and recommendations of referral to outside resources for such things as psychological
treatment programs and remediation of perceptual deficits
crucial to the development of adequate reading skills. In
this way the likelihood of a successful educational
experience is maximized, as well as the possibility for
future educational and job experiences . • . • 17
Although he did not call for OCC's assumption of responsibility

for

remediating

the

(learning disabilities),

students'

perceptual

handicaps

Dean Jordan certainly acknowledged

the college's role in identifying and appropriately placing
the learning disabled students within the academic setting.
The board unanimously carried the motion to create the new
directorship. 18

In so doing, the board put in place a line

officer to monitor and to make recommendations regarding the
needs of a special segment of the student body.
17

That marked

0akton Community College Board of Trustees Aaenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 29,
22 May 1973, 1340.
18

Ibid., 1192.
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the way for staff to set in place the means of addressing the
identified needs.
At the 23 July board meeting, the administration tried
unsuccessfully to secure approval for the hiring of a consultant to complete a learning disabilities study.
trustees

voted

to

table

the motion,

the

Although the

administration's

supporting document made the faculty's concern about

special

needs students a matter of public record for the first time.
Mary Slayton, associate professor of student development,
authored the report that posed two key questions:
If one is to assume that high school graduates who are
residents of the community are eligible for admission to
occ, does it then follow that occ is obliged to provide
services for these students so that they can utilize the
educational experiences offered? How far does one go in
altering instruction and/or curriculum for students and in
which instances? This involves c:westions of philosophy,
diagnosis, and program planning. 9
In trying to define the problem at

occ,

Professor Slayton

noted that many of the college's students were underachievers,
some of whom in fact could be undiagnosed learning disabled
individuals.

If

occ

were to decide to commit resources to an

LD program, preparation had to be made within and beyond the
campus.

First, a consultant would have to investigate the

viability of offering such a program and then would have to
report findings to the board of trustees.
gram were to be offered,
19

occ

Second, if the pro-

would have to plan faculty

Mary
Slayton,
"Exploration
of Specific
Learning
Disabilities at Oakton Community College, 11 addendum to Oakton
Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and Minutes (Des
Plaines: Office of occ President),vol. 37, 23 July 1973, 1376.
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in-service

with

an

eye

to

preparing

staff

to

recognize

symptoms of learning disabilities and to refer students with
1earning problems for service. 20

Although direct,

defined

services to the learning disabled did not materialize for
another eight years,

the Slayton report voiced issues with

which

and

the

faculty

administration

perennially in one form or another.

had

to

wrestle

Attempts to resolve those

issues emerged in various formats.
The learning resource center (also called the library)
by 1973-1974 developed support services which coordinated with
oakton' s

cluster organization and the college's policy to

address individual learning styles.

The audio-visual center

provided tape recording and camera equipment for class use.
Library staff duplicated audio tapes and individualized programs designed and requested by staff members to facilitate
those instructors' teaching techniques.

The resource center

directed these services to the student body as a

whole. 21

The early efforts expended to accol1llilodate different teaching
and

learning

styles

laid

a

firm

foundation

for

Oakton' s

eventual development of specific services for the learning
disabled.
In summer 1974 the college again reorganized the learning laboratory.
20

The program started out with a learning lab

rbid., 1376-1378.

21 oakton

Community College, Oakton Cornunity Colleae 1973197°4 Catalog (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College, 1973),
29.
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coordinator and one paraprofessional who served as the lab·
assistant.

In the words of Professor William Drezdon, the new

occ

iearning lab coordinator and full-time

math instructor,

"what was made definite was the concept that the learning lab
should provide individualized support for Oakton students
needing such support in their studies.

n

22

In that first year of reorganization,

the lab staff

focused on the implementation of tutoring services.
of a very small budget,
provided

the

university,
Northeastern

manpower.
DePaul

Because

peer tutors and graduate students
Northwestern

University,

University,

Roosevelt

Illinois University agreed

Loyola

University,
to

post

graduate school offices OCC's request for tutors.

and

in their
North-

western proved to be the primary source for help.
Services were expanded over the next three years.

The

regular hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. were extended to 9:00
p.m.
als,

That necessitated the use of part-time paraprofessiontutors,

and aides during the evening hours when the

budget allowed.

The writing lab opened in the fall of 1975 as

a component of the learning lab program.

At that same time,

administrative reorganization brought the math and reading
labs under the larger learning lab umbrella.
called upon
22

fewer

and

fewer peer tutors

The program

and relied more

William L. Drezdon, "The Learning Lab: Educational
Programs Committee Report for the Oakton Board of Trustees
Meeting," addendum to Oakton Community College Board of
Trustees Agenda and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of OCC
President), vol. 51, 15 November 1977, 1928.
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heavily

upon

degreed

tutors.

students

could

use

individualized mini-courses on study techniques, test-taking
strategies, or textbook reading.

Instructors could file their

own personally prepared materials for students'
uses.

independent

Auxiliary services included typing pools, small room

facilities for group study, and availability of student test
data within the guidelines of the Buckley Amendment
chapter I).

(see

In-service intended to insure caring, supportive

interaction on the part of staff and tutors alike. 23

From

1974 to November 1977, the number of students using the lab

jumped from 30 to 15o. 24
As general support services expanded, so too, did the
administration's commitment to adjust curricular offerings to
meet the changing needs of OCC students.

In a report on pro-

jected 1975-1976 curricular plans submitted to the board of
trustees, in 1974 the vice president of curriculum and instruction said that the college would add to existing courses
in reading, developmental writing, and developmental math as
needs dictated.

He noted that the remodeled learning lab had

a coordinator accountable directly to him.

They planned to

concentrate on providing extra help for students in need of

23

24

orezdon, "The Learning Lab, " 19 2 9-19 31.

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 51,
15 November 1977, 1918.
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direction or extra instructional help in basic skills. 25
Those course additions and concomitant faculty positions
started to materialize in 1974.

At the 10 June 1975 board of

trustees meeting, the administration sought the approval of
the hiring of one faculty member to take charge of the reading, communications, and testing programs and another faculty
person to be responsible for the developmental education, ESL,
and computer assisted instruction (CAI) programs.

The admini-

stration' s supporting document indicated that during the 19741975 academic year,

OCC had added two new courses--How to

study (COM 002) and Advanced Reading Skills (COM 011).
the fall

1975 term,

nineteen

sections

of

the college anticipated a
developmental

communications, and ESL.

reading,

For

minimum of

developmental

The new reading specialist was to

have training in testing and learning disabilities.

In that

capacity, the individual would supervise the reading lab and
teach the reading courses.

The second new person was expected

to have sufficient training and expertise in linguistics to
teach the ESL and developmental communications classes. The
board approved the two new positions but deleted from the
latter job description the ESL component. 26

In his 1975

25

R. L. Jordan, "Memo-Re: curriculum Update Report" to Dr.
William Koehnline, occ president; addendum to Oakton Community Board of Trustees Agenda and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 39, 19 November 1974, 2133.
26oakton

Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 41,
10 June 1975, 1056, 1093.
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end-of-year report, President Koehnline highlighted that:
another area requiring the energies of the College
community is program development. Vocational enrollment is
increasing annually, with no sign of slowing. • • .
An
expanded developmental studies program is being formulated
at Oakton now. . . • 27
This statement by OCC's highest ranking administrative officer
foretold the emergence of a new link between the pre-college
level developmental courses and vocational training for the
academically underprepared students.
Beginning in the 1977 term,

occ

tightened its procedures

and policies regarding the pre-college level courses.
first time,

occ

For the

advertised in its 1977-1978 catalog its reme-

dial and developmental skills, general studies, and review of
vocational skills curricula as a combined entry.
language than in previous publications,

In stronger

the college stated

that credit in such courses was not acceptable for transfer to
other colleges. 28

The board of trustees at the 5 September

1978 unanimously voted to hire a director of basic studies.
The person held the responsibility for planning, implementing,
and directing the basic studies and learning lab programs as
well as supervising learning lab coordinators,

assistants,

27

William A. Koehnline, End-of-Year Report, 14 May 1976,
addendum to Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda
and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 45,
18 May 1976, 1153.
28

0akton Community College, Oakton Community College 19771978 Catalog (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College, 1977),
33.
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tutors, aides, and clerical staff.~
In the 1978-1979 term,

the college required for the

first time a diagnostic appraisal of each student planning to
take his/her first communications or math course.

The process

included formal testing and academic counseling to assist the
individual in selecting appropriate classes.

That year the

college catalog also listed for the first time Oakton's nondiscrimination policy in regards to race, religion, national
origin,

or

handicap. 30

As

a

result

enrollment procedures and policies,
students

became more

the

of

better

defined

special education

and more visible.

What

follows

is

Oakton's plan to meet the needs of that growing segment of
enrollment.
Emergence of Specific Services for the Handicapped
The year 1979 marked the turning point in the education
of

disabled

students

at

Oakton

Community

College.

Kay

Bentley, director of instructional support services, charted
a four-page plan titled "Special Education Services Program
Time Frame and Objectives 1979-1980."
tasks.

She explained four key

First, OCC had to initiate identification and referral

of prospective students needing special education services.

290akton

Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 53,
5 September 1978, 1544, 1562.
30

oakton Community College, Oakton Community College
Catalog 1978-1979 (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College,
1978), 2, 41.
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Jane Alt, the acting director of student development services
was to assume responsibility for the job.

Oakton planned to

contact instructors and counselors at its feeder high school
special education programs to identify a pilot group of ten
students with learning disabilities.

That selected group

would be counselled about their curricular options and support
services in the learning lab by 3 August 1979.

Second, she

called

of

for

the

employment

of

a

coordinator

education services by that same target date.
vice

presidents

of

special

The respective

curriculum/instruction

and

student

development assumed the responsibility for completion of task
two.
Next, Bentley called for the formulation of a research
plan for one or more special education populations, perhaps
the

learning

Exploratory
questions:

disabled

research

was

(1) How many

and

the

to

answer

physically
the

disabled.

following

three

occ students are disabled? (2) What

kinds of disabilities do they have?

(3)

What difficulties

(educational, physical, or emotional) do they experience at
OCC?

By 1 January 1980 the coordinator of special education

services and the assistant to the vice president for student
development were to secure the data.
education

coordinator,

director

of

Finally, the special
basic

studies,

and

a

faculty member from student development were to implement an
LD assessment program.

By 31 January 1980,

they were to

measure the degree to which the pilot group were learning
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disabled and then use that data to further evaluate their
special education needs. 31

This preliminary effort to define

and then refine direct services to a targeted population led
the way for the creation of concrete policies.
In September 1980 the newly formed four-member special
education committee set out a model of service delivery.
Bentley, chairperson, represented the learning lab.

Kaye

Lyn Ward

served as the one voice from the developmental studies faculty, and Ruth Gostomelsky (Des Plaines campus) and Sally Witt
(Skokie

campus)

came

from

student

development.

The

chairperson maintained records, investigated funding sources,
served

as

completed

liaison
annual

services.

reports.

Sally

responsibility

with

for

Witt

professional
Lyn
and

Ward
Ruth

assessment,

organizations,
coordinated
Gostomelsky

counseling,

and

support
assumed
academic

advisement, coordination of resources, faculty contacts, and
articulation with feeder schools and external agencies.

They

recognized that in practice their defined duties overlapped,
and they shared responsibilities so as to best utilize

occ

resources . 32
During that same fall term, the special education

31

Kay Bentley, "Special Education Services Program Time
Frame and Objectives 1979-1980" (Des Plaines: ASSIST files,
occ Learning Lab), 1-4, typewritten.
32

Sally Witt, memo to special education committee, 24
September 1980; (Des Plaines: 1980-1981 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab), 1-2, typewritten.
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committee worked out guidelines and deadlines for the delivery
of services to disabled students.

The committee, which repre-

sented the student development and basic studies faculty and
the learning lab staff, applied those policies experimentally
during the semester.

First, student referrals came through a

committee

Second,

member.

students

profile form with a committee member.

completed

a

student

Files remained active

for two years; after one academic year of non-enrollment, the
school

destroyed

records.

those

students'

ace

special

education

After the intake process, eligible students availed

themselves of free tutoring in the learning lab for one to
three hours per week for two full semesters, regardless of
course

success

at

the time.

After that

service period,

students could continue using learning lab facilities,
tutoring time was not be open to them.

but

Students receiving

tutoring as instructional support received end-of-semester
counseling with one of the
student development faculty.
progress

special

education committee's

They reviewed their academic

and set new goals with an eye t.oward

referrals

outside the school as needed.
The special education committee identified communication
with the community and faculty as a key goal.

Members con-

tinued to visit special education programs at the district
high schools to articulate OCC's support services.
requested

staff

development

disabled students.

sessions

on

the

They also

teaching

of

They hoped to convey the college's legal
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responsibilities under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 (see Chapter II) and to clarify faculty perceptions of
support service responsibilities.

Next,

committee members

planned to compile an annotated bibliography on the education
of the disabled adult.

They encouraged the library to add to

the college's professional library.
education

committee

chairperson

Finally,

with

student representatatives shared ideas on

the special

administration

and

making facilities

more accessible to students with all degrees of handicapping
conditions. 33
At the close of the 1980-1981 academic year, the committee reported to the administration on its successful year.
The report noted that the members had collaborated on the
writing as they had done in all their activities--"Enthusiastically, thoroughly, and with a real feeling of accomplishment when the job was done. . . .

Happily, no egos required

massaging and much idea exchanging, writing, and work sharing
was accomplished. 34
The eleven-page document revealed longstanding issues
and concerns as well as new observations.

Each committee

33

Kaye Bentley, "Memo-Subject: Proposed policies for
services to disabled students" to Jack Donohue, vice president
for student development, 1 December 1980; (Des Plaines: ASSIST
files, occ Learning Lab), 1-2, typewritten.
34

special education committee, cover letter to 11 1980-1981
Special Education Committee Report;" to Harvey Irlen, vice
president for curriculum and instruction, and Jack Donohue,
vice president for student development; 11 June 1981; (Des
Plaines: 1980-1981 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), i, typewritten.
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member wrote her own report covering her year-long responsibilities.

Sally Witt noted that the committee worked with the

physically handicapped and sensorially impaired

(deafness,

blindness, and lesser degrees thereof) in small numbers, but
with the learning disabled as the largest category.

She indi-

cated that students identified themselves on the college's
medical

form,

a

component of the admissions applications.

Those opting for support services completed interviews and
student profiles with individual goals and special learning
students'

needs.

signatures

authorized

pertinent

keeping and acquisition of previous test data
records.

record

and school

In addition to extensive school visits for articu-

lation with prospective

occ

special education students, the

committee intended to participate in staffings at the local
schools to facilitate smooth transitions into Oakton. 35
Lyn Ward reported that tutoring services were delivered
primarily through the learning labs at the Des Plaines and
Skokie campuses.

Of the twenty-five degreed and experienced

tutors, four worked specifically on basic skills such as outlining, notetaking, and reading comprehension.

Ward had re-

leased time from faculty duties to work with tutorial students, too, and presented a workshop for the entire tutoring
staff

on

special

education

instructional

methods.

As

nsally Witt, "Student Identification and Referral," in
11

1980-1981 Special Education Committee Report," by special ed-

ucation committee, 11 June 1981 (Des Plaines: ASSIST files,
OCC learning lab), 2-3, typewritten.
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professor

assistant

English

of

(originally

called

communications), she worked in conjunction with the reading
specialist, Pam Drell, to create an experimental tandem course
called

Communications

020

during

the

spring

1981

term.

students functioning at the fourth to sixth grade level, well
below the

tenth

studied reading

grade

level

of

regular

and writing with those

English
two

courses,

instructors. 36

The special education committee hoped that the first-time
course

would

become

a

part

of

a

vocational

curriculum

designated as below the lowest one hundred-level in content
and goals. 37

In thanking specific faculty members for their

special assistance to the mainstreamed students, Ward noted
that the "vast majority of our special needs students are able
to function at the college level,

with varying degrees of

support, and are well integrated into the various academic and
vocational curricula currently offered at Oakton. 1138

Yes,

the committee promoted college-level course work, but it also
committed itself to addressing the needs of students at their
functional instructional levels.
Kaye Bentley highlighted the committee's successes in
networking with faculty, community, and fellow professionals

36 Lyn

Ward Page,
associate professor of English,
transcript of interview by author, Des Plaines, Illinois,
3 March 1989, 7.
37 Lyn

Ward, "Delivery of Special Services," in "1980-1981
Special Education Committee Report," 5-6, typewritten.
38 I

b'd
l. . , 6.
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outside the college.

She and Sally Witt represented Oakton at

project SUCCEED meetings (see Chapter IV), district college
nights, an area seminar describing postsecondary educational
opportunities for the learning disabled (One-to-One Learning
center in Wilmette, Illinois), and the National Association
for Remedial/Developmental Studies in Postsecondary Education.
committee members also appeared at one of each cluster meetings to explain the group's function and services available.
She also reported that the committee was developing a proposal
for a homebound program for the most disabled. 39
Mary Olson, a one-year committee member, noted that the
group was working on a descriptive brochure to answer in-house
and community questions on services for the disabled students.
She reiterated the committee's interest in the creation of a
vocational training program for Oakton 's low ability students.
Preliminary work had been done to investigate CETA funding of
such an area program in cooperation with the college and the
sponsoring of future workshops on the topics of employing and
educating

the

disabled.

Olson

commented

about

Oakton's

ongoing problem in identifying special education students at
the application process.

Last, she emphasized the need for

all committee members to be granted the freed up three hours
per week to fulfill the necessary group functions. 40
39

Kaye Bentley, "Networking,"
Education Committee Report," 9.
4

in

11

1.980-1.981

Special

°Mary Olson, "Recommendations," in 11 1.980-1.981 Special
Education Committee Report," 10-11, typewritten.
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High ranking line officers expressed their positive
reactions regarding the hard work of the special education
committee.

The vice president of curriculum and instruction

responded to the report with praise and an offer to expedite
implementation of recommendations.

On 18 June 1981 Harvey

Irlen thanked the committee members for their
complete and impressive report. . . . You have helped move
us from vague awareness to concrete action in a very brief
period of time, and you have kept your sanity (and your
students') in the process--no mean feat.
Your recommendations are sounds, and I encourage you
to start them through the machinery. . • . Please call on
me as appropriate for wheel-greasing and other ethereal
kinds of administrative expertise. Thank you again. 41
Richard L. Storinger, dean of communications, lauded the special education committee for its success with the fall 1981
tandem English course.

In a 24 December 1981 memo, he noted

the "emphasis on affective as well as cognitive values.

I

like the notion that some of our most defeated students can
learn to practice self-esteem and discover what it's like to
win--in an English class yet!"~
From these expressions of unified purpose and appreciation for student progress, key faculty members and

41

Harvey s. Irlen, "Memo--Subject: 1980-1981 Special
Education Report, " to special education committee, 18 June
1981; (Des Plaines: 1980-1981 ASSIST files, occ learning lab),
1, typewritten.
42

Richard L. storinger, dean of communications, "Memo-Re: Special education tandems COM051/COM001-compliments," to P.
Fleisher, J. Hansen, L. Ward, s. Witt, and F. Zand,
24 December 1981; (Des Plaines: 1980-1981 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab), 1, typewritten.
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administration

continued

to

defined,

refined,

and

more

The

handicapped.

move

steadily

expanded

groundwork

had

toward

services

been

laid

better

for

the

for

the

transformation of the special education committee into a new
service delivery vehicle--ASSIST--Additional Student Services
Instructional Support Team.
The Emergence of ASSIST
In its 1981-1982 college catalog, Oakton publicized its
policy regarding education of the handicapped and its streamlined, well defined support services.

Reflecting the years of

preliminary work done by key faculty and administrators, the
college for the first time officially stated that it was:
committed to equal access to educational opportunities for
handicapped students. A student who is handicapped should
make an appointment to see the Director of Admissions and
Records at the time he/she makes application to the
College. This will allow the College to provide adequate
admission procedures, counseling, and registration of the
student. 43
Under a
explained

that

subsection on the learning lab,
its

intent was

to

provide

personnel to assist individualized learning.
specific services in math,

reading,

the college

facilities

and

The lab offered

writing,

and computer

assisted instruction {CAI).

Students could use the Oakton

Mathematics

to

Placement

Test

find

appropriate

courses in the college mathematics programs.

43

oakton Community College,
Catalog 1981-1982 {Des Plaines:
1981) I 15.

starting

If the staff

Oakton Community College
Oakton Community College,
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recommended placement below the beginning one hundred-level
courses,

students could opt for enrollment in the regular

structured classroom setting or the self-paced individualized
math program (IMP) offered through the math lab.
lab offered free diagnostic testing.

The reading

Students could sign up

for formal courses or take individually prescribed programs to
develop reading rate,
vocabulary.

study techniques,

and

The writing lab offered one-to-one tutoring,

self-instructional
skills.

comprehension,

programs,

or

mini-modules

to

develop

CAI utilized various modes of instruction to rein-

force course mastery. 44
The college clearly reiterated its academic prerequisites for the basic courses in English and mathematics.

Com-

position I (COM 101) required a diagnostic appraisal of reading and writing skills.

Elementary Algebra (MAT 052) called

for a diagnostic appraisal of math skills or credit in Principles of Arithmetic

(MAT 051).

Students enrolled in the

basic studies curriculum also had to undergo placement testing
prior to registration for their first math or communications
classes at Oakton.~
The activities of the special education committee officially metamorphosed as ASSIST when the group issued its first
brochure describing support services during the
term.

1981-1982

In a memo to all full-time and part-time faculty, the
44 I

b'd
1 •

45 I

b'd
1 . , 47, 151, 173.

I

42.
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director of instructional support services distributed copies
through learning lab staff, counselors, and administrators.
Kaye Bentley noted that the ASSIST staff had interviewed 112
disabled students since September 1980. 46
The first ASSIST records on student profiles tallied the
numbers served through fiscal years 1981 and 1982 under twelve
handicapping conditions.

Table

5

shows

clearly that

the

learning disabled represented the largest groups.

46Kaye

Bentley,
"Memo--ASSIST-Subj ect:
Services for
disabled students," to all faculty, 27 January 1982; (Des
Plaines: 1981-1982 ASSIST files, OCC learning lab), 1, typewritten.
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TABLE 5
DISABLED/DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS IDENTIFIED ON STUDENT PROFILES
FISCAL YEAR 1981

FISCAL YEAR 1982

NUMBER
SERVED

NUMBER
SERVED

PERCENT

PERCENT

Disadvantaged

2

4.0

0

Mentally Retarded

2

4.0

1

1.8

Hard of Hearing

2

4.0

1

1.8

Deaf

1

2.0

1

1.8

Speech Impaired

0

0

Visually Impaired

0

1

1. 8

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed

4

8.1

1

1. 8

Orthopedically
Impaired

3

6.1

11

20.7

Other Health
Impaired

1

2.0

2

3.7

Deaf-Blind

0

Multi-Handicapped

3

6.1

4

7.5

31

63.2

31

58.4

Specific LD
Totals:

0

49

53

Source:
ASSIST
staff,
"Disabled/Disadvantaged
Students
Identified on Student Profile Forms for FY 1981 and FY 1982"
(Des Plaines: 1981-1982 ASSIST files, OCC learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
The four faculty members serving on ASSIST divided their time
between the Des Plaines and Skokie campuses.

Kaye Bentley,

director of instructional support services, reported on the
breakdown of hours.

Table 6 indicates that the team devoted
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the greatest percentage of hours to basic skills tutoring.
TABLE 6
ASSIST SERVICES FOR THE 1981-1982 YEAR THROUGH THE
LEARNING LAB AT SKOKIE AND DES PLAINES CAMPUSES
STAFF

FUNCTION

HOURS/WEEK

Personal/career counseling

2

By appointment

Initial interviews/completion of
ASSIST profile forms

3

II

Testing by ASSIST screeners
(academic skills, aptitude, career
interest, and intelligence)

4

CAMPUS

"

7.5
4.0

Tutoring in basic skills (reading,
writing, and math)

4

11.5
6.0

1 DP
1 SK
2 DP
1 DP
&l SK

DP
SK
DP
SK

Source: Kaye Bentley, "Memo-ASSIST Services for the 1981-1982
Year through Learning Lab at Skokie and Des Plaines Campuses,"
to ASSIST, 27 August 1982 (Des Plaines: 1981-1982 ASSIST
files, occ learning lab), 1, typewritten.
As the numbers of students served through ASSIST grew,
the Oakton Board of Trustees redefined and reclassified the
position of director of instructional support services.

The

job had last been evaluated in 1978 when the director supervised from two to five employees at a time in the learning
lab.

By 1982 the position carried supervisory responsibili-

ties for six full-time and eighteen part-time employees plus
twenty-five hourly tutors.

The director took on the increased

duties as the disadvantaged student grant coordinator (see
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chapter II)
job

also

and chairperson of the ASSIST committee. 47

called

for

implementation

of

the

basic

The

studies

curriculum direction of the learning lab and the college's
testing pro-gram, monitoring of compliance with Section 504
regulations, and administration of monies under disadvantaged
student grants

(DSG)

and the Illinois Department of Adult

vocational Technical Education (see Chapter II).

The person

answered directly to the vice president for curriculum and
instruction and the assistant vice president for educational
services. 48
As a result of its part in the day-to-day activities of
instructional support services, ASSIST continued to wrestle
with the sensitive issue of mainstreaming special education
students

at

acceptable

an

open

admissions

school-wide

policy

Eventually,

college.

emerged

that

all

an

concerned

parties deemed appropriate.
At the opening of the 1982-1983 school year, ASSIST initiated

action

that

catalyzed

pol icy

formation.

It

communicated with the two vice presidents with whom it had
worked for the last several years in their capacity as line
officers in the college administration hierarchy.

The ASSIST

E. Fahey, ace director of personnel services, "MemoRe: Director of Instructional Support Services," to T. c.
Sherrard, in Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda
and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 68,
19 October 1982, 2107, typewritten.
47P.

48

0akton Community College Board of Trustees Agendas and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of OCC President), vol. 68, 19
October 1982, 2108.
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committee sought answers on two key legal issues:
vulnerable was
section 504

(1) How

occ to suits charging non-compliance with

(see Chapter I)

if a student were removed from

class at an instructor's request? (2) To what degree was occ
required to extend itself tb provide appropriate educational
experiences for students whose mental or emotional disorders
made current classes inappropriate?

ASSIST reported the gist

of a conversation with Wallace Winter, attorney and director
of Handicapped Project for the Legal Assistance Foundation of
Chicago.

According to ASSIST, he indicated that the college's

acceptance of a student's application was a kind of contract
to offer appropriate educational programs of some kind.

When

the college accepted a student's application and fees, it had
entered into a tacit obligation to advise and counsel that
individual

into appropriate classes.

Furthermore,

Winter

cited Section 504 which stipulated that the programs were not
to be "separate or different," but rather were to be offered
in the "most integrated setting appropriate."
ASSIST concluded that occ really needed to define postadmissions policies and procedures.
bers, the college had to:

According to ASSIST mem-

(1) ensure consistent diagnostic

testing of all new students in courses above the one hundred
level;

( 2)

begin mandatory placements

in the

appropriate

communications courses; and (3) carefully define counseling
and advisement channels for students with very low scores on
the

reading

and

writing

diagnostic

tests

that

OCC
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administered.

Oakton

became

challenged

potentially explosive question that

by

a

critical,

any community college

could face--how to distinguish between open admissions and
open registration. 49 During
honed a

1983

and

1984

ASSIST

solution to the knotty question.

faculty

The committee,

enlarged from its original four to seven members, stimulated
the

catalytic

change

from

administrative organization.

within

the

faculty

and

Jill Mawhinney and Sally Witt,

staff development counselors serving on ASSIST, presented an
eight-page report to administrators in student development,
the dean of humanities,

director of instructional support

services, the director of student services, and the ASSIST
faculty member from developmental education.

The writers

described generally the student development faculty's role on
ASSIST and documented the growing time commitment for this
collegial function.
During the typical week of 21 1/2 hours, each counselor
{l)

advised the 165 ASSIST students on a needs basis;

(2)

consulted with prospective ASSIST students and their parents,
faculty, and outside agencies; (3) worked in the learning lab;
(4) attended the weekly ASSIST meeting; (5) coordinated student development ASSIST activities with committee members;

49

ASSIST, "Memo-Re: Excluding students who have adverse
affect on class and policy changes in diagnostic testing and
registration advisement," to Jack Donahue and Harvey Irlen, 13
September 1982; (Des Plaines: 1982-1983 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab), 1-2, typewritten.
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(6) maintained records; and (7) communicated with feeder high
schools.

They provided these services while fulfilling their

other faculty responsibilities of teaching; counseling nonASSIST students; and attending cluster, discipline, and student development meetings.

Witt and Mawhinney both emphatic-

ally stated that "without released time for the two student
development faculty, these special students would not receive
adequate,

consistent,

and on-going counseling services to

enable them to 'develop his or her full potential. '

1150

The counselors' description of their evaluation, assessment, and advisement procedures offered one part of the longsought answers to open enrollment college policy versus open
registration

by

students

academically

college-level course content.

faculty consider five key questions:

occ

for

the

At the initial contact with an

ASSIST member and follow-up sessions,

capable of functioning as

unprepared

students and ASSIST
(1) Were the students

students? (2) What programs were

appropriate (baccalaureate-transfer, vocational, developmental
curricula)? (3) What specific courses were appropriate? (4) If
the students and/or parents have unrealistic expectations
regarding

courses,

programs,

or

career

plans,

how

could

relevant information about specific course requirements be
communicated effectively?

(5)

Could these

students handle

full-time course loads (twelve hours or more), or were they
50Jill

Mawhinney and Sally Witt, "Memo-Subject: ASSIST
Collegial Function," to Steve Helgot, 14 October 1983; (Des
Plaines: 1983-1984 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 2.
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more

likely

to

succeed

attending

part-time?

To

secure.

answers, the counselors regularly talked with the students and
faculty for relevant information, reviewed OCC diagnostic test
results and high school records,

and collected samples of

students' college work.
Witt and Mawhinney made referrals to outside agencies
when

ongoing assessment

and

evaluation revealed that the

students were making little or no progress at

occ.

Thus, they

had to maintain files on community facilities regarding employment or training and maintain contacts with agency personnel.

Although the referral function proved time consuming,

they pointed out the two benefits to

occ.

First, discontinu-

uation of enrollment prevented a drain on ASSIST resources
when the students were unable to succeed. 51

Second, because

of Oakton's open enrollment policy, they said that:
redirection of students is an issue that must be handled
with sensitivity.
students and parents often have
unrealistic expectations for student achievement and
unrealistic perceptions of the demands of occ curricula.
It there is any reasonable possibility that such a student
could function at Oakton, the student is not discouraged
from enrolling.
The student may in fact derive some
benefit from being at Oakton even though academic progress
is minimal. The student may need to try college just to
find out whether or not it is appropriate. . . . When it
has been mutually determined that Oakton is not a viable
educational option, a service can still be provided to the
student
by
helping
him
or
her
locate
other
vocational/educational services. 52
This stronger,

clearly worded statement of intent mirrored

51

Ibid., 5-8.

52

Ibid., 8.
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ASSIST's longstanding concern for the academically underprepared.

Eventually, the need for an Oakton-sponsored spe-

cial education vocational program became more and more pressing as the enrollment figures on disabled students increased.
over time the college created such programs.
ASSIST found a new member and advocate when Oakton hired
a special needs coordinator funded through the Illinois State
Board of Education's Department of Adult,

Vocational,

and

Technical Education for the period from 1 July 1983 through 30
June 1984 as a temporary, half-time position (see Chapter II).
The person carried the responsibility for the delivery of
appropriate

instructional

support

and

student

development

services to vocational students with special needs (disadvantaged,

handicapped,

and limited English proficiency).

The

director of student development services and the director of
instructional support services directly supervised the coordinator.

The job called for a master's degree in counseling

and guidance, education, or related field plus two years of
experience in the postsecondary setting and preferably some
experience in vocational counseling or special education. 53
Margaret Roe, Oakton's first DAVTE coordinator, immediately communicated with ASSIST, vocational faculty, and
vocational

counselors

to

explain

her

services.

For

the

academically disadvantaged (see Chapter II), students whose
53 oakton

Community College, "Classification Title: DAVTE
Special Needs Coordinator," (Des Plaines: 1983-1984 ASSIST
files, occ learning lab), 1, typewritten.
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reading, writing, or math deficiencies interfered with their
functioning in vocational classes could be referred to her for
determination of appropriate support services--basic skills
assessment, tutoring, CAI, or developmental classes in math or
communications.

The

handicapped,

including

those

with

specific learning disabilities were to be referred directly to
ASSIST.

A committee member could, in turn, refer one of the

handicapped students to her for special instructional support
such as mobility assistance,

adaptive equipment,

taped or

Braille texts, and special test conditions. 54
ASSIST grew in size and clarity of purpose as the numbers served increased.

During the 1983-1984 year, Lyn Ward

screened sixteen LO students and thirty-four students received
tutoring from the basic skills/LO tutors.

ASSIST expected the

eighty-five LO students that year to communicate their needs
for instructional modification directly to their own instructors.

AN ASSIST member could serve as liaison if necessary.

The dramatic increase in the number of LO students seeking
help from the 1981 and 1982 years is reflected in table 7.

54

Margaret Roe,
"Memo-Subject:
DAVTE Special Needs
Coordinator," to vocational coordinators and counselors,
14 September 1983; (Des Plaines: 1983-1984 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab), 1-2, typewritten.
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TABLE 7
DISABLED STUDENTS ON ASSIST LISTS: 1983 AND 1984
FISCAL YEAR 1983

FISCAL YEAR 1984

NUMBER
SERVED

NUMBER
SERVED

PERCENT

PERCENT

HANDICAPPING CONDITION
Mentally Retarded

10

20.4

14

10.8

1

.7

Hard-of-Hearing

0

Deaf

2

Speech Impaired

0

0

Visually Impaired

1

6

4.6

Seriously emotionally
disturbed

0

3

2.2

20.4

17

13.1

2.0

3

2.2

Orthopedically impaired 10

4.0

0

Other health impaired

1

Deaf-Blind

0

0

Multi-handicapped

0

0

Specific learning
disability

25

85

49

129

Totals:

65.8

Source: Kaye Bentley, ICCB Program Review, Oakton Community
College-Fiscal Year 1984, Instructional Support Services,
ASSIST (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College, 1984), 1.
The year 1985-1986 marked another high point in ASSIST' s
work.

Kathy Knoll, the new DAVTE special needs coordinator,

reported to ASSIST that Oakton's President Ten Hoeve requested
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five-year plans for servicing special students.ss
on 15 November 1985 to the board of trustees,

In a memo
the college

president emphasized his concern for school-wide, long range
planning and communication when he stated that:
to instill greater accountability and to improve better
internal communication, all instructional programs and
departments are now submitting monthly reports.
Although lengthy, it does provide insight as to much of
what is being accomplished at the hear of our mission and
academic endeavors. It is important that all those in
administrative and governance decision-making roles be
acquainted with the total programming picture.s 6
ASSIST forged ahead in its usual fashion to tighten and elaborate upon its own procedures, policies, and services.
The committee regularly discussed at its weekly meetings the possibilities of expanding the vocational component
to include ASSIST's large LD population. It planned to approach faculty in the vocational-technical areas to inquire
about job potential in child care or hotel-motel for low-skill
workers.

The dean's council,

administration,

reportedly

the

had

faculty
supported

liaison to the
placement

of

handicapped students in vocational courses, in compliance with

ssKathy Knoll, DAVTE special needs coordinator, "Memo-Re:
17 January 1985 ASSIST meeting," to ASSIST, 22 January 1985;
(Des Plaines: 1984-1985 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
s6 President Ten Hoeve,
"Memo-Subject:
Miscellaneous
Information Items," to Oakton Board of Trustees, 15 November
1985; addendum to Oakton Community College Board of Trustees
Agenda and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President),
vol. 13, 19 November 1985, typewritten.
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mandates (see Chapter I) • 57

section 504

At the 6 November

1985 meeting of the Disabled student Services Consortium (see
chapter II), Susan Suter, director of the Illinois Department
of Rehabilitation Services (DORS) , reported that Oakton would
be getting a DORS counselor two days per week to serve as
liaison for DORS clients on campus. 58
The 1985-1986 report from the director of instructional
support services reflected the year's flurry of activity.

out

of the 127 identified ASSIST students enrolled at Oakton,
seventy-five received counseling, tutoring, special testing,
or some other service. Seven basic skills/LO tutors worked an
average of fifty-eight hours weekly with forty-eight students.
The college established an ASSIST off ice within the learning
lab area; the special needs coordinator, ASSIST counselors, or
learning lab manager manned that new off ice for twenty hours
per week.

Counselors spent an average of twelve to sixteen

hours per week working with fifteen to twenty ASSIST students.
The special needs coordinator averaged seventeen hours with
twenty-two individuals,

and the learning lab manager spent

about eight hours weekly helping eleven persons.
planned

a

summer

program

to

coordinate

ASSIST

advisement,

57ASSIST,

Minutes of 3 October 1985 ASSIST Meeting," (Des
Plaines: ASSIST 1985-1986 files, occ learning lab), 1, typewritten.
58

ASSIST' Minutes of 14 November 1985 ASSIST Meeting'"
(Des Plaines: 1985-1986 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
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registration, orientation, tutoring, and mini-courses on study
skills.
They

also

solicited

faculty

evaluations

of

ASSIST

services, upgraded basic forms, sponsored a workshop on career
choices for special needs students, and wrote a proposal to
the college's committee on standards of academic progress recommending that developmental students not be permitted to
repeat courses more than once.

.ASSIST added two of its own

goals to the college-wide committee on strategic planning: (1)
properly preparing students for exiting ASSIST by developing
time management,
processor;

and

compensatory skills,
(2)

providing

specific

and use of the word
career guidance

in

knowledge of interviewing techniques and resume writing. 59
Last,
faculty.

ASSIST

publicized

its

services

to

the

entire

Trained ASSIST tutors, most of whom were learning

disabilities teachers, and learning lab personnel recommended
certain accommodations based on documented handicapping conditions.

The four testing modifications were: (1) reading aloud

the exam to the identified student in a learning lab tutoring
room; (2) test monitoring by a staff member who supervised the
extended time in the lab or test center; (3) retyping the instructor's exam into large print; and (4) recording all test
responses from student dictation.

The staff emphasized that

test content and format was always under the individual
59

ASSIST, "Minutes of 2 4 February 198 6 ASSIST Meeting, "
(Des Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
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instructor's
required

control,

accommodating

keeping

in

students•

mind

that

Section

handicapping

504

conditions

without compromising course objectives. 60
In the following spring term of 1987, ASSIST issued its
revised philosophy and procedures.

With a constant eye on le-

gal implications of services rendered, ASSIST stated that the
committee believes that disabled students should receive
services which allow them access to academics, vocational,
and social success.
These services represent Oakton
Community College's efforts to comply with the United
States Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504. Qualified
physically disabled and learning disabled students may
require specific forms of support and modification. . .
within the mainstream community college environment.
Disabled students who feel that they will require such
support are responsible
for contacting an ASSIST
representative to arrange their individual service
plans. 61
First, the statement reiterated ASSIST's longstanding goal to
provide support services necessary for gualified disabled
students to function in a college setting within the guidelines

of

federal

mandates.

Oakton

had

resolved

the

politically and academically sensitive issue of what criteria
to apply to course enrollment by students below college-level
functioning within the context of the open-door philosophy.
Second,

the

committee

placed

primary

responsibility

for

services in the hands of the service recipient--the adult
60

ASSIST, "Memo-Subject: Information sheets about ASSIST
students in your classes," to faculty, 2 September 1986; (Des
Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
61

ASSIST, "Minutes of the 2 April 1987 ASSIST Meeting,"
(Des Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, O~C learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
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learner who must advocate for himself or herself in the same
way the real world expects independence and self-direction.
Fulfilling legal mandates,

providing quality services,

and

developing independent learners had always been the college's
perennial thrusts . 62
ASSIST reiterated its already thorough, consistent proThe committee based eligibility upon valid high

cedures.

school case study evaluations or diagnostic documents generated by the ASSIST faculty which placed students in a stateapproved

special

education

category.

At

the

initial

interview, ASSIST faculty completed the standard form which
was to be signed by the student and ASSIST member.

The form

described the tutoring and additional services to be provided.
students needed course approval every semester signed by both
themselves and an ASSIST member to indicate appropriate course
selections.

Most importantly, ASSIST would not provide

tutoring to individuals who chose courses other than those
approved. 63

The group continued to fine tune

its written

guidelines into 1988, and it sent the final document to Trudy
Bers, director of institutional research, curriculum, and

Blankenburg, occ coordinator of instructional
support services, and Paula Griswold, OCC special needs coordinator, transcript of interview by author, Des Plaines, Illinois, 9 August 1988, 4-14.
62Juele

6311 Minutes

of 2 April 1987 ASSIST Meeting' II 1-2.
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strategic planning, for comments and suggestions.M
Oakton's learning disabled students drew more and more
attention, time, and effort from ASSIST.

Since 1980-1981 when

ASSIST reconfigured from the instructional support services in
the reading,

writing,

and math labs;

efforts to

accommodate the learning disabled emerged.
materialized,

ASSIST

formally

As student needs

faculty created solutions to address

those. As Juele Blankenburg observed (a lab staffer from the
Morton Grove campus who rose through the ranks to the key
position as coordinator of instructional support services),
student needs as they arose stimulated the ASSIST activity and
influenced its direction.~
Oakton came full circle from the early 1970s when it was
carving out its school philosophy and objectives to the mid1980s

with

ASSIST' s

its

well-defined

persistence

special

created the

education

conditions

for

services.
the

long

sought vocational program that would train the segment of
Oakton•s disabled students who were not succeeding in the precollege level courses.

What follows is a description of the

food service job training program and the Open Door program
that answered the call.

MASSIST, "Minutes of 4 May 1988 ASSIST Meeting," (Des
Plaines: 1987-1988 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1, typewritten.
65

Blankenburg and Griswold,
author, 2.

transcript of interview by
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Oakton's Food Service Program
The college had to address the perennial question of
open enrollment versus open registration for its special education students.

The need for viable vocational alternatives

for some of OCC's special needs students had become all too
apparent since ASSIST's inception.

At the 19 October 1982

meeting of the Oakton Board of Trustees,

the director of

instructional support services stated that "the biggest unmet
need of the developmentally delayed group is job training--a
non-credit form of vocational education that would not result
in

A.A. s.

an

degree

or

certification. 1166

Director

Kaye

Bentley took the initiative to research the possibilities of
just such a program.
On 26 October 1982 she met with Becky McMahon, coordinator of the

food

service program at Tri ton College.

She

learned that Triton's non-credit job training program was
geared for twenty educable mentally retarded and severely
learning disabled students.

CETA (see Chapter I) funded three

faculty salaries and student stipends

of. $3. 35 per hour.

During its seven years of operation, the program successfully
placed 90 percent of its graduates.
funding with Liz Borowitz,

Bentley pursued OCC

Oakton's assistant director of

development/community relations.

They submitted a

funding

proposal to the Private Industry Council (see Chapter I) by

66

0akton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes, 19 October 1982, 1948.
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their 17 November deadline in the hope of starting a pilot
program for as many as ten Oakton students in January 1983.
Bentley and Borowitz had already secured an oral commitment
from Holy Family Hospital to open the institution's kitchen
and cafeteria as the training site.
Bentley intended to set up Oakton's program with key
differences.
faculty.

First, she did not intend to staff it with

Second,

Oakton

students

would

enrolled in developmental credit classes.

be

occ

concurrently

Third, she planned

to enroll students with higher potential and develop higher
·level skills.

The director of support services made the poli-

tically astute move to involve every high ranking college officer and faculty member, including Oakton President William
Koehnline, as an internal advisory group. 67
Oakton's written proposal to the Suburban Cook County
Private Industry Council (PIC) presented the details of the
plan.

The college explained that a growing number of special

education high school graduates in northern Cook County were
choosing to continue their education at Oakton.

ace

proposed

to conduct an innovative non-credit training program to prepare the severely learning disabled for unsubsidized employment in the food industry.

It intended to operate on an

open-entry, open-exit basis so that fifteen students would be
67Kaye

Bentley, "Memo-Subject: Developments in food
service job training for students with educational disabilities," to OCC officers and faculty members, 5 November 1982;
(Des Plaines: 1981-1982 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1-2,
typewritten.
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trained between 1 January 1983 and 30 September 1983.

After

two weeks of orientation and job readiness conducted by OCC
staff and hospital consultants,

the job coach would begin

instruction.
The ASSIST staff would serve as the primary referral
source.

The coordinator of Oakton•s hotel/motel program was

going to establish the required project advisory committee
consisting of representatives from the district's food service
operations.

The projected cost totaled $75,000.

Expenditures

included $25,728 for student stipends for the time investment
of six hours per day,

five days a week,

for eight months.

staff salaries represented $30,000 to support one full-time
person, one part-time person, and 10 percent of the time of
Oakton' s

director of instructional support services.

The

college contributed the time of its three ASSIST members,
secretarial support, and the faculty advisory committee.

Holy

Family Hospital planned to contribute the time of its food
service manager and its kitchen as the training site.~
CETA and JTPA (see Chapter I)

funding allowed

occ to

offer three sixteen to eighteen-week training cycles during
the 1983-1984 year on an experimental basis.

Oakton taught

the students basic skills and job-related skills at the Des
Plaines campus.

The completion rate averaged 90 percent for

the three training groups.

Due to the success of the

~Oakton Community College, "Proposal to the Suburban Cook
County PIC," (Des Plaines: 1982-1983 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab), 1-3.
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first-year program, Oakton considered offering training for
institutional day care aide to the same student population the
following year. 69 Table

8

shows budget allocations

through

June 1984.
TABLE 8
OAKTON BUDGET ALLOCATIONS: 1983-1984 FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM

# OF STUDENTS

AMOUNT

SOURCE

10

$39,783.16

CETA

cycle II (1 October 19839 March 1984)

10

31,194.72

JTPA

cycle III (12 March 198430 June 1984)

10

51,166.64

JTPA

TRAINING COSTS
Cycle I (1 March 198331 August 1983)

Total Fiscal Year 1984 Costs: $122,144.52
Unit Cost per Student: $4,071.48
Source: Kaye Bentley, ICCB Program Review, Instructional
Support, ASSIST (Des Plaines: 1983-1984 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab, 1984), 4.
At 19 April 1983 meeting of the Oakton Board of Trustees, the
college president personally thanked Kaye Bentley for her efforts

in

proposal.

working

with

the

grant

officer

to

submit

the

It also required no matching funds from occ.ro

By the spring of 1985 Oakton' s
earned national recognition.

food service program

College President Ten Hoeve

69

Kaye Bentley, ICCB Program Review, Instructional Support
Services, ASSIST (Des Plaines: Oakton Community College,
1984), 2, 7.
70oakton

Community Colleqe Board of Trustees Aqenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 2,
19 April 1983, 11.
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notified the board of trustees that it had won the education
secretary's award for outstanding vocational programs under
the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Vocational and
Adult Education. 71
Oakton

continued

successfully

to

tap

Job

Training

Partnership Act dollars in larger and larger amounts.
federal

grants

came

community College

through

Board's

the

PIC

by way

of

Those

Illinois

expenditure under the

aegis

of

JTPA's Comprehensive Adult Employment Development provision
called the 8 percent set aside funds (see Chapter I).

For the

period from 1 July 1984 through 30 September 1984,

it had

$29,889.20 for the food service training.n

PIC/JTPA awarded

the college $50,000 for 1 October 1984 through 30 June 1985 to
train twenty students. 73
through 30 June 1986,

For the period from 1 July 1985

Oakton used $73, ooo to support the

training of twenty-four students. 74
term,

nineteen

secured

unsubsidized

During the
jobs.

The

1986-1986
program

71

President Ten Hoeve, "Memo to Oakton Board of Trustees,"
21 May 1985, in Oakton Community College Board of Trustees
Agenda and Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of OCC President),
vol. 10, 21 May 1985, 1, typewritten.
noakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 6,
14 August 1984, 7.
73oakton

Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of OCC President), vol. 7,
28 August 1984, 1.
~Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 10,
18 June 1985, 12.
·
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received recognition by the Illinois Council on Vocational
Educational for its exceptional contribution in the field.~
In the next year, however, the dollar award dropped to $67,266
to cover twenty-four during the 1 July 1986 through 30 June
1987 term. 76

The program continued through the year 1988,

but it started to have difficulty finding a sufficient number
of students to enroll.

Oakton anticipated that it would be

phased out the next year.n

While the food service program

operated, ASSIST planned to begin another vocational training
program for the more capable learning disabled student--Open
Door.
Oakton's Open Door Program
In the fall of 1985, ASSIST took the preliminary steps
toward implementing a much needed vocational program for the
higher functioning learning disabled students who still could
not handle the demands of the traditional Oakton vocational
courses with their highly technical
expectations of strong motor skills.

texts

and with their

The director of

~Phyllis Deutsch,
director of instructional support
services, "Memo-Subject: What Do They Do Over There in
Instructional Support Services?" to occ president, vice presidents, deans, director of research, director of registration
and records,and ASSIST committee; 10 November 1986; (Des
Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab) , 6-7,
typewritten.
76

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Aqenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 16, 17
June 1986, 11.
nLyn Ward Page, transcript of interview with author, 11.
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instructional support services and a key ASSIST member, Lyn
ward, brainstormed a rough draft for a PIC proposal.n
Their

efforts

paid

off.

The

Cook

County

Private

Industry Council (PIC) approved a $22,442 grant to fund the
start up of the Open Door program in early 1986. 79

ASSIST

wanted to hire a full-time project coordinator/job developer
to teach the vocational skills and a part-time instructor/
counselor to teach the basic English and math courses. 80
February

ASSIST

had

found

a

coordinator

and

had

By

written

guidelines. Participants had to have at least a fifth to sixth
grade reading level, be twenty-one years of age or under, and
be free of social or emotional issues that would interfere
with employment.

Students were to earn money during the job

training portion, but not for the classroom component. Most
jobs were in the clerical field.

ASSIST planned to begin the

program as soon as students were identified and facilities
were secured. 81
On 31 March 1986 Open Door began with ten students.

The

nLyn Ward Page, transcript of interview with author, 1112.
79

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Aoenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 14,
25 February 1986, 7.
80

Phyllis Deutsch, director of instructional support
services, "Memo to ASSIST Committee," 21 January 1986, (Des
Plaines: 1985-1986 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1, typewritten.
81

ASSIST, "Minutes of 24 February 1986 ASSIST Meeting, 11
(Des Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
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program fell into three fifteen-week cycles. 82

By June all

ten had secured jobs and five had been offered permanent
employment

with

benefits. 83

In

late

summer

Open

Door

received $26,466 from the Illinois State Board of Education
(ISBE)

for

the

period

of

1

August

1986

through

30 June

1987.M

PIC had discontinued funding after only five months,

but OCC continued the program with the ISBE grant and in-house
funds. 85

By the fall of 1986 ASSIST decided to revise its

new grant proposal to include extensive counseling prior to
and during the training period.
funding,

because

no

They were in danger of losing

students had

secured employment

that

fall. 86
Open Door survived the pangs of birth.
Open Door for the succeeding 1988 year. 87

PIC again funded
With the success

of the basic skills instructional component, Oakton no longer

82

ASSIST, "Minutes of 31 March 1986 ASSIST Meeting," (Des
Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
83

ASSIST, "Minutes of 12 June 1986 ASSIST Meeting," (Des
Plaines: 1985-1986 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
Moakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 16,
12 August 1986, 3.
85

Phyllis Deutsch, "Memo of 10 November 1986," 8.

86

ASSIST, "Minutes of 13 November 1986 ASSIST Meeting,"
(Des Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
87

Juele Blankenburg and Paula Griswold,
interview by author, 4.

transcript of
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bad to offer the specially designed tandem course of reading
and writing (COM 20).

The creation of two viable vocational

training programs for the lowest functioning learning disabled
students had eliminated the need for classroom instruction in
elementary reading comprehension and sentence writing.M
Oakton used other funding sources to support creatively
other aspects of its services to the handicapped.
tapped both state and federal
dollars to maintain services.

staff

sources to supplement local
What follows next is a sketch

of that financial pattern.
Oakton's Funding Pattern over a Fifteen-Year Period
The college sought use of four basic dollar sources-Washington D.C.'s JTPA (already described in detail), ICCB's
disadvantaged student grants (DSG), the federal government's
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (see Chapter I) , and
the Illinois State Board of Education's Department of Adult,
Vocational, and Technical Education (DAVTE).

Under certain

circumstances, Oakton used matching in-house funds to supplement government soft monies.
In spring of 1978 Oakton undertook a major two-fold
project:

(1) to assess the kinds and number of postsecondary

occupational

training

programs

already

being

provided

to

District 535 disadvantaged and handicapped population; and
(2)

to determine the college's capacity to meet any unmet

MLyn Ward Page, transcript of interview by author, 7.
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training needs.
Title

VI

CETA

The college intended to use the $144, 303
grant

to

fund

twenty-seven

positions

in

curriculum and instruction, student development services, and
business and accounting to complete the assessment.

In so

doing, Oakton hoped to produce a plan for uniting the efforts
of local educational institutions and agencies and to develop
its

own

model

program

in

postsecondary

occupational

training. 89
Oakton used DSG money to staff the basic studies program
in its formative years during the 1970s.

For instance,

in

1974 the administration used $5500 to fund a one-semester
teaching position for two ESL classes, communications courses,
and developmental reading;
learning lab. 90

in addition to assisting in the

On 31 October 1977 the college filed

an

application for $35,595 DSG dollars to be matched by the same
amount

of

in-house

diagnostic

appraisal

hard monies.
program

It

which

aimed

would

to

set

include

up

a

formal

testing as well as academic and personal counseling for basic
studies students.

The allocation covered the salaries of the

coordinators of the reading lab, writing lab, and communications department; one learning lab specialist in the field of
specific

learning disabilities;

learning

lab

supervisors,

89

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 52,
21 March 1978, 364, 506-508.
90

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 34,
22 January 1974, 41, 136.
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assistants,

tutors,

and clerical help;

and consultants in

remedial reading, writing, math, and learning dis~bilities. 91
At the 26 April 1978 board of trustees meeting, one member
quite interestingly requested that the education committee
determine how the grant related to existing services for the
learning disabled students.~
In succeeding years, DSG awards steadily increased.

For

example, Oakton received $65,500 for fiscal year 1982 specifically targeted for the ESL, educationally handicapped,

and

physically handicapped according to the college president's
recommendations.~

This spoke to the growing visibility of

the special needs students on campus.

By 1986 DSG awards had

jumped to $119,222 targeted for tutoring and support services
for regular and disabled students. 94
occ first became involved with DAVTE in 1976 to improve
identification of the handicapped and disadvantaged in the
district.
DAVTE

It devised a four-step plan:

publications

to

define

the

(1)

to follow the

population

and

then

91

oakton community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 51,
15 November 1977, 1924, 2057-2067.
92

0akton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 52,
26 April 1978, 619.
~Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 61,
18 November 1980, 2143, 2309.
~Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 17,
12 August 1986, 11.
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disseminate

that

information

coordinators,

student

officers;

(2)

to

personnel

to

to

development

Oakton

staff,

and

vocational.
admissions

form an ad hoc committee of appropriate

develop

in-house

procedures

for

identifying

already enrolled students in the categories; (3) to develop a
method of reporting those students to DAVTE for additional
reimbursement; and (4) to review with the college's cabinet
the procedures for assessing to what degree the handicapped
need

special

grams. 95

programs

or

modification

of

existing

pro-

At the 14 December 197 6 meeting of the board of

trustees, the administration reported that all steps had been
completed. 96
In the fall of 1981 Oakton took on the major task of educating district employers and faculty on the subject of Section 504 responsibilities.

Kaye Bentley initiated the idea of

a quality assistance plan with Harvey Irlen, vice president
for curriculum and instruction, who acknowledged the need for
such a plan. 97

On 17 November 1981 the board of trustees

voted unanimously to accept the four thousand dollar DAVTE

~Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of OCC President), vol. 46,
21 September 1976, 1876.
96

0akton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of OCC President), vol. 47,
14 December 1976, 2354-2360.

s. Irlen, occ vice president for curriculum and
instruction, "Memo-Subject: Quality Assistance Plan," to Kaye
Bentley, 12 November 1981; (Des Plaines: 1981-1982 ASSIST
files, OCC learning lab), 1, typewritten·.
97Harvey
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award for a workshop and follow-up activities for the period
of 1 January 1982 to 30 June 1982.

The project required no

matching funds on the part of the college. 98
The DAVTE project consisted of two parts.

First, Oakton

acknowledged the existing frustrations amongst faculty members
who had to work with the special needs vocational students.
By sponsoring a workshop aimed at faculty and area employers,
the college hoped to clarify to the targeted service providers
their legal obligations under federal law.

Second, occ hoped

to elicit the cooperation of the concerned parties in reviewing curriculum and current employment policies and making
necessary changes to meet the needs of the special education
students at Oakton.w
In summer 1983 the board of trustees approved acceptance
·of a DAVTE grant in the amount of $18,600 to fund instructional support services for the handicapped, disadvantaged, or
limited English proficient.

At the 30 August 1983 board

meeting, Dr. Irlen explained that the grant funded current
activities.

The college opted to hire a special needs

~Oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agenda and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 65,
17 November 1981, 2175.

Woakton Community College, "Application for Vocational
Education Quality Assistance Plan of 28 October 1981," (Des
Plaines: 1981-1982 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1-7, typewritten.
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coordinator for the first time. 100
Oakton's longstanding concern for the education of the
handicapped was rooted in the faculty's professionalism and
expertise in the field of special education.

Its professional

ties with colleagues in the same area of postsecondary education reflected the college's leadership.

What follows is a

brief discussion of those professional ties within the metropolitan Chicago Disabled Student Services Consortium and occ' s
participation in Northern Illinois University's Project NIPEP
(see Chapter II) .
Oakton's Place within DSSC and NIPEP
The Disabled student Services Consortium (DSSC) in the
metropolitan Chicago area functioned as a formalized vehicle
of communication among member community colleges that serve
handicapped

individuals

charter member

of

DSSC

(see
in

Chapter
1984. 101

II).

Oakton was

Representatives

a

from

ASSIST continued the college's involvement by attending and
hosting the regular meetings. 102
needs coordinator,

Paula Griswold,

In 1988 Oakton' s

special

assumed the position of

100

oakton Community College Board of Trustees Agendas and
Minutes (Des Plaines: Office of occ President), vol. 3,
30 August 1983, 6.
101

Dr. William Kelley, associate director of Illinois
Board of Higher Education, IBHE file, 1984 surveys from
Illinois community college administrators to Disabled Student
Services Consortium.
102

ASSIST, 1985-1988 ASSIST files of regular meetings,
(Des Plaines: ASSIST files, occ learning lab).
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ossc

chairperson. 103

Since

the

special

needs

coordinator

served on ASSIST, the new officer's role strengthened the ties
between DSSC and Oakton and placed ASSIST in the forefront of
ossc activity.
Through DSSC

forum

in 1985 and 1986,

Oakton stayed

abreast of two important regional issues affecting the interests of disabled student services at the community college
level.
services

First,

the

(see DORS,

community colleges.

Illinois

Department

Chapter II)

of Rehabilitation

had clients who attended

Since DORS services and community college

efforts on behalf of disabled individuals overlapped or cornplirnented each other's activities, DSSC set up meetings with
DORS administrators to share information about state policy.
At the 17 September 1986 DSSC session,
representative

from

state

office

in

Steve Dolan,

Springfield,

DORS

brought

information about the new DORS management system aimed to
enhance

services.

He

noted

that

the

federal

government

awarded DORS a three-year grant to train its counselors in
learning disabilities and hoped to improve C.ommunication with
the colleges. 104
Oakton,

103

the

At the November 1986

DORS

program

ossc meeting held at

administrator,

Bonnie

Juele Blankenburg and Paula Griswold,
interview by author, 11.
104

Gladden,

transcript of

cheryl Bailey, DSSC secretary, "Minutes of 17 September
1986 DSSC Meeting," (Des Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, OCC
learning lab), 2-3, typewritten.
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fielded
me nt •

questions

about

LD

services

through

the

depart-

105

Second, the Northern Illinois Postsecondary Education
project (see NIPEP, Chapter II) offered its team as a resource
as it worked to develop a regional system of comprehensive
services for postsecondary students with learning disabiliIts objective was to operate through the campus of

ties.

Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, Illinois, and selected
conununity colleges in northern Illinois's DSSC.

Hence, NIPEP

contacted Oakton as a longstanding DSSC member.
Dr. William Bursuck and Dr. Ernest Rose, NIPEP coordinators, presented their project proposal before DSSC at its 16
July 1986 meeting at the College of DuPage.

Because Oakton's

President's Council did not feel the college should apply to
be a NIPEP site, Oakton did not actively pursue involvement in
the project.

ASSIST felt, however, that it could benefit from

NIPEP's input for faculty in-service, eligibility criteria for
accessing

services,

and

evaluation

of

program

service. 106

Oakton knew that NIPEP resources were available, but it did
not feel the need to call upon NIPEP since it deemed Oakton
disabled student services to be well developed and well run.
A project coordinator visited Oakton twice during 1987, once

105

ASSIST, Minutes of 30 October 198 6 ASSIST meeting, (Des
Plaines: 1986-1987 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1,
typewritten.
106

ASSIST, "Minutes of 24 July 1986 ASSIST Meeting," (Des
Plaines: 1985-1986 ASSIST files, occ learning lab), 1, typewritten.
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upon Oakton' s request and once at NI PEP' s discretion. 107
Oakton Community College had worked diligently over a
twenty-year period to create a postsecondary institution of
excellence while serving the varied needs of its district
residents.

A skeleton

learning lab

staff met

its

first

disabled student--a blind individual--at the Morton Grove site
in 1977.

By 1981 when ASSIST emerged as the main advocate of

appropriate special education services, the learning disabled
made up the largest category of handicapping conditions.

By

1988 as ASSIST continued to streamline and refine its excel-

lent service delivery, the learning disabled comprised as high
as 85 percent of its two hundred clientele. 1 ~
Next, is a comparative analysis of the long established
disabled student services at Triton College, William Rainey
Harper

College,

and

Oakton

Community

College.

What

is

revealed are the clear similarities as well as the distinct
differences in their patterns of development.

107

Juele Blankenburg and Paula Griswold,
interview by author, 12.
108

Ibid. , 1, 7 .

transcript of

CHAPTER VI
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LD SERVICES AT TRITON COLLEGE,
HARPER COLLEGE, AND OAKTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The recognized needs of the learning disabled adult
influence

the

structure

postsecondary setting.

of

support

services

in

the

Both the profile of the adult student

and the unique characteristics of learning disabilities define
the content of those services.

The needs of the adult learner

must be superimposed upon the needs of the LD individual to
create the essential amalgam conducive to academic success.
The learning disabled person at the community college is not
simply an older LO pupil.

This assumption sets the framework

within which the following comparative analysis was made.
For purposes of comparing the LO services at the three
campuses described previously in case studies (see Chapters
III, IV, and V), this writer used a paradigm based on three
components:

(1) the ideas of Malcolm Knowles, an acknowledged

expert and widely read source on adult education in America; 1
1

Malcolm Knowles, Ph.D., in his fifty-year career served
as director of adult education at YMCAs in Boston, Detroit,
and Chicago; executive director of the Adult Education
Association of the USA; professor emeritus of adult and
continuing college at North Carolina State University;
professor of education at Boston University; and a member of
the Task Force on Lifelong Education of UNESCO Institute for
275
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(2)

a description of the characteristics and needs of the

iearning disabled adult; and (3) common components of support
services for the LD adult in the postsecondary setting based
on the

experiences

of Susan Vogel,

a

local

educator and

recognized leader in the emerging field of adult learning
disabilities. 2
Knowles's Theory of the Adult Learner
In Dr. Knowles's mind, the successful adult educator had
to comprehend the difference between pedagogy and andragogy.
The derivation of the former term centered on the Greek word,
paid,

meaning

"child,"

and

agogus,

meaning

"leader

of."

Literally then, pedagogy meant the art and science of teaching
To Knowles the use the term pedagogy of adult

children.

education created a contradiction in terms.
To

eliminate

the

confusion,

Knowles

popularized

in

America the word andragogy (which was used as early as 1833 in
Germany

and

has

been

used

widely

since

the

1970s

in

Education. His lifelong focus has been the theory and practice
of adult education. Malcolm s. Knowles and Associates,
Andragogy in Action (San Francisco: Jossey Bass Publishers,
1984), xxiii-xxiv.
2susan

A. Vogel received her MA degree from Harvard
University in 1962 and her Ph.D. in communication disorders
from Northwestern University in 1972. Dr. Vogel chaired the
Department of Education at Barat College from 1972-1979 when
she established and directed a college degree program for
learning disabled adults. She is a widely read author and
contributor to the professional literature. Currently Dr.
Vogel serves as contributing editor for the Journal of
Learning Disabilities. Susan A. Vogel, "On Developing LD
College Programs," Journal of Learning Disabilities 15 (November 1982): 528.
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Yugoslavia, France, and Holland).

The stem of the Greek word

aner meant "man" as distinguished from "boy. 113
therefore,

became

the

art

and

science

of

Andragogy,

helping

adults

learn. 4
Knowles included five components in his andragogical
model.

First, the adult learner was self-directing.

All too

often, however, when the adult returned to the formal educational

setting,

the

individual

reverted

to

the

childhood

conditioning as a dependent learner demanding the direction of
the authoritative figure, the teacher.
to

guard

against

this

The adult educator had

regressive behavior and

vigilantly

promote self-direction.
Second, the adult entered the educational activity with
a greater volume and a different quality of experience from
childhood happenings.

Consequently adults served as wonderful

resources to one another for a variety of learning activities.
Since adult experiences stood at the root of each person's
self-identity, the adult educator who ignored the store of
adult experiences brought to the learning setting in effect
rejected
principle

the
was

adult

learners.

especially

In

Knowles's

important

in

view,

this

working

with

undereducated adults who had little to sustain their dignity

3Malcolm Knowles, The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species
(Houston: Gulf Publishing Co., 1978), 53-54.
4Malcolm

s. Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult
Education-Andragogy Versus Pedagogy (New York: Association
Press, 1970), 38.
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other than their experiences.
Third,

the andragogical model assumed that the adult

became ready to learn when the person experienced a need to
know or do something in order to perform more effectively in
life.
wait

He acknowledged the idea that the educator need not
until

the

adult

experienced

a

trigger.

The

adult

instructor could induce the motivation by creating situations
in which the student had to perceive the gap between his/her
own current status and desired status.
Next, the adult learner brought to the educational activity a life-centered, task-centered orientation to learning.
This highlighted the need for developing curricula relevant to
the adult world.
Finally,

Knowles

assumed

that

the

most

significant

motivation to learn centered on internal rewards such as selfesteem, recognition, and improved self-confidence.
nized

the

effectiveness

of

external

motivators

He recogsuch

as

increased salary or a better job, too. 5
What impact did this andragogical model have upon the
mission of the adult educator then? Knowles explained that the
needs and goals of the individual adult, the institution, and
society in general defined that objective.

The instructor had

the obligation to help the individual develop the attitude
that learning was a self-directed, lifelong process.

He fully

s. Knowles, Andragogy in Action (San Francisco:
Jessey-Bass Publishers, 1984), 9-12.
5Malcolm
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recognized that the institution of higher learning developed
its own idea of how its students should develop and what it
should be about in the academic world.

Of course, Knowles

realistically noted the role of the school in perpetuating the
society' s

values

and

in meeting the

economic,

political,

cultural, technological, and theological needs of the wider
community.

The institutional and societal goals and needs

certainly tempered the independence of the self-directed adult
learner! 6
What follows is a description of the characteristics and
needs of the LO adult within the context of Knowles's theory
of learning.

This framework lays the groundwork for the final

discussion of components of support services at the community
college level.
The Characteristics and Needs of the Learning Disabled Adult
Studies completed in the last twenty years revealed that
the LO adult carries

into the college setting lingering,

pervasive

educational

deficits

developed

social

characteristics

skills.
herein

One

briefly

as

well

must

as

insufficiently

highlight

described

that

present

the

only

a

general picture from the limited research available on the
relatively new phenomenon--the learning disabled adult
higher education.

in

Each LO individual brings to the academic

6Malcolm Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education
From Pedagogy to Andragogy (Chicago: Follett Publishing co.,
1980), 27-36.
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setting his or her own unique learning profile with as wide a
range of ability as within the regular population.
Observations and conclusions noted that deficits
verbal skills persisted.

in

The LD adults studied in 1973, 1976,

1979, and 1980 had difficulty skimming articles to identify
main ideas, demonstrated inadequate mastery of phonics, and
exhibited

disorders

of

written

comprehension.

Rapid

notetaking and maintaining legibility of written output during
timed essay tests proved difficult. 7
at

the

Learning

Disabilities

Of the young adults seen
Center

at

Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois as of the year 1980, 80 to 90
percent had some type of written language disorder.
prevalent

problems

appeared

in

handwriting,

The most

syntax,

idea

formulation, and spelling. 8
A 1982

Blalock study concluded that subtle auditory

language problems appeared to continue into adulthood.

While

the problems were not readily apparent in the eighty persons

7

J. Blalock, "Persistent problems and concerns of young
adults with learning disabilities." 1980 paper presentation.
The Association for Children with Learning Disabilities,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; B. Cordoni, "Assisting dyslexic college
students: an experimental program design at a university,"
Bulletin of the Orton Society 29 (1979): 263-268; M. Critchley, "Some problems of the ex dyslexic," Bulletin of the Orton
Society 23 (1973): 7-14; and M.A. Herbert and c. Czerniejewski, "Language and learning therapy in a community college,"
Bulletin of the Orton Society 26 (1976): 96-100; cited in
Christopher s. Johnston, "The Learning Disabled Adolescent and
Young Adult: An Overview and Critique of Current Practices,"
Journal of Learning Disabilities 17 (Aug./Sept. 1984): 387.
8

J. Blalock, "Persistent problems," cited in c. Johnston,
"The Learning Disabled Adolescent and Young Adult," 387.
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(ranging in age from seventeen to forty-eight), sixty-three
out

of

the

sample

processing deficit.

group

revealed

some

type

of

auditory

They did not evidence the problems in

abbreviated oral conversation.

When asked to complete more

difficult tasks such as defining words,

explaining complex

ideas, or relating long narratives, the subjects demonstrated
impairments.
memory,

Persistent problems appeared in the areas of

word retrieval,

sequencing,

syntax,

formulation of

ideas, and articulation.
Individuals

reported

having

problems

in

the

social

settings or work place due to their deficits in oral communication.

They identified having difficulty comprehending or

retaining

instructions,

organizing tasks,

taking

messages, and working in distracting environments.

accurate
Socially,

they felt insecure in conversational settings and sometimes
avoided situations in which they anticipated difficulty. 9 The
LD adults reported misreading social cues, facial expressions,
and

body

language

when

attempting

to

communicate

with

instructors, co-workers, or peers. 10

w. Blalock, "Persistent Auditory Language Deficits
in Adults with Learning Disabilities," Journal of Learning
Disabilties 15 (December 1982): 604-606, 608-610.
9Jane

10 D.

Brown, "Steps to Independence for People with
Learning Disabilities," Closer Look (Washington o.c., 1980);
D. Brown, "Rehabilitating the Learning Disabled Adult,"
American Rehabilitation 7 (1982): 3-11; B. Cardoni, "Assisting
dyslexic college students: An experimental program design at
a university," Bulletin of the Orton Society 29 (1979): 263268; and c. Johnson, "LD Adults: The Inside Story," Academic
Therapy 16 (1981): 435-442; cited ins. Vogel, "On Developing
LD College Programs," Journal of Learning Disabilities
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Putting

those

vocational

broader perspective,

a

and

social

concerns

in

a

1984 study on LD adult development

stated that:
the central concern for disabled adults is whether or not
they sense they can exercise control over their personal
environment. A history of external locus of control as
found in school-age LD persons, therefore, may set the
stage for continued perceptions of life crises as pawn
events and hence lead to feelings of powerlessness in
adulthood. 11
Given

the

point

that

Knowles

made

regarding

the

adult's

ultimate move toward self-direction, task-oriented learning,
and inner rewards of self-esteem and self-confidence, it must
follow that the day-to-day demands of the regular adult world
could create difficulty for the LD person.

That individual,

although learning disabled, seeks emotional maturity, acceptable social behavior, and vocational competence as does any
adult.
The Association for Children and Adults with Learning
Disabilities

(ACLD)

in 1982 identified social deficits and

lack of social support as a major area of concern for LD
adults. 12

Because success in college as well as the adult

15 (November 1982): 524.
11

Edward A. Polloway, J. David Smith, and James R. Patton,
"Learning Disabilities: An Adult Development Perspective, 11
Learning Disability Quarterly 7 (Spring 1984): 184.
12

ACLD Vocational Comrni ttee, "Preliminary report of the
ACLD vocational committee survey of LD adults," ACLD
Newsbriefs, no. 145 (1982), 1, 5, 20-23; cited in Thomas W.
Decker, Edward A. Polloway, and Barbara Brundige Decker, "Help
for the LD College Student," Academic Therapy 20 (January
1985): 343.
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world demands independence and autonomy, a self-help group,.
guidance and counseling service, or career assessment plan at
the college level could well provide the structure needed by
the

LO

trigger

adult. 13
toward

Knowles

acknowledged

self-awareness

might

that

be

an

necessary

external
in

the

academic setting if the adult were not yet aware of the "need
to know" and not yet fully self-directed.
adult

learner,

according to

Knowles' s

become motivated to tap such a

Furthermore, the

theory,

could well

college service so as to

enhance his or her career skills and options.
What follows is a discussion of comm.on components of
support services for the LO adult in the postsecondary setting.

The needs/characteristics of the student and Knowles's

theory of learning are interwoven in that presentation.
Components of LD Support Services
The emergence of programs at postsecondary institutions
has followed a generally comm.on pattern.

The development of

those services appeared to have fallen into eight steps or
components, although they occurred not necessarily in succession or in entirety.

A receptive campus environment provided

the conditions in which services could develop.
conducive

atmosphere

as

a

prerequisite,

the

Given that
programs

ultimately emerged because key, single-minded, diligent campus
13Ann

M. Orzak, "Special Needs of the Learning Disabled
College Student: Implications for Interventions Through Peer
Support Groups,"
Personnel and Guidance Journal 62 (March
1984): 406-407.
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individuals
recognized the continuing needs of LD adults and were
willing both to give up the security of the known and to
expend tremendous energy involved in breaking new ground.
This pattern has repeated itself: essentially on every
campus where there are services LD adults, there is one
individual who assumed responsibility for the program
(often without release time or adequate compensation) . 14
The catalytic individuals recognized from the outset the
need to involve representatives from across the campus.

The

first step was to identify enthusiastic colleagues from across
the disciplines and service areas; especially the English faculty, dean's office, guidance and counseling, health services,
library, multimedia centers, and office of handicapped student
services.

The planning team had to become knowledgeable about

the nature of learning disabilities, then convey that knowledge to the faculty, and stimulate cooperation and support for
the concept of LD support services.
Staff development became the second necessary step, for
"widespread

faculty

and

administrative

support

cannot

be

expected to develop in an environment of ignorance or misinformation
ongoing.

about

learning

disabilities. 1115

The

task

was

Various in-service activities had to be planned to

reach the wider campus.
The core group of planners moved on to assess on-campus
resources already in place and appropriate as services to the

14 susan

A. Vogel, "On Developing LD College Programs,"
Journal of Learning Disabilities 15
(November 1982): 519.
15

Ibid.
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learning disabled.

For

instance the programs

tapped the

existing math or writing center, libraries, computer-assisted
instruction, textbook taping services available for the blind
students.

The compliance officers perhaps already had a pool

of notetakers and readers for handicapped students,

or had

made extended time for tests a matter of established procedure.

Courses had to be identified that addressed the stu-

dents' learning styles and learning needs, especially basic
skills in writing and math as well as study skill development.
With

the

preliminaries

of

program

implementation

covered, planners sought a staff capable of meeting the needs
of the LD adult in the college setting.

Ideally the members

of the LD support services programs were highly skilled educational therapists in addition to broadly educated individuals.
Due to the newness of the LD adult postsecondary services and
the lack of LD specialists trained in adult education, program
facilitators found themselves learning "on the job--often from
the LD adults themselves--how to evaluate LD adults and adapt
curricula materials • . . or create their own curricular
materials. 1116

Some sought specialists with secondary experi-

ence and/or tapped graduate students working in the field of
learning disabilities and peer tutors preparing to become
teachers.
students'

Tutors needed a
weaknesses

and

clear understanding of the LD

strengths,

learning

styles,

effective teaching styles given the learning profiles.
16

Ibid. , 521.

and
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Paraprofessionals working in other campus learning centers
also needed the same type of preparation to work effectively
with the LO students.
Fifth,

some provision was made for assessment of the

learning disabilities.
evaluations.

The

Many students

extent

of

came with previous

testing varied depending

on

whether or not services included individualized instruction
and remediation in addition to compensatory strategies 17 and
course

tutoring.

Due

to

the

scarcity

of

standardized,

reliable, and valid diagnostic tools appropriate for the LO
adult, the diagnostician had to be
very
skillful
in
eliciting
important
qualitative
information during the testing. The readiness of the LO
adults to reveal problem areas that they have spent a
great deal of time and psychic energy hiding often is
strongly influenced by the student's motivation for
college and the rapport that is established between the
diagnostician and the student. 18
Understanding these ramifications played a significant role in
accurate

assessment.

included evaluations of:

When
(1)

possible,

extensive

testing

receptive and expressive oral

language in the area of syntax, semantics, .and morphology;
17

The term refers to the use of coping strategies so that
an LO student may circumvent the area of disability. For
example, a student who cannot write fluidly due to a word
retrieval deficit may use a tape recorder during lectures and
then organize notes later after replaying the tape under
stress-free conditions. A student with a good auditory memory
who cannot read with comprehension at the college level may
use tapes of texts or a reader. That allows the individual to
use his stronger oral language skills to bypass the task of
deciphering the written word given the importance of speedy
mastery of the material.

s.

18

Vogel, "On Developing LO Programs," 522.
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(2) oral and silent reading comprehension; (3) reading rate;
(4) knowledge of writing skills; and (5) auditory memory and
perception.

With complete information, the staff could plan

appropriate interventions with the students.
With complete LD records on hand, then the staff provided

informed

counselors

academic

themselves

advisement

had to

be

and

well

tutoring.

versed

in

The

learning

disabilities as well as the special needs of the specific
individuals being advised.

Preferably advisors and students

had a clear understanding of course prerequisites,
background

knowledge

instructors'

methods

and
and

skills

of

registrants,

requirements.

Reduced

assumed
and

the

and/or

balanced course loads or part-time enrollments were options
kept open.

It was understood that whereas regular students

were expected to spend two to three hours of preparation for
each credit hour the LD students probably needed four to five
hours of work for the same course.

A reduced program was

viewed as advantageous while the students were working on
developing basic skills, study habits, and time management.
Seventh,

support staff recognized the

importance of

self-help groups to foster social skills and promote supportive interactions during the academic term.
selves

identified

their

need

to

improve

LD adults theminterpersonal

interactions (see previous subsection).
Last, but certainly critical was the obvious need for
college staff to secure and comprehend fully the implications
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of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (see Chapter
I) •

Unclear,

incomplete

interpretations

of

mandate to provide reasonable modifications
qualified

handicapped

students

caused

the
for

federal

otherwise

apprehension

and

confusion on campuses, despite the schools' desire to fulfill
not only the letter of law but the spirit of the law as
well. 19
Next follows a comparative analysis of the support
services at the three community colleges studied.

Discussion

of service components is based upon the case studies presented
through extensive documentation (see Chapters III, IV, and V).
Newly presented data for the purpose of comparison will be
referenced herein.

The theory of the adult learner juxtaposed

with the characteristics ascribed to the LD adult student and
the general components of postsecondary support services form
the paradigm upon which that comparison is made.
Analysis of LD Services at Triton, Harper, and Oakton
The
colleges

path

that

followed

the

in

three

developing

similar plans of action.

successful,
their

award-winning

programs

revealed

However, the threads in the pattern

of development started from different areas of emphasis and
produced results of differing fabric.
Supportive administrations at all three schools provided
the means by which key,

19

Ibid., 518-527.

dedicated individuals persistently
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pursued defined, well organized courses of action that led
eventually to services for the learning disabled as part of
the total service delivery to all handicapped students.

At

Triton President Knight committed himself to strengthening the
developmental education program during the 1977-1978 year.
Dr.

Phoebe

Helm,

education,

as

forged

president's

executive

ahead with

objective.

disadvantaged,

the

slow

In

director

her
the

learners,

of

plans

to

developmental
implement

the

stages,

the

formative
ESL

students,

and

the

handicapped were grouped under the all-encompassing label of
developmental education.

In 1977 the hearing impaired were

the most visible special needs students.

As the numbers of

learning disabled grew during the 1980s, this group's needs
drew the majority of staff time.

The

learning disabled

although the largest percentage of the handicapped by the late
1980s remained a

part of SNAP services designed

for

all

special needs students on campus.
At Harper it was not a high ranking officer such as the
president that initiated the plan of action.

Instead, Dr.

Elizabeth McKay as health services administrator in 1975 took
it upon herself to

secure

some services

for

the hearing

impaired and orthopedically impaired students visibly in need
of services.

As services grew at a faster pace for the larger

hearing impaired group, so grew the campus-wide visibility and
voice from the special services division before the board of
trustees.

The adult education instructors drew attention to
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the needs of the learning disabled who were appearing more and
more frequently in their classes.

Then Harper's adult educa-

tion staff persisted over a five-year period from 1975 to 1980
to win state and federal grants to investigate the academic
needs of the learning disabled adult.
Oakton's

environment

was

developing special services,

especially

conducive

to

for the school had committed

itself to the student development model during the early years
of 1971 and 1972.

With a concerned eye always turned toward

meeting the needs of the wider community and a student body
with a wide range of abilities,

occ struggled with maintaining

college level standards of student performance while simultaneously meeting its responsibility as an open door institution
of higher learning.

The college felt

a

strong sense of

mission and perceived itself as unique in its ability to meet
community and individual needs in an atmosphere of academic
excellence.

Over a one-year research period,

this writer

observed that strong sense of mission and collegiality among
administrators, staff, and faculty to provide a fine education
not only to the regular students,

but the capable special

needs students as well.
At Oakton,

as at Harper,

an interested middle level

administrator took the initiative to carry to the board of
trustees the issues of providing appropriate services to the
handicapped.

Dr. Kaye Bentley as director of instructional

support services took the lead in

dev~loping

learning lab
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programs for the remedial as well as regular students seeking
tutoring.

To meet the changing needs of the student body, occ

revised original developmental courses and devised new ones,
implemented a comprehensive testing program to promote appropriate placement in English and math and to provide individual
students and professors with useful diagnostic information for
instructional planning.
All three colleges used specially designated committees
to facilitate planning and to promote communication across the
disciplines and levels of authority.
up two different advisory groups.

Dr. Helm at Triton set

The first in 1977 promoted

cooperation as she remodeled a building to accommodate the revised developmental education program.
1979

The second in 1978-

enhanced communication as the school underwent a self-

study to evaluate compliance with Section 504 (see Chapter I).
A special needs committee, organized in 1982 by concerned
staff in the learning assistance program, attempted to elicit
faculty awareness of and support for the academically fragile
students.
Dr.

Kaye

Bentley at

Oakton headed

the

four-member

special education committee that represented the developmental
education faculty and student development.

The group expanded

to a seven-member team to promote communication with the math
and English departments that were directly involved in honing
academic standards and course entry policies.

The committee

worked diligently to publicize within the school and wider
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residential community and to implement a well-defined service
delivery plan.

Over several years, this core group success-

fully fueled the administrative support and endorsement of the
board of trustees as a result of ongoing reporting and public
appearances at community events and official district meetings.
In 1979 Harper used its in-house Task Forces for Master
Planning, a group composed of administrators and faculty, to
update its mission statement and objectives.

Although not

specifically organized to carry out a newly designed service
for

special

needs

students,

the

college

reiterated

its

commitment to non-discriminatory admissions and policies, in
addition

to

providing

student

complement existing programs.

services

to

reflect

and

In 1980 Harper responded to a

North Central Association self-study to combine all services
for

the handicapped under the Off ice of Disabled Student

Services.

Committees appeared to serve as stimulators of the

forces of change.

Oakton and Triton, however, seemed to use

committees as well designed tools for change, organizing the
forces necessary to implement the plans of a few skillful,
dedicated, key leaders.
Services for the learning disabled emerged from the colleges' tutoring services for the disadvantaged, the remedial
students, and handicapped students in general.

Each campus's

services underwent transition periods from general tutoring,
to refinement of learning lab programs or learning assistance
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centers,

to course revisions,

and finally to identifiable

centers of defined services geared to the learning disabled.
support services for this targeted group always remained a
part of the wider service delivery plan for the handicapped on
campus, however.

At Tri ton services for the learning disabled

formalized under the Special Needs Assistance Program (SNAP)
in 1979

as

a

recognized part of developmental

education.

Harper experienced its growth from a specially funded program
for the hearing impaired, toward a focus on research into the
learning disabled adult education student, and finally into an
organized Disabled Student Services (DSS) in 1980.
LD services emerged through a

transition

in

Oakton's

learning lab

tutoring programs and as an intentional by-product of the
college's longstanding efforts to maintain academic standards
in its developmental and remedial courses.

The Additional

student Services Instruction Support Team (ASSIST) came into
being in 1981 as the effective arm of service delivery to all
handicapped students attending

occ.

The state of Illinois created the comprehensive community college system to be an educator of the traditional as
well as non-traditional student.

Given that mission Triton,

Harper, and Oakton had to spread their local tax dollars and
General Assembly allocations over a wide range of programs and
services.

In that context then, administrators and special

needs staff continually sought new or increased soft money
sources

through

specially

funded

state

or

federal

grant
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projects

and

state

or

federal

funding

policies.

The

uncertainty of in-house hard monies and soft monies proved to
contribute to a very real fear of discontinuity in service or
an inability to respond to changing campus needs.
Each
funding.

college

developed

its

own

pattern

of

outside

Triton effectively tapped CETA for the first dollars

(channeled through the Illinois State Board of Education's
Department of Adult, Vocational, and Technical Education) to
streamline the developmental education program and to implement a food service training program for the educable mentally
handicapped.
Plus

Federal grants under programs called Ability

Independence

and

Special

Programs

Disadvan-taged Backgrounds (TRIO).

for

Students

from

Washington, D.C. targeted

almost five hundred thousand dollars over an eight-year period
during the 1980s for Triton's disadvantaged.

The college met

the needs of its special education students through the budget
for the developmental education enrollments which included the
category called "the disadvantaged."
Triton used ICCB Disadvantaged Student Grants (DSG) from
1979 through 1988, although allocations were small in terms of
the total school ICCB dollars.

For example, in the year 1988

DSG requests totaled $240,152 out of a total grant request of
$10,687,287 (covering six categories) which represented only
2.2 percent of Triton's total requests.

Its credit hour grant

for full-time enrollment totaled $7,319,795 or approximately
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87 percent of its total ICCB funding. 20
Starting

in

1974,

Harper

consistently

successfully

tapped the Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services
(DORS) to fund its services to the handicapped, primarily the
large program for the hearing impaired.
DORS

dollars

appeared

in

the

college

By the mid-1980s,
budget

for

support

services to disabled students in general, and Harper continued
with its own in-house matching dollars.
state

Board

Vocational,

of

Education

DAVTE

Harper used Illinois

(Department

and Technical Education)

of

Adult,

dollars in very small

amounts compared to its ongoing DORS source and later JTPA
(Job Training Partnership Act) funding.
Starting

in

1984,

Harper

began

using

JTPA

grants

channeled through the Illinois Community College Board for the
training

of

the

disadvantaged.

By

1987

JTPA

grants

represented two of Harper's six major governmental grants
targeted for the disabled or disadvantaged.
Harper found one of its more reliable funding sources in
DSG (see Chapter IV, table 4).

In the year 1988 the grant

request came to $129,115, which represented only 1.6 percent
of its total request of $8,231,903.

Similar to the situation

at Triton, DSG stood for a very small part of its total ICCB
awards--approximately 88 percent of its total requests came

20

Illinois Community College Board, Fiscal Year 1988
Operating Budget Requests for the Illinois Public Community
College System (Springfield: Illinois Community College Board,
1986), table 4, 18.
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under the credit hour grant category of $7,319,795. 21

Tom

Thompson and Dr. Elizabeth McKay made the salient.point to the
board of trustees in 1981 that the funding based on actual
enrollment rather than a head count based only on full-time
students would reflect more accurately the real expense of
providing support

services.

Harper

succeeded

in

tapping

special grant programs on both the state and federal levels.
Al though
lower

through

echelon

one-time,

faculty

in

short-term projects,
adult

education

dedicated

produced

three

handbooks as resources for statewide distribution to adult
educators of the learning disabled.

Neither Oakton nor Triton

pursued these types of research-generating grant proposals to
supplement their direct service dollars.
Oakton, like its neighboring community colleges, sought
soft monies from CETA, DAVTE, JTPA,

and DSG.

Following in

Triton's footsteps to create a viable vocational alternative,
in 1983 Oakton started a food service training program for the
severely learning disabled who were not functioning within the
college's academic program.

OCC sought and secured ongoing

funding through Cook county's Private Industry Council using
first CETA and later JTPA dollars.

ASSIST maintained its

strong desire to meet the vocational needs of the more capable
learning disabled students by initiating the Open Door program
in 1986 under JTPA and Illinois State Board of Education
funding.
21

Ibid.
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Oakton looked toward DAVTE as early as 1976 to pay for
a variety of special projects.

It targeted dollars for early

identification of the handicapped and disadvantaged.

In 1981

the college used DAVTE to subsidize in-service for the business community on the topic of Section 504 mandates.

Starting

in 1983 the college began using DAVTE dollars to pay the
salary of the special needs coordinator.
Again, as did its neighbors, OCC found DSG one of its
more reliable sources.

During its formative years in the

1970s, the college used the dollars to partially staff the
teaching positions in ESL, communications (English courses),
developmental reading and to pay the salaries of learning lab
coordinators and an LD specialist.

During the 1980s the

grants went toward the better defined tutoring and support
services for the handicapped and non-handicapped students.

In

the year 1988 its DSG grant totaled $161,407, only 3.0 percent
of OCC's total ICCB request of $5,240,696.

As with Triton and

Harper, Oakton's credit hour grant made up by far the largest
proportion of the whole pie--86 percent or $4,540,247. 22
Given the comparable degree of motivation and direction
on the part of select faculty and administrators, coupled with
funding patterns, the three colleges created similar services.
On the other hand, each college experienced different planning
and implementation of components in respect to areas of emphasis and expertise.
22 Ibid.
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As Vogel explained, postsecondary institutions generally
expended

energy

on

eight

issues

to

develop

LD

services.

First, planning at all three schools made use of specially
chosen committees to encourage intra-campus communication and
to take advantage of staff/faculty skill in and knowledge of
program development.

Second, all three colleges repeatedly

in-serviced faculty on the special needs of the handicapped,
trained tutors and lab personnel, and sponsored workshops to
promote visibility not only on campus but in the residential
districts as well.
Next,

each campus very methodically and continually

utilized existing campus resources to provide early services
instead of duplicating components.
saw no need to "reinvent the wheel."
labs

at Triton,

Harper,

and

Support staff certainly
For instance, learning

Oakton already had

equipment and staff to tutor remedial students.
and 1978 Triton's

in place

During 1977

first targeted tutoring effort

for the

handicapped took place in the library as part of the general
tutoring services

for the entire student body.

With the

refinement of the developmental education program, all support
services were housed in the Liberal Arts and Science Building
to

facilitate

communication

departments located there.

with

the

English

and

math

Harper continued to refer its DSS

students to the school-wide tutoring program as an option for
a few.

Oakton used its learning labs initially to provide

general services to the entire student body,

including the
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handicapped.

The

coordinator

of

instructional

support

services took it upon herself to do master's work in learning
disabilities

as more

and more

LD

students

sought

help. 23

Later the college expanded the lab program and integrated
specific skills courses with the special needs populations in
mind.

The college chose to house ASSIST, tutoring rooms, the

office of director of instructional support services, and the
learning labs in one wing in close proximity to enhance the
quality of service. 24
A fourth component centered upon selection of skilled
staff

well

versed

in

learning

disabilities.

All

three

colleges appeared to have based hiring practices on sound
criteria,

although it seemed to this researcher that the

colleges at times chose to expand service to the learning
disabled because a staff member hired in another capacity
happened

to

disabilities,

have
too.

experience

in

the

field

of

learning

Student need generated activity.

For

instance, one of the first lead instructional assistants hired
by Triton to serve as reading specialist had been a full-time
learning disabilities teacher at the secondary level.

That

individual took on the added responsibility at the direction
of Dr.

Helm to monitor informally the progress of the LD

23

Juele Blankenburg, occ coordinator of instructional
support services and Paula Griswold, OCC special needs
coordinator, transcript of interview by author, Des Plaines,
Illinois, 9 August 1988, 2.
24

observation of author during campus visits over one-year
period of research.
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students who chose to seek tutoring through the
assistance

center

(LAC).

Later

in

1981

the

learning

first

SNAP

expediter formalized services to the learning disabled as part
of

the

already

In 1987,

handicapped.
becoming

existing

the

developmental

LAC
as a

greatest

tutoring

for

the

physically

result of the LO enrollment

percentage

education designated

of

the

SNAP

lead

students,

instructional

assistant/reading specialist as the LD specialist on the LAC
staff.

That LO specialist provided background information and

suggested

teaching

techniques

to

peer

tutors

specially

assigned to the LD students.
At Harper the adult education faculty acknowledged their
need for professional growth in the area of methodology appropriate to the academically troubled students.

In 1978 as part

of the thrust of the adult education instructors to research
the topic of adult learning disabilities, Harper designated a
part-time LO specialist to conduct the project.

With the

creation of the Office of Disabled Student Services in 1979,
Harper pulled all services for the handicapped under one roof
and one coordinator.

Tutors with a minimum of bachelors'

degrees worked in their respective content specialties with
students.

A part-time LO-trained tutor worked only with LD

students.

Another

part-time

specialist

worked

with

the

visually impaired, and a third specially trained part-timer
worked

with

physically

deficient skills.

handicapped

students

to

develop
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Oakton continually and diligently attempted to adjust
staff assignments, to secure released time for over committed
ASSIST faculty, to seek approval for new positions as enrollments demanded, and to tap the expertise of concerned faculty.
For instance, with the remodeling of the learning lab in 1974
and with an anticipated increase in the number of developmental sections for 1975-1976, the college sought to hire a new
reading specialist with a background in learning disabilities.
That person carried the duties of learning lab supervisor and
reading instructor.

By the close of the 1980-1981 year, OCC

had twenty-five degreed and experienced tutors, four of whom
worked specifically on developing outlining, notetaking, and
reading skills.

The ASSIST member with secondary teaching

experience in learning disabilities brought her expertise to
the team. 25

As ASSIST pressured for a suitable vocational

program, it succeeded in getting a special needs coordinator
hired to coordinate tutoring for the disadvantaged students in
vocational courses.

The trained LD tutor taught peer or staff

tutors in appropriate methods to work effectively with LD
students in content areas. 26
Each college made some provision for assessment, a fifth
ingredient.

Triton, Harper, and Oakton eventually implemented

mandatory testing for course placement as enrollment of

25

Blankenburg and Griswold, transcript of interview by
author, 2.
26 I

b'd
l. •

,

13.
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underprepared students
provided

some

degree

increased steadily.
of

special needs students.

diagnostic

All

testing

three also

for

incoming

The LD specialist on staff at Triton

administered tests as needed, but preferably students brought
in

their

own

records

from

high

school.

Harper

offered

assessments through the Off ice of Disabled Student Services
upon request.

Oakton' s ASSIST team set a policy that students

desiring services had to submit their previous school records.
They did not do formal assessments, but offered the WoodcockJohnson Test on a needs basis only.

Otherwise, students were

ref erred to outside agencies or schools such as Northwestern
University

for

in-depth diagnostic assessments. 27

Support

staff at all three campuses expressed clear desire to service
the truly learning disabled with college level ability.
The colleges appeared most similar in respect to the
focus of their tutoring services, the sixth characteristic.
All three provided instruction in course content, remediation
of deficient learning skills such as writing and reading, and
compensatory techniques.

The latter consisted of learning how

to secure taped textbooks, to locate a notetaker for class, or
to serve as one's own advocate when requesting test modifications of instructors.
Seventh, all three campuses offered specific guidance
and counseling services for the handicapped.

27 I

b'd
1 •

,

16.

Starting with
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its Success Oriented Services (SOS)

in 1977, Triton offered

direct academic assessment and counseling.

All developmental

students met with counselors each semester to write individual
educational plans as a matter of policy as of 1978.

The

college hired a special needs counselor to work only with the
handicapped students.

That individual took the initiative to

organize the Enablers student Club as a vehicle for social
interaction and growth, an identified critical component in a
successful program.

Beginning during the 1972-1973 term,

Harper's new policy called for counselors to see all incoming
students with records of academic difficulty so as to devise
courses of study based on students' unique needs.

In 1974 a

counselor for the hearing impaired students offered career
planning.

A counselor associate worked with Harper's adult

basic education staff as of 1975.

Counseling also became a

cornerstone of the newly organized disabled student services
(DSS)

as of 1973-1974.

Oakton's student development model

naturally contained strong counseling and guidance services.
With ASSIST'S
personal

service delivery model

in 1980,

counseling which had always been a

developmental education took on equal
tutoring services.

career and

component of

importance with the

Counselors served on the ASSIST team as

equally important members and leaders with the instructional
support staff.

Realistic and sound vocational guidance held

equal footing with the well organized tutoring program.

occ' s

Handicapables organized as a social club and tended to draw
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mainly the orthopedically impaired. 28
Last, but certainly not the least important component,
was attention to compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 regulating services to the postsecondary
handicapped.

All three schools underwent compliance reviews

for the federal government and support staff appeared well
informed on the mandates of the law.

Administration and

boards of trustees revealed ongoing concern for maintaining
compliance.

Support staffs on all three campuses demonstrated

a genuine wish to fulfill the spirit of the law as well as the
letter of the law.

Oakton staff exhibited an especially keen

concern for its legal obligations under Section 504 as well as
the Buckley Amendment

(see Chapter I).

Students had full

access to special education records and were encouraged to
read through them so as to remove the "mystique" of their old
records. 29
According

to

Malcolm

Knowles's

views

on

the

adult

learner, how did the service programs at Triton, Harper, and
Oakton stack up?

Without a doubt,

all personnel desired,

encouraged, and actively promoted independence on the part of
students who had perhaps been too sheltered by parents or
previous special education teachers.

Students were taught

28 Lynn

ward Page, ASSIST member and associate professor
of English, transcript of interview by author, Des Plaines,
Illinois, 3 March 1989, 16.
29

Juele Blankenburg and Paula Griswold,
interview by author, 23.

transcript of
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self-advocacy skills and were provided with the information on
support services available; students then had to choose to
utilize or abandon them which certainly promoted the development of self-directed adults.
All three schools tapped the experiences of peers as
sources of knowledge and skill as tutors.

Such practices

confirmed Knowles's idea about validating and then tapping
adults• experience.
their students.
services

aimed

Staff acknowledged the individuality of

Indeed,
to

the entire scope of their support

develop

the

individuality

and

self-

identities of the special needs individuals.
Knowles' s concept of the "need to know" as a primary
motivating factor in adult learning was a built-in factor in
all support services.

The handicapped students needed to know

the services available and then use them to pursue their
formal college education successfully.
seek out support services,

When those opted to

they manifested their "need to

know."
The special needs students also demonstrated Knowles's
idea of the task-centered learners, for they chose to utilize
support services as their keys to higher education.

Their

designated tasks centered upon acquiring the tools to remediate their learning deficits, to compensate for the weak areas,
or to master new skills.

For some that meant working with

their LD tutors to develop reading comprehension,

putting

extra study time to transcribe taped lectures or listening to
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specially ordered tapes of textbook assignments, or learning
to use word processing to circumvent spelling deficits.
Triton College,

Harper College,

and Oakton Community

College forged ahead in the 1970s and 1980s to build services
for the learning disabled adults.

As student needs generated

activity, the colleges pioneered services.

Staff members who

were particularly knowledgeable, skilled, caring, dedicated
individuals energized the momentum for responsiveness and educational

innovation.

What

is

the

current

status

of the

learning disabled adults at the postsecondary level as America
looks toward the twenty-first century?
addressed next.

That question will be

CHAPTER VII
POSTSCRIPT
The

postsecondary

learning disabled

adults,

special

interest groups, college administrators and service providers
of 1988 will look toward the year 2000 through the telescopic
lenses coated by federal, state, and local colors.

Congres-

sional legislation, Illinois's patterns of community college
education, and the directions of local campuses will influence
the status of the LD students knocking on the doors of the
open enrollment postsecondary institutions.
Two legislative events on the federal

level

in 1990

served to maintain the spirit of favorable special education
mandates

begun

in

the

1970s

and

1980s.

The

ninety-page

Americans with Disabilities Act became the law of the land in
July.

In September Congress reauthorized the Carl D. Perkins

Vocational Education Act for another five

y~ars.

On the other

hand, the nation has heard Washington, D.C. 's rumblings over
trimming versus expanding educational budgets in light of the
U.S. President's education summit in September 1989.
on the state level, the Illinois Community College Board
planned

to

celebrate

the

twenty-fifth

anniversary

of

the

passage of the Public Community College Act during 1990 and
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In November 1990 the board sought a

1991.

increase

for

fiscal

year

1992

over

1991

large funding
appropriations.

Northern Illinois University's Project TAPE sought to expand
its network of support resources throughout the state.
On the local campuses of Tri ton,

Harper,

and Oakton

Community College, service providers looked to a future of
expanded services.

They foresaw a need to provide expanded

services for the learning disabled adults seeking postsecondary education.
The Federal Context
The White House with the nation's governors held an
historic education summit in September 1989 in Charlottesville, Virginia.

Participants agreed to set national per-

formance goals for education by early 1990 and to launch a
restructuring of the nation's

school

systems.

The

final

conference statement called for more flexibility in federal
and state education regulations and for a national report card
to measure the performances of schools and their states.
Congress appropriated the dollars for such a summit in 1984,
but the Reagan administration chose not to call the meeting.
Predictably, Congress reacted negatively to the request for
flexible application of mandates.

Federal lawmakers antici-

pated opposition to the idea of grading and comparing the
quality of states' educational programs. 1
1

Julie A. Miller, "Summit Agenda Likely to Spark Fight in
Congress," Education Week, 11 October 1989, 1, 14.
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Strong voices spoke to the nation at the close of the
two-day summit.

Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton, one of the

state administrators who negotiated directly with White House
officials, came away saying that:
this is the first time a President and governors have ever
stood before the American people and said: "Not only are
we going to set national performance goals, which are
ambitious, not only are we going to develop strategies to
achieve them, but we stand here before you and tell you we
expect to be held personally accountable for the progress
we make in moving this country to a brighter future. 2
The President stated that "the American people are ready for
radical reforms. 113
that

the

President

Administration officials said, however,
had

spending drastically. 4

no

plans

for

increasing

federal

Only time would measure the truth of

both men's words and the substance given to summit goals.
In respect to special education funding,

the federal

government has never paid more than 14 percent of the national
bill, despite Washington's promise in the 1975 Education for
All Handicapped Children Act to absorb 40 percent of the cost.
In April 1990 Democrats and Republicans alike serving on the
House Education and Labor Committee called on Congress to keep
its word.

The committee asked for an increase in special

education funding of one billion dollars over the next three
fiscal years.

The group's $427.5 million request for fiscal

2Julie

A. Miller, "Summit Promise: 'Social Compact' for
Reform," Education Week, 4 October 1989, 1.
3 Ibid.,
4

Ibid.

10.
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year 1991 represented a

26 percent

increase

in President

Bush's suggested budget. 5
On 26 July 1990, President George Bush signed into law
the landmark Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

The law

furthered the goal of full participation in the mainstream by
protecting the civil rights of disabled individuals that are
currently provided to individuals on the basis of race, sex,
national origin, and religion.

In general it guaranteed equal

opportunity for disabled persons in employment, public accommodations, transportation, state and local governmental services, and telecommunications.
The U.S. Department of Justice set forth implementation
guidelines.

The

law

imposed

several

restrictions

on

employers: (1) no discrimination in hiring or promotion if the
persons were otherwise qualified for the jobs; (2) provision
of

reasonable

accommodations;

and

(3)

no

discrimination

against qualified applicants or employees because of the known
disabilities of individuals with whom applicants or employees
are known to have relationships or associations.
on the other hand,
interests to a degree.
accommodations
operations.

that

the statute protected employers'

For instance, the law did not require
impose

Employers

undue

retained

hardship
the

option

on

business
to

reject

applicants or to fire employees who pose a direct threat to
the health and safety of other individuals in the work place.
511 Special

Education," Education Week, 4 April 1990, 13.
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The legislation provided no basis for discrimination claims to
job applicants and employees who currently used drugs, and the
law did not prohibit drug testing.
ADA provided remedies under Title VII

of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 which included back pay and court orders to
halt

discrimination.

Employers with twenty-five

or more

workers had to comply by 26 July 1992, and those with fifteen
to twenty-four employees had to fulfill mandates by 26 July
1994.

The

statute

required

the

U.S.

Equal

Employment

Opportunity Commission to write regulations by 26 July 1991.
In

the

area

of

public

transportation,

the

statute

required bus systems and rail services to be accessible to
disabled individuals under the authority of Section 505 of the
Rehabilitation Act
provide

special

persons

were

of

1973.

Transit

transportation

unable

to

use

authorities

services

fixed

route

if

the

bus

had

to

disabled

facilities.

Existing rail systems had to make one car per train accessible
by 26 July 1995.
commuter

rail,

Existing key stations in rapid transit,
and

light

rail

systems

had

to

be

made

accessible by 26 July 1993; while intercity stations had to
meet

a

26

July

2010

deadline.

Individuals

could

file

complaints with the U.S. Department of Transportation or could
seek relief through private lawsuits.
operated

bus

and

van

companies

ADA ordered privately
to

meet

accessibility

requirements, too, by 26 July 1996.
In the area of public accommodations such as libraries,
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parks, restaurants, doctors' offices, and day care centers,
the legislation required reasonable changes in policies and
practices to avoid discrimination.

Physical barriers had to

be removed if removal was readily achievable; otherwise alternative methods of providing services had to be implemented.
Auxiliary aids and services had to be provided to individuals
with vision or hearing impairments or other disabilities,
unless undue burden resulted from implementation.
state

government

Section

504

accessible

of

operations
the

were

held

Rehabilitation

facilities

and

Act

Local and

accountable
of

1973

non-discrimination.

under

regarding
The

U.S.

attorney general, who held the power to file lawsuits to stop
discrimination and obtain money damages, received complaints
regarding this legislative component.
ADA also mandated that companies offering telephone
service to the general public had to offer telephone relay
services to individuals who use telecommunications devices for
the deaf.

Individuals seeking redress could file complaints

with the Federal Communications Commission. 6
In September of 1990 Congress and the President reauthorized the Carl D.
another five years,

Perkins Vocational Education Act for

effective 1 July 1991 (see Chapter I).

This action marked a major overhaul in federally supported
vocational education, where federal action had traditionally
6Learning

Disabilities Association, "The Americans with
Disabilities Act Fact Sheet," LDA Newsbriefs 25 (Pittsburgh:
Learning Disabilities Association, September 1990): 3-4.
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left the states wide latitude in using funds.

The law shifted

a significant portion of dollars from states to local school
districts and eliminated funding set-asides designed to ensure
access for the handicapped and disadvantaged.

Instead, the

law required assurances from districts and states that the aid
was being used to serve the disabled and disadvantaged.

The

states' required vocational education plans had to be approved
by state coordinators of Chapter One ESEA, handicapped, and
limited English proficiency programs.
Furthermore,

the legislative move required states to

devise performance measures for vocational programs, and it
encouraged

agreements

between

secondary

and

postsecondary

schools so that there was a clear pathway from eleventh grade
to post-high school certificates or associate degrees.

It

also highlighted the need for linking academic and vocational
curricula, encouraging technical-preparatory programs.

In the

words of Pennsylvania Representative Bill Goodling, one of the
bill's chief sponsors,

Congress wanted to "make sure we' re

training people for the jobs that are out their for tomorrow. • • • 117
of the Carl

For that reason, the final bill carried the name
D.

Perkins Vocational

and Applied Technology

Education Act.
As for postsecondary schools, the law based funding on
each college's enrollment of Pell Grant and Bureau of Indian

7

Lonnie Harp, "Educators Scurry To Prepare for Voc.-Ed.
Reforms," Education Week , 19 September 1990, 19.
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Affairs grant recipients.

States had the option, too, of sub-

mitting their own formulas if they could better target federal
dollars. 8
Federal lawmakers failed in their year-long effort to
revamp the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) in the closing
days of the lOlst Congress (see Chapter I) .

Illinois Senator

Paul Simon's bill, which placed greater focus on youths and
basic skills competency,
funding

formula. 9

resulted

in

a

collapsed during battles over the

Reportedly,

loss

of

Simon's

approximately

bill
$4.6

would. have
million

for

Illinois. 10
What follows is a brief update on activity in Illinois
since 1988 that impacts the learning disabled adults in the
postsecondary setting.
Illinois Context
By the year 1988, community colleges educated 43 percent
of the nation's undergraduates and 51 percent of all firsttime

entering

freshmen. 11

Enrollments

in

the

Illinois

community college system since 1988 reflected. that trend.
8

Lonnie Harp, "Adopt New Formula
Education Week 1 August 1990, 42.

For

for Targeting Aid, "

911 Now

That Dust Has Settled: A Box Score on Education
Bills," Education Week, 7 November 1990, 22.
10

Illinois Community College Board, Newsletter, no. 69
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, April 1989},
1.
1111

2-Year Colleges Urged to Help the Disadvantaged,"
Chronicle of Higher Education 34 (27 April 1988): A19.
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the

fall

of

College

Board

reported an increase for the third consecutive year.

Fall

enrollment

the

1990,

surveys

Illinois

showed

Community

students

352,579

enrolled

in

community college credit courses, an increase of 10,846 since
The total fall '1990 full-time equivalent (FTE)

Fall 1989.

headcount was 181,747 which was an increase of 7,310 over the
fall

FTE

1989

figures. 12

These statistics indicated that

slightly less than half of the total course enrollers attended
part-time.
In 1990 the Illinois Community College Board requested
a $51.5 million increase in state grants for fiscal year 1992,
a 23.3 percent increase over fiscal year 1991 grant appropriations.

ICCB intended to expand educational opportunities for

minorities and other underrepresented groups, to bolster work
force preparation, and to improve program quality through accountability.

The

board

hoped

to

initiate

partnerships

between elementary, secondary, and higher education sectors to
improve

students'

preparation

for

college

and

to

promote

successful transfers between postsecondary institutions. 13
The

ICCB

intended to make use

of the

Carl

Perkins

Vocational Applied Technology Education Act to reach one of
its goals--helping to build a competent work force.

Tech

Prep, a key component of the federal legislation, aimed to

12

Illinois Community College Board,
College Bulletin (November 1990), 4.
13

Ibid.

I

1.

Illinois Community
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integrate high school academics and vocational course work.
High school students were to gain competence in mathematics,
science, and communications and then moved into postsecondary
technical

degree

Illinois,

Tech

programs

Prep

leading

became

a

to

job

cooperative

Illinois State Board of Education,

placement.
effort

of

In
the

ICCB, the Department of

Commerce and Community Affairs, the Job Training Coordinating
Council,

and the Illinois Manufacturers Association.

Their

objective was to implement education-to-employment programs in
technology fields. 14
The year 1990 also marked the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the

enactment of the

Illinois.

Public Community College Act

in

Celebration activities included: (1) informing Il-

linois citizens of the progress and impact of the state's
community college system; (2) gaining greater visibility and
support of the Illinois community colleges throughout the
state with all constituencies of ICCB; (3) informing faculty
and staff at all Illinois community colleges about the history, purposes, and progress of the Illinois system; and
(4) recognizing the long-term service and outstanding contributions to the system by individuals and groups.

The

planning chose the celebration theme of "Twenty-five Years of
Expanding Opportunities. " 15
14 I b 1'd . ,
15

2.

Illinois Community College Board, Newsletter, no. 75
(Springfield: Illinois Community College Board, January 1990) ,
1.
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On the more practical
learning

disabled

community

level

of service delivery to

college

students,

Illinois University completed its Project TAPE

Northern
(Technical

Assistance to Postsecondary Education; see Chapter II).
two-year

federal

demonstration

grant

provided

The

technical

assistance to personnel serving LD adult students in Illinois
community colleges.
University

and

Project directors used Northern Illinois

Kishwaukee

Community

College

as

the

northeastern demonstration center, Richland Community College
in

Decatur

as

the

central

location,

Kaskaskia

Community

College in Centralia for the southern demonstration center,
and Chicago city-wide College campus as the northeastern site
to meet the needs of LD service providers in the Chicago
metropolitan area. 16
Recognizing that most community college personnel who
provided services to LD students also served other special
needs students as well, the project director realized that the
plan for a statewide network of LD service providers had to be
widened.

Ernest Rose concluded that:

support for such a concept would only be mustered if the
network were broadened to include improving services for
all adults with special needs.
While this may
appear to dilute the technical assistance needs for
learning disabilities service providers it has actually
increased contact among those people with particular
interest in learning disabilities, and facilitated crossservice system sharing which has benefited service
16Ernest

Rose, "Project TAPE: A Model of Technical
Assistance for Service Providers of College students with
Learning Disabilities,"
Learning Disabilities Research and
Practice 6 (1991): 25-26.
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providers and the students they serve. 17
Representatives from state agencies that serve special needs
individuals joined the network already in place.

Representa-

tives from the ICCB; Illinois Department of Adult, Vocational,
and Technical Education; Illinois Department of Rehabilitation
Services; Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs; Illinois Department of Mental Health; Project Chance;
Illinois

Literacy

Council;

and

Illinois

State

Board

of

Education's Adult Education were among the new group called
the Illinois Postsecondary Support Service Providers Network.
All fifty-two community colleges and two state universities
designated one or more persons to represent their campuses.
State

agency

personnel

and

advocacy

groups

were

contribute to or tap the services of the network.

free

to

Project

directors scheduled group activities on the regional and state
levels for the 1989-1991 academic years. 18
Next, activities at Triton, Harper, and Oakton Community
College since 1988 are discussed briefly.

Their special needs

service providers shared their vision of the future directions
for LD services at the postsecondary level.
The Local Context
In the fall of 1988 Triton College formed the council
for students with disabilities.

17 Ibid.,
18

32.

Ibid., 32.

It proposed to improve the
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educational development of disabled students and to facilitate
the understanding and support of the campus program.

In order

to fulfill its mission, the council set three objectives for
the 1989-1990 term: (1) conduct student/faculty needs assessments for the purpose of developing a one- and three-year plan
to improve programs and services for special needs students;
(2)

conduct

a

campus-wide

"Disability Awareness

Week"

to

promote greater sensitivity among students and staff for the
con-cerns of disabled students; and (3) develop an on-campus
grant resource development team to seek external funding to
meet the needs of disabled students as delineated in the oneand three-year plans.
The ten-member council represented the college and community at large.

The chairperson of National Easter Seal

Society chaired the committee.

Triton provided their board of

trustees chair, vice president of student affairs, associate
dean

for

academic

support

programs,

SNAP

specialist, and SNAP interpreter to serve.

expeditor,

LD

The community's

special interests were represented by the committee chair and
the Des Plaines Valley regional director for special needs
populations. 19
Harper, too, sought to refine and expand its services.
During the 1988-1989 term,

the college hired instructional

specialists for the visually impaired and the traumatic
19

Triton College, "Council for Students with Disabilities
One- and Three-Year Action Plan, 1990-1992," (River Grove:
Files of Phoebe Helm), 1, typewritten.
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head-injured

students.

Disabled

student

services

(DSS)

redesigned its special equipment room and purchased additional
equipment.

The college developed a

special course called

Preparing for College to promote the independence, decisionmaking,
also

and college success of handicapped students.

began

achievement

a
of

study

designed

the

disabled

to
with

compare
the

the

staff

academic

non-handicapped

students . 20
Oakton moved to implement objectives planned through
1992.

The college continued to fully support the efforts of

ASSIST.
upgraded

The
to

position
full-time.

of

special
It

needs

continued

to

coordinator
sponsor

was

staff

development workshops and training to sensitize and assist
faculty and staff to work more effectively with minority,
female, and handicapped students. 21
The concerns and projections expressed to this writer
during the two-year period of interviews with community college administrators, special service coordinators, and special
service providers coincided with the recommendations made by
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges in
1988.

In its report titled Building Communities: A Vision for

a New Century, the association called for six steps that impacted the postsecondary handicapped students: (1) initiate an

20

Illinois Community College Board, Status Renort on
Minority. Female. and Handicapped Student Plans and Goals
Implemented bv Illinois Community Colleges (Springfield:
Illinois Community College Board, 1989), 5.
21 Ibid.,

16-17.
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aggressive out-reach plan to draw disadvantaged students; (2)
implement

an

"early

warning"

system

to

identify

at-risk

students, in addition to assessment of skills upon enrollment,
career counseling and mentoring;
curriculum

so

that

all

( 3)

strengthen

community college

the

students

core

become

proficient communicators through the written and spoken word;
(4) commit, without apology, to helping those underprepared by
enrolling those students in intensive developmental education
programs; (5) make available to all students a full range of
support services, especially attempting to integrate part-time
students into the total college program; and (6) strengthen
funding guidelines at the state level so that formulas fully
acknowledge

the

nature

of

services

provided to

part-time

students and the demands placed on support services for the
underprepared. 22
Triton, Harper, and Oakton expressed keen awareness of
the growing enrollments of learning disabled.

All service

providers commented on the lack of clarity of definition as to
the true nature of learning disabilities and
drawing

the

LD

students

who were

demands of postsecondary curricula.

capable

~he

difficulty in

of meeting

the

All were aware of the

need for strengthening academic standards and for finding the
dollars necessary to provide essential support services.

All

revealed knowledge of the constant turnover in administrators
and the ongoing reshuffling of administration organization;
22

"Text of Key Recommendation of study on Future of 2-Year
Colleges," Chronicle of Higher Education 34 (27 April 1988):
A19-A20.
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they

appeared,

however,

unaffected

by

the

administrative

changes.
Perhaps as the nation moves into an action plan geared
toward better educating the American citizenry in this highly
technological

world

and

targeted

for

greater

degree

of

accountability on the part of its educational institutions,
there will develop a softer governmental voice advocating for
full educational opportunity for the learning disabled adults.
Yes,

the country has landmark protections in the Americans

with

Disabilities

Act,

but

the

tone

of

the

most

recent

vocational legislation loosens the mandates by which states
must address the needs of its handicapped citizenry.

Only

time will reveal the course of postsecondary educators and
students alike in light of the impact of fiscal realities and
society's demand for

skilled, well educated, and contributing

members of American society.
adults

at

the

community

The status of learning disabled
colleges

of

Illinois

will

be

determined by the broader issues of the state as well as the
nation.
George Vaughan, a prolific writer in the field of higher
education

and

currently

president

of

Piedmont

Virginia

Community College in Charlottesville, Virginia, perhaps best
expressed the appropriate historical perspective.

In comment-

ing on the future mission of the American community college
system, he stated that a tension exists today centered
around the retention of students . . . . We have for years
proclaimed that the community college's "open door" must
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not become a revolving door.
• The most important
tension in the future is one that has been with us
throughout history: the need to communicate our mission
more effectively, more consistently, and to a much broader
audience.
We must realize that we are not talking to a
stable audience, but rather that we are talking to a
passing parade. The major tension will not result from our
moving into the "fifth generation" of our development, not
from enrollment growths or declines, and not from job
training and retraining. The major tension will result
from our ability or inability to define and communicate
our mission to our various constituents. 23
Community college personnel must

be their own best

advocates within the ever-changing wider community of city,
state,

and

nation

with

its

many

special

interests

and

constituencies moving with less than synchronized steps.

23

George B. Vaughan, "The Community College Mission,"
Community, Technical, and Junior College Journal 58 (February/March 1988): 27.
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